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Abstract
The identification of the melody from a music recording is a relatively easy task for
humans, but very challenging for computational systems. This task is known as “au-
dio melody extraction”, more formally defined as the automatic estimation of the
pitch sequence of the melody directly from the audio signal of a polyphonic music
recording. This thesis investigates the benefits of exploiting knowledge automatically
derived from data for audio melody extraction, by combining digital signal processing
and machine learning methods. We extend the scope of melody extraction research
by working with a varied and realistic set of data, and considering multiple definitions
of melody. We first present an extensive overview of the state of the art, and perform
an evaluation on a novel symphonic music melody extraction dataset. Results show
that most approaches are not able to generalise well to the characteristics of such
data, which presents a high pitch range. A pitch salience function based on source-
filter modelling is found to be specially useful in such context. We then propose its
integration with melody tracking methods based on pitch contour characterisation,
and evaluate them on a wide range of music genres. Firstly, this salience function
is adapted for pitch contour creation by combining it with another one based on har-
monic summation. This combination increases the salience of melody pitches and
improves melody extraction accuracy over previous approaches, with two different
contour-based melody tracking methods: pitch contour selection based on heuristic
rules, and supervised pitch contour classification. Secondly, the latter approach is
further improved by using novel timbre, tonal and spatial features, which are helpful
to discriminate melodic from non-melodic pitch contours. Finally, we also propose a
method for the estimation of multiple melodic lines based on pitch contour classific-
ation, which exploits continuity within melodic lines. The combination of supervised
and unsupervised approaches leads to advancements on melody extraction and shows
a promising path for future research and applications.
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Resum
La identificació de la melodia en un enregistrament musical és una tasca relativament
fàcil per a éssers humans, però molt difícil per a sistemes computacionals. Aquesta
tasca es coneix com “ extracció de melodia ”, més formalment definida com l’estima-
ció automàtica de la seqüència d’altures corresponents a la melodia d’un enregistra-
ment de música polifònica. Aquesta tesi investiga els beneficis de l’ús de coneixement
derivat automàticament de dades per a extracció de melodia, combinant processament
digital del senyal i mètodes d’aprenentatge automàtic. Ampliem l’abast de la recerca
en aquest camp, en traballar amb un conjunt variat i realista de dades, i conside-
rar múltiples definicions de melodia. En primer lloc presentem una extensa anàlisi
comparativa de l’estat de la qüestió, en les tasques relacionades amb extracció de
melodia, i realitzem una avaluació en un context de música simfònica. Segons els re-
sultats obtinguts, la majoria dels mètodes no són capaços de funcionar adequadament
amb d’aquestes dades, que presenten un alt rang melòdic. Un dels descobriments és
que l’ús d’una funció de saliència tonal basada en un model font-filtre és especial-
ment útil en aquest context, i proposem la seva integració amb mètodes de seguiment
de melodia basats en la caracterització de contorns tonals. En primer lloc, adaptem
aquesta funció de saliència per a la creació de contorns tonals, combinant-la amb una
altra basada en la suma d’harmònics. Aquesta combinació augmenta la saliència de
la melodia i ajuda a millorar la seva extracció amb dos mètodes de seguiment de me-
lodia diferents: selecció de contorns basant-se en regles heurístiques, i classificació
supervisada de contorns. En segon lloc, milloren aquest últim enfocament amb l’esti-
mació de característiques de contorns tonals relacionades amb el seu timbre, tonalitat
i posició espacials, que ajuden a diferenciar els contorns tonals que corresponen a la
melodia dels que no. Finalment, proposem un mètode d’estimació de múltiples líni-
es melòdiques basat en classificació de contorns tonals, i que promou la continuïtat
dins de les línies melòdiques. La combinació de mètodes supervisats i no supervisats
porta a millores en l’extracció de melodia i mostra un camí prometedor per a futures
investigacions i aplicacions.
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Resumen
La identificación de la melodía en una grabación musical es una tarea relativamente
fácil para seres humanos, pero muy difícil para sistemas computacionales. Esta tarea
se conoce como “extracción de melodía”, más formalmente definida como la esti-
mación automática de la secuencia de alturas correspondientes a la melodía de una
grabación de música polifónica. Esta tesis investiga los beneficios del uso de conoci-
miento derivado automáticamente de datos para extracción de melodía, combinando
procesado digital de la señal y métodos de aprendizaje automático. Ampliamos el al-
cance de la investigación en este campo, al trabajar con un conjunto variado y realista
de datos, y considerar múltiples definiciones de melodía. En primer lugar presenta-
mos un extenso análisis comparativo del estado de la cuestión en tareas relacionadas
con extracción de melodía, y realizamos una evaluación en un contexto de música
sinfónica. Según los resultados obtenidos, la mayoría de métodos no son capaces de
funcionar adecuadamente con estos datos, cuyas características incluyen un alto ran-
go melódico. Uno de los descubrimientos es que el uso de una función de saliencia
tonal basada en un modelo fuente-filtro es especialmente útil en dicho contexto. En
esta tésis proponemos su integración con métodos de seguimiento de melodía basados
en la caracterización de contornos tonales, y los evaluamos en una amplia gama de
géneros musicales. En primer lugar, adaptamos esta función de saliencia para la crea-
ción de contornos tonales, combinándola con otra basada en la suma de armónicos.
Esta combinación aumenta la saliencia de la melodía y ayuda a mejorar su extracción
con dos métodos de seguimiento de melodía diferentes: selección de contornos ba-
sándose en reglas heurísticas, y clasificación supervisada de contornos. En segundo
lugar, este último enfoque se mejora con la estimación de características de contor-
nos tonales relacionadas con su timbre, tonalidad y posición espaciales, que ayudan
a diferenciar los contornos tonales que corresponden a la melodía de los que no. Fi-
nalmente, proponemos un método para la estimación de múltiples líneas melódicas
basado en la clasificación de contornos, que promueve la continuidad dentro de las
líneas melódicas. La combinación de enfoques supervisados y no supervisados lleva
a mejoras en la extracción de melodía y muestra un camino prometedor para futuras
investigaciones y aplicaciones.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In recent decades, we have seen an exponential growth in the amount of music cre-
ated, partly thanks to an enormous decrease in the cost of computer software applica-
tions for audio recording, editing and production, commonly known as Digital Audio
Workstations (DAW). We have also seen that the distribution and consumption of mu-
sic has recently experienced huge changes, first thanks to audio formats such as the
mp3, and currently due to on-demand music streaming services. Due to the growth
in computing power and the large amount of potential music related applications, in
the last 15 years many efforts have been devoted into Music Information Research
(MIR), including fields such as music signal processing, automatic music description,
music perception and cognition, recommender systems, or automatic music genera-
tion. Due to the large amounts of data currently available, much research has focused
on the automatic analysis of musical audio recordings, which would be useful for
music retrieval, content-based recommendation, music creation and for musicological
studies.
One of the most important elements of music is melody. According to Selfridge-Field:
“It is melody that enables us to distinguish one work from another. It
is melody that human beings are innately able to reproduce by singing,
humming, and whistling. It is melody that makes music memorable: we
are likely to recall a tune long after we have forgotten its text”.
(Selfridge-Field (1998))
Given its importance, there are multiple applications which benefit from an auto-
matic description of the melody in music recordings. In this dissertation we deal with
the most relevant task in automatic melody description, which is the identification
of the sequence of pitches which correspond to the melody of a polyphonic music
recording. This task is denoted as audio melody extraction (AME) (Salamon et al.,
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2014). Note that musicology distinguishes between different musical textures such
as monophonic, homophonic, heterophonic, and polyphonic, but similarly to most
MIR literature, in this dissertation the term “polyphonic” simply refers to music in
which two or more notes can sound simultaneously, while “monophonic” refers to
sounds or music with a single pitch. Since the melody is useful for distinguishing
one work from another, a computational system could be used to find versions of a
given song using melodic information (Salamon et al., 2013). Another application is
the retrieval of music by singing or humming part of the melody (Ghias et al., 1995;
Dannenberg et al., 2007). An application which has also driven much research in the
field is the separation of the lead instrument from the accompaniment. In practice,
the main focus has been set on singing voice, motivated by the possibility of automat-
ically creating karaoke versions from music recordings (Durrieu et al., 2010; Bosch
et al., 2012b; Marxer, 2013). Further applications are the visualisation of a simplified
music score (Bosch et al., 2015) and automatic melody transcription (Poliner et al.,
2007; Gómez & Bonada, 2013). Melody extraction is also a useful initial step for
other tasks such as singer identification (Mesaros et al., 2007), intonation analysis
(Koduri et al., 2012), melodic motif analysis and discovery (Gulati et al., 2016a) and
raga recognition (Gulati et al., 2016b).
This dissertation has been partially conducted within the PHENICX project (Gómez
et al., 2013), which focused on instrumental symphonic music recordings. Such com-
plex data presents different melodic and signal-related characteristics in comparison
to vocal music, which has been the main focus of melody extraction research. As in
other kinds of instrumental music, the pitch range is very wide, and pitch sequences
may change rapidly, including large jumps, which are not common in singing voice
(Salamon et al., 2014). Previous evaluations results have shown that the melody ex-
traction accuracy obtained by state-of-the-art methods generally decreases when ana-
lysing instrumental data (Salamon et al., 2014; Bittner et al., 2014). An important
motivation for this dissertation is thus to propose melody extraction methods that can
adapt to the characteristics of the data under analysis, and to different definitions of
melody.
1.2 Terminology
Music basically deals with the organization of sounds in time. In order to understand
the context of this work, it is thus useful to clarify the definition of some terms related
to both music and sound events.
1.2.1 Pitch and fundamental frequency
Sounds are commonly characterised by their pitch, loudness, duration, and timbre.
According to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), pitch is “that at-
tribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds may be ordered on a scale
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Figure 1.1: The helical model of pitch
extending from low to high”. Baines & Temperley also defined pitch as “a basic di-
mension of musical sounds, in which they are heard to be high or low”. Apart from
this vertical dimension (pitch height) music psychologists also acknowledge a circular
dimension (pitch class, or pitch chroma). This is due to the fact that humans perceive
that musical notes are very closely related when their corresponding pitch is doubled.
The musical scale (in classical western music) is based on this circular configuration.
If we play this scale in ascending order, we go through the pitch class circle: A, A#,
B, C, C#... and then reach G#, A, A# again, and so on. For this reason music psy-
chologists have represented pitch as a 3D helix (see Figure 1.1), with both vertical
and circular dimensions, with tones separated by octaves falling above one another
on successive turns of the helix (Drobisch, 1846; Bachem, 1950).
Fundamental frequency ( f0) is the measurable physical counterpart of pitch, and is
also understood as the inverse of the period of a periodic signal. In practise, most
research in music signal processing uses both words as if they were synonyms. In this
work, we will be consistent with the terms used in the MIR literature, and use both
terms indistinctly.
Harmonic sounds are sounds with a spectral structure in which the dominant fre-
quency components are approximately regularly spaced. In ideally harmonic sounds,
the frequency of the harmonics (or overtone partials) are integer multiples of the f0.
In the real world, many instruments (e.g. piano or plucked string instruments such
as guitar) are not perfectly harmonic (the partial frequencies are not in exact integer
ratios), but they are still perceived as pitched. In fact, there are also instruments which
are not harmonic but are perceived and used as pitched, such as mallet percussions
(e.g. marimba, xylophone, vibraphone, etc.) or some drums (e.g. tabla, cowbell, etc.).
1.2.2 Melody
The definition of melody has evolved in the literature, depending on the context in
which it was proposed. Ringer (2017) defines melody as “pitched sounds arranged in
musical time in accordance with given cultural conventions and constraints”. In the
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Middle Ages, melody was associated with singing, and with the concept of song. In
the 18th and 19th centuries, there were different viewpoints on whether melody was
tightly related to harmony, or if it was independent. Helmholtz understood melody as
the “expression of motion in music, expressed in such a manner that the hearer may
easily, clearly, and certainly appreciate the character of that motion by immediate
perception”. Many other definitions have also been proposed in the 20th century.
Solomon (2017) considered melody: “a combination of a pitch series and a rhythm
having a clearly defined shape”.
The lack of a unified definition is problematic for musicologists, but especially scient-
ists, who would benefit from an objective and clear definition. In the context of MIR
research, melody has however also been defined in several ways. Goto & Hayamizu
(1999) defined melody as the “series of notes [which] is more distinctly heard than
the rest”. Levitin proposed a definition which considers multiple musical aspects:
“an auditory object that maintains its identity under certain transform-
ations along the six dimensions of pitch, tempo, timbre, loudness, spa-
tial location, and reverberant environment; sometimes with changes in
rhythm; but rarely with changes in contour ” (Levitin (1999))
This definition is rather broad, but highlights several musical dimensions which are re-
lated to the way humans perceive melody, and the cues that composers and performers
employ to make melodies perceptually salient. In any case the brain mechanisms used
for processing melodic information are still far from being understood (Zatorre et al.,
1994). Paiva defined melody in a somewhat different and slightly more objective way:
“the dominant individual pitched line in a musical ensemble”
(Paiva et al. (2006))
This definition highlights the characteristic dominance of the melody over the accom-
paniment, and the fact that there is a continuity in time and frequency (with the word
line). Note that dominance may not just be related to loudness, since the rest of di-
mensions mentioned by Levitin (1999) also come into play. A related more objective
recent definition by Salamon et al. is that:
“the melody is constrained to belong to a single sound source throughout
the piece being analysed, where this sound source is considered to be the
most predominant instrument or voice in the mixture”
(Salamon et al. (2014))
This is also the definition employed by the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation
eXchange (MIREX) (Downie, 2008), in the Audio Melody Extraction (AME) task.
Therefore, in the context of melody extraction, melody has been:
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a single pitched line: meaning that the melody is monophonic, played by an
individual pitched instrument, and smooth in time and frequency. In practice,
MIREX and most research in the field has until very recently also restricted
the melody to be played by a single instrument in the whole recording, and the
focus has been mainly set on vocal melodies.
“dominant”: in some sense, the melody needs to stand out from the rest of the
music. Most research links dominance with energy, and partially pitch range
(Durrieu et al., 2010; Salamon & Gómez, 2012). However, dominance is ac-
tually perceived by humans and there are other musical aspects involved (e.g.
instrumentation, rhythm, tonality) which are often neglected.
in a “musical ensemble”: meaning that the signal is polyphonic (it contains
multiple concurrent pitches), and polytimbral (there is more than one instru-
ment playing).
However, it is also interesting to consider broader but less objective definitions such
as the one proposed by Poliner et al., who stated that
“the melody is the single (monophonic) pitch sequence that a listener
might reproduce if asked to whistle or hum a piece of polyphonic music,
and that a listener would recognize as being the “essence” of that music
when heard in comparison” (Poliner et al. (2007))
This open definition involves cognitive processes, and is the one we adopt in this dis-
sertation when we deal with symphonic music recordings (Chapter 3). However, we
also consider other definitions in Chapter 4 for two main reasons. First, because we
acknowledge the intrinsic ambiguousness of the melody, and second, because various
definitions of melody may be useful in different applications contexts or different mu-
sic genres. For instance, there are situations where multiple instruments play melodic
content simultaneously, and therefore it would make sense to consider multiple single
pitch sequences. It is therefore interesting that computational methods learn to estim-
ate different kinds of melodies, according to our needs.
1.2.3 Melody extraction
The MIREX audio melody extraction evaluation task deals with the identification of
the sequence of melody pitches corresponding to the melody from polyphonic mu-
sical audio. In this task, “Pitch is expressed as the fundamental frequency of the
main melodic voice, and is reported in a frame-based manner on an evenly-spaced
time-grid”. Melody extraction was defined by Salamon (2013) in his PhD thesis as:
“fundamental frequency estimation of a single predominant pitched source from poly-
phonic music signals with a lead voice or instrument”. This definition is pragmatic
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and suitable for an engineering perspective, but it is also very specific to certain kinds
of musical data.
In this work we focus on: “the identification of the fundamental frequency corres-
ponding to the melody pitch from polyphonic music signals”. This task does not
include any definition of melody, since we do not consider it to be unique. Gener-
ally speaking, we adopt a similar task definition but wider in comparison to previous
research. Some of the differences are that we:
allow a melody pitch to be played by several instruments, e.g. an orchestral
section;
allow the melody line to be played by different instruments in the same excerpt;
allow different definitions of melody, even for the same excerpt
pay special attention to non-vocal melodies, which present different character-
istics in comparison to vocal melodies.
Furthermore, we consider an additional melody definition, which contemplates that
multiple melody lines may be played simultaneously. The melody definition and the
type of data under analysis are thus to be modelled by the proposed melody extraction
methods.
1.2.4 Tonality
Music is typically formed by combinations of notes, which are commonly pleasant
to listeners. Piston (1948) defines tonality as “the organized relationship of tones in
music”. Tonality implies a central tone (tonic), with all other tones tending toward
it in one way or another. Tonality has also been defined as “the systematic arrange-
ment of pitch phenomena and relations between them” (Hyer, 2016). Harmony refers
to the combination of several notes, producing chords, and successively, to produce
chord progressions. Perceived consonance between notes is not absolute, but there
are physical phenomena which are closely related, and thus make it somewhat con-
stant across different cultures. According to Terhardt (1977) consonance depends on
the ratio between the fundamental frequencies, and consonant combinations corres-
pond to the ratio n+1n where n < 5. In the equal temperament tuning system, every
pair of adjacent notes has an identical frequency ratio, and thus the same perceived
distance for a listener. Western popular and classical music is commonly based on the
12 tone equal temperament scale, in which an octave is divided into 12 equal steps,
also known as semitones.
Chroma features (or pitch class profiles) have been very commonly used to represent
tonality, and have been employed in multiple MIR tasks. They represent the relative
intensity of the 12 semitones in an equal-tempered chromatic scale (pitch classes),
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discarding octave information. In practise, it is also possible to compute subdivisions
between the semitones so as to have a more fine-grained feature.
1.2.5 Timbre
According to the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) Acoustical Terminology,
timbre is “that attribute of auditory sensation which enables a listener to judge that
two non identical sounds, similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch,
are dissimilar” (ANSI , S1.1-1994). Timbre is related to several aspects of the sound:
the frequency spectrum, the temporal variation of the frequency spectrum, the time
envelope: attack time (and characteristics), decay, sustain, release (ADSR envelope)
as well as the transients.
Timbre information is potentially useful for most audio-focused MIR tasks. For in-
stance, timbre features (Fuhrmann, 2012; Bosch et al., 2012a) have been used for
automatic musical instrument recognition in both monophonic and polyphonic music.
Transcription methods have also taken advantage of timbre information, in order to
distinguish between sources, when pitch information is not sufficient (Benetos, 2012;
Duan et al., 2014). Sound production models such as the source-filter model have also
been proposed to decouple timbre from pitch information (Noll, 1967), and several
variants have been used for tasks such as melody extraction and source separation
(Durrieu et al., 2010).
1.3 Research question and methodology
Now that we have revised the most important terms for understanding the context of
this dissertation, we can introduce our research question, formulate our hypotheses
and present the methodology we will follow to validate them. The main research
question to be solved in this thesis is the following:
Can melody extraction algorithms benefit from modelling the context of the data to be
analysed?
Let’s analyse the elements of this question in order to properly understand its mean-
ing. First, we will investigate melody extraction algorithms, which aim at automat-
ically estimating the sequence of melody pitches from a musical audio signal. This
involves both melody pitch estimation and voicing detection (determining if a frame
contains a melody pitch or not). Second, we will deal with data analysis and model-
ling, and we will investigate the use of such models for melody extraction. Third, we
will evaluate if data-driven methods lead to benefits in melody extraction e.g. better
pitch estimation or voicing detection accuracy, or more generalisability. Related to
this research question, we formulate three hypotheses:
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1. Most melody extraction algorithms are focused on simple vocal data and may
not generalise well to other, more complex musical contexts.
2. Features related to timbre, tonality, and spatial information would be useful for
improving melody extraction algorithms.
3. Supervised and unsupervised learning from data would allow advancing the
state-of-the-art in melody extraction.
In order to answer the research question and validate the hypotheses we follow the
following methodology. Since we require data from different musical contexts, we
first create a dataset on a challenging context (symphonic music), and annotate it with
the melody. We then perform an evaluation of the state of the art, focusing on melody
pitch estimation. We analyse seven complete methods as well as four intermediate
steps to understand where their limitations come from. Based on this analysis, we
propose new methods based on music signal processing and machine learning tech-
niques to improve audio melody extraction in a wide range of musical data, with dif-
ferent melody definitions. We start from more traditional rule-based approaches, and
increasingly add more knowledge extracted from data. We also propose methods to
extract timbral, tonal and spatial information and evaluate the benefits of using them
for melody extraction. Finally, we propose a method for multiple lines estimation,
trained on a dataset which allows several melodic lines. Inspired by the principles of
research reproducibility, and in order to facilitate open science, the datasets produced
during this thesis, as well as the proposed melody extraction methods are publicly
available1.
1.4 Research context
As previously introduced, this thesis has been conducted within PHENICX (Gómez
et al., 2013), a European project which focused on Western classical music in large
ensemble settings. The main focus of the project was symphonic music, which is a
largely unexplored area in MIR research, partially due to the complexity of the data.
For instance, it involves a large number of instruments and a high spectral overlap,
which pose many challenges to automatic music transcription or source separation
methods. Beat tracking accuracy commonly decreases with expressive music (varying
tempo), and harmonic descriptors are often limited to global key, which is usually not
enough to represent the tonal content of symphonic music pieces (Gómez et al., 2013).
Such musical context is thus ideal to analyse the applicability of melody extraction
algorithms to other data than vocal melodies, which has been the main research focus
of the literature.
1http://www.mtg.upf.edu/node/3737
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Classical music is a very strong example of European cultural heritage, and this re-
search project aimed at improving the musical experiences of a wide range of listen-
ers, in live concerts or with digital applications. In the PHENICX project, we con-
sidered classical concerts to be multi-perspective experiences, since listeners bring
multiple personal perspectives through their differing levels of musical knowledge
(Roose, 2008).
One of the goals of the project was to create visualisations which could allow people
from different musical backgrounds to have enriched music experiences, get them
more interested in this kind of music, and maybe allow them to appreciate musical as-
pects with which they were not familiar before (Dobson, 2010; Melenhorst & Liem,
2015). An important focus of the project were people which had not been much
exposed to symphonic music before, and had little or no musical training. One in-
teresting visualisation for such focus group is a simplification of the musical score,
where only the most essential elements would be displayed, e.g. the main melody
and the instruments playing it. Within this project, this dissertation has contributed
to the techniques for automatic music analysis, with a web-based tool for melody
visualisation, as well as with the creation of two datasets. These datasets widen the
scope of melody extraction, multiple pitch estimation, instrument identification and
(score-informed) source separation research.
Apart from this musical context, we also work on a varied set of music with several
melody definitions, in order to make our methods applicable in a wide range of genres,
and to investigate their behaviour on different kinds of data.
1.5 Scientific contributions
This thesis extends the scope of melody extraction research, by allowing multiple
melody definitions, and not only focusing on vocal data. We consider a more varied,
complex and realistic set of data, including on the one hand a symphonic music dataset
and on the other hand a dataset with a varied set of genres. The main contributions
of this dissertation are introduced next, and a more detailed review is presented in
Section 5.3.
State of the art review and evaluation of melody pitch estimation on symphonic
music. We present an extensive state-of-the review in the context of audio melody ex-
traction and pitch estimation, and analyse the performance of a selection of methods
in the context of melody extraction on symphonic music. We also analyse the cor-
relation between melody extraction accuracy and characteristics of both the melody
and the audio signal itself, such as the degree of dominance of the energy over the ac-
companiment. We also propose a novel set of metrics to gain more knowledge from
melody extraction algorithms, related to the smoothness of the melody contour.
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Melody extraction methods. We propose the use of unsupervised, and supervised
methods for melody pitch detection, as well as the combination of several pitch sa-
lience functions with melody tracking based on from pitch contour features. First,
we propose a melody-oriented pitch salience function based on a source-filter model,
which increases the salience of the melody pitch, and reduces the salience of non-
melody pitches. We also propose a set of metrics to measure the salience of non-
melody pitches, which is especially important when the salience function is used for
pitch contour creation.
We then propose several melody extraction methods which combine the proposed sa-
lience function with pitch contour characterisation for melody tracking. The first one
is based on pitch contour selection, and achieves very competitive performance on
MIREX evaluation campaign (Bosch & Gómez, 2015). Moreover, it also improves
over the state of the art in a large, realistic and varied dataset such as MedleyDB.
Second, we propose the combination of a source-filter model with a melody decoding
approach based on pitch contour classification. This method substitutes the heuristic
rules used in pitch contour selection by a random forest classifier and Viterbi de-
coding. This approach allows to learn from the data to be modelled, avoids manual
parameter tuning, and provides an easier integration of new pitch contour features.
We then propose novel timbre, tonality and spatial position features, which generally
lead to improvements in overall accuracy on a wide range of music data. We also pro-
pose a method for the joint decoding of multiple melodic lines, which exploits contour
features for pitch contour classification, and feature continuity within melody lines.
Finally, we investigate timbre-informed methods for melody pitch estimation, based
on Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA) framework (Benetos, 2012). We
also study the expansion of the set of spectral templates, in an unsupervised fashion,
by analysing the music signal under analysis. The source code of the proposed melody
extraction methods is freely available, contributing to open science and research re-
producibility2.
We also evaluate the use of one method in practical applications such as source separ-
ation (melody from accompaniment), leading to improvements in separation quality.
Finally we also explore melody visualisation prototypes, in web and tablet applica-
tions.
Melody annotation process and analysis of agreement. We propose a methodology
for the creation and annotation of a melody extraction dataset in the context of sym-
phonic music recordings, based on asking multiple subjects to sing along the music.
After a manual agreement analysis, we annotate the notes that the participants con-
sider as melody. We also conduct an automated analysis of agreement between both
humans and algorithms, and study correlations with musical or signal-related factors.
2http://www.mtg.upf.edu/node/3737
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Datasets. The first and most relevant dataset created in this work is Orchset (Bosch
et al., 2016b), which is intended to be used for the evaluation of melody extraction
algorithms. This collection contains 64 audio excerpts focused on symphonic music
with their corresponding annotation of the melody. This dataset has been employed
in the audio melody extraction task in MIREX evaluation exchange, and it has now
become publicly available (Bosch et al., 2016b)3. Another dataset we created in the
context of the PHENICX project is useful for tasks such as as score-informed source
separation, score following, multipitch estimation, transcription or instrument detec-
tion. The PHENICX-Anechoic dataset consists of four passages of symphonic music
from the Classical and Romantic periods (Pätynen et al., 2008) with the following
instruments: violin, viola, cello, double bass, oboe, flute, clarinet, horn, trumpet and
bassoon. We created a ground truth score, by manually annotating the notes played
by each of the instruments, and used it for the evaluation of score-informed source
separation methods (Miron et al., 2016).
1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided in five chapters. Chapter 1 is this introduction, where we have
presented our motivation, research question and methodology, as well as some key
terms to understand them.
In Chapter 2, we present the scientific context of this dissertation (Section 2.2), and
then present an overview of the literature related to single pitch estimation, melody
extraction and multipitch estimation (Section 2.3). We then present a review on
strategies for pitch salience estimation (Section 2.4), melody pitch tracking (Section
2.5), voicing detection and polyphony estimation (Section 2.6). Finally we introduce
the evaluation methodology of both melody extraction and multipitch estimation al-
gorithms, commonly used datasets, and comment on previous MIREX Audio Melody
Extraction task results (Section 2.7).
In Chapter 3, we study if state-of-the-art approaches are able to generalise well to
a symphonic music context. To do so, we analyse the performance of eleven pitch
estimation methods on the task of melody pitch estimation, with a novel melody ex-
traction dataset in this musical context. The creation of an annotated symphonic music
dataset for melody extraction reveals to be a challenge, partially due to the lack of a
established annotation methodology when there is more than one instrument playing
the melody. We propose a methodology which deals with the collection of excerpts
in which human listeners agree in the sequence of notes that they hum or sing to rep-
resent it (Section 3.2). We also present an automatic analysis of agreement between
humans and algorithms when estimating the melody, and study the correlation of
both pitch estimation accuracy and mutual agreement, with musical characteristics
from the annotated melodies (Section 3.3). We then discuss the results obtained by 11
3mtg.upf.edu/download/datasets/orchset
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methods, including melody extraction and multipitch estimation algorithms, as well
as an intermediate representation: pitch salience functions, and then analyse how the
combination of different pitch salience functions can improve melody pitch estimation
(Section 3.5). Finally, in Section 3.6 we further study and adapt one of the evaluated
methods to perform timbre-informed melody pitch estimation in a symphonic music
context.
In Chapter 4, we analyse the benefits of exploiting data-derived knowledge in au-
dio melody extraction on a wider range of music material, including genres such as
pop, rock, opera, jazz, as well as symphonic music, and considering multiple melody
definitions. We propose and evaluate several approaches, starting from rule-based
algorithms, and increasingly exploiting available data. We address both tasks: pitch
estimation and voicing detection, in contrast with Chapter 3, which focused on pitch
estimation. Based on conclusions derived from Chapter 3 and Chapter 2, we pro-
pose methods based on the combination of source-filter modelling and pitch contour
characterisation. We first deal with pitch salience estimation (Section 4.2), adapt-
ing a salience function created with a source-filter model for the formation of pitch
contours. After creating pitch contours (Section 4.3), we track the melody pitch fol-
lowing either a heuristic approach (Section 4.4), or a data-driven approach (Section
4.5), and perform a comparative evaluation in the context of melody extraction and
source separation. We then propose novel timbre, spatial and tonal features for pitch
contour characterisation (Section 4.6), which we use for data-driven melody tracking.
Finally, we propose a method for estimating multiple melodic lines (Section 4.7),
based on joint multiple pitch decoding, which characterises and models pitch contour
transitions in the data.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we provide a summary of the work presented in this disserta-
tion, and present prototype applications which have been build on top of it. We also
discuss some future perspectives and present a detailed list of contributions.
This thesis also contains three appendix sections. In Appendix A, we list the rel-
evant publications by the author. In Appendix B, we present the files used for the
source separation experiment from Section 4.4.5. Appendix C presents the glossary
of abbreviations and other terms used in this thesis.
Chapter 2
Scientific Background
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a review of the existing literature related to the work
presented in this dissertation, commencing with an introduction to the scientific con-
text of this thesis (Section 2.2). Subsequently, we provide an overview of the relevant
literature in pitch estimation (Section 2.3), including single pitch estimation, audio
melody extraction and multipitch estimation. We then present relevant work done for
pitch salience estimation (Section 2.4), melody pitch tracking (Section 2.5), voicing
and polyphony estimation (Section 2.6). A strong focus is set on approaches based
on the computation of pitch salience and the use of pitch contours, since the methods
proposed on Chapter 4 build upon them. Finally, we present an overview of the evalu-
ation metrics and datasets for melody extraction and multipitch estimation tasks, and
analyse MIREX Audio Melody Extraction task results (Section 2.7).
2.2 Scientific Context
2.2.1 Music Information Research
Music Information Research (also known as Music Information Retrieval, or more
commonly MIR) was born due to the increasing need of methods for the automatic un-
derstanding, description, organisation, recommendation, transformation and retrieval
of music. MIR covers a wide range of tasks, which deal with many different musical
aspects (melody, rhythm, harmony, timbre, etc.), and involves multiple disciplines:
psychoacoustics, musicology, signal processing, machine learning, informatics, etc.
MIR has focused on both the symbolic domain (e.g. digitised scores) and audio do-
main (recordings), even though the research community has increasingly paid more
attention to the latter, partially due to the potential applications in the real world.
The International Society of Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR) is the
yearly conference which gathers this scientific community. MIR algorithms have
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been evaluated in public evaluation campaigns since 2004, when the Audio Descrip-
tion Contest (ADC) was held at Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, during the
5th ISMIR Conference. Inspired by the well-established TREC framework, the Mu-
sic Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) was created shortly after-
wards, which continued with the evaluation in a wide range of tasks. The number
of algorithms kept increasing during the following years, and nearly tripled between
2007 and 2015. The increasing operating costs recently motivated the birth of cosmir
(McFee et al., 2016), an ongoing effort to create an open and sustainable framework,
with distributed computation, open content, and an incremental evaluation, currently
focusing on the automatic instrument recognition task.
Due to the interest of the community, melody extraction is one of the tasks evaluated
yearly in MIREX. More details about melody extraction evaluation in MIREX are
presented in Section 2.7.4. Music transcription and source separation are closely
related tasks, which are also evaluated in the same forum.
2.2.2 Computational auditory scene analysis
Perception and cognition theories have informed the creation of MIR systems. For in-
stance, melody extraction algorithms have used pitch perception theories, and timbre
perception studies have provided useful grounds to model musical instruments.
In most common situations, humans do not listen to individual sounds, but a mix-
ture (or combination) of them, e.g. a voice with the background of car traffic, or
multiple voices and music in a bar. Additionally, acoustic sources typically gener-
ate complex sounds, having many frequency components. The perceptual process
by which the auditory system separates the individual sounds in natural-world situ-
ations is called Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA). The grouping of these components
can determine the perceived pitch, timbre, loudness, and spatial position of the res-
ulting sounds. ASA deals with organising and segmenting components of sounds
in the time-frequency space, and assigning them into auditory streams (Bregman,
1994). This process takes place by two inter-dependent processes: sequential group-
ing, which senses data over time, and simultaneous grouping, which groups compon-
ents of sounds which arrive at the same time. Several grouping principles are defined
for both processes, which are closely related to the Gestalt principles (or laws) of
grouping in the visual domain. Such principles also explain that humans are able to
distinguish (up to a certain extent) between different instruments playing in a song.
ASA principles have inspired computational methods to emulate the human under-
standing of an auditory scene, in the field of “Computational Auditory Scene Ana-
lysis”. ASA has also inspired many MIR approaches, in very different tasks. To
give an example, melody extraction approaches commonly use principles of closure
in the time-frequency domain to group pitches into the melody line, and segregate
them from the pitches played by the accompaniment instruments (Goto, 2004; Dur-
rieu et al., 2010; Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
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2.2.3 Music transcription
In polyphonic music transcription the main problem is to detect the notes present
in an acoustic music signal. Those notes can be concurrent in time and may come
from different sound sources. The final output depends on the system and ranges
from a mid-level music representation, using audio time as reference, to real music
notation providing beat-related information. The former outputs a description related
to pitches, onsets, offsets, loudness and may attempt to stream pitches by sources.
The latter provides note names, key, rhythm, instruments and is based on score-time,
thus needing to estimate beat-related information and identify dynamics/expression.
Applications of music transcription systems include visualisation, computational mu-
sicology, search and annotation of musical information and interactive music systems.
Multipitch (or multiple- f0) estimation methods deal with the core problem in music
transcription, which consists on the estimation of the pitches present at a given time.
Such methods may use techniques derived from signal processing, statistical model-
ling, spectrogram factorisation, machine learning, genetic algorithms, sparse coding,
etc. Methods perform either an iterative or a joint estimation of pitches. The com-
puted time-pitch representation (pitch activation matrix), is then further processed to
detect note onsets and offsets. A related task is melody transcription, which deals
with the estimation only of the notes corresponding to the melody from an audio clip.
Many methods also start by extracting the sequence of melody pitches, and then use
onset and offset information to determine the beginning and end of the notes (Poliner
et al., 2007).
One of the main challenges is to deal with sound sources with harmonics that interfere
with each other, which usually occurs when they are played at the same time. Another
challenge is to deal with different types of music, musical instruments and playing
techniques (e.g. legato or staccato), due to the variety in onset and offset acoustic
characteristics.
2.2.4 Source separation
Source separation deals with the recovery of one or several sound sources from one
(or several) mixture(s). A classical problem is the separation of the different speakers,
which is closely related to the “cocktail party problem” (Chan et al., 2015; Bronk-
horst, 2000). In the case of music mixtures, most research has been motivated by
applications such as karaoke or music remixing, requiring voice/accompaniment sep-
aration. In this task, the identification of the pitch played by the lead instrument
(melody extraction) is a key step for some source separation algorithms (Durrieu et al.,
2010), although other methods do not perform this intermediate step. Other music
source separation tasks deal with the recovery of harmonic and percussive compon-
ents (Canadas-Quesada et al., 2014), the separation of individual instruments, or the
separation of melody, bass, drums and other instruments (Ozerov et al., 2012). Most
algorithms deal with offline source separation, but recently several approaches have
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been proposed to deal with online source separation (with very low latency) (Simon
& Vincent, 2012; Marxer, 2013).
Source separation approaches may exploit spatial information, when there is more
than one available channel, and sources in music mixtures are panned differently in
the stereo image. Some approaches use spectral bin classification masks with panning
information. For instance, Vinyes et al. (2006) use the pan and inter-channel phase
difference features to classify spectral bins, and exploit this information for demixing.
Marxer (2013) uses harmonic masks to complement panning when it is not sufficient.
2.3 Pitch estimation
As previously introduced, pitch estimation methods have been used for a wide variety
of tasks, and different types of data. Pitch estimation is the first step for melody and
multipitch transcription, and is useful also for source separation, or other MIR tasks
such as chord and key estimation.
Such methods commonly work on the time domain or in the frequency domain, but
some approaches have been proposed on the spectro-temporal domain. Time domain
methods are based on the idea that harmonic sounds are periodic, and the autocor-
relation function can be used to find the period of the signal. Such approaches can
however not easily deal with signals with multiple harmonic sounds, since the period-
icity is not clear. Frequency domain methods generally try to recognise the harmonic
patterns of each of the pitches present in a signal. One of the problems is the overlap
in the harmonics of the pitches, and the variation of the amplitude of the harmonics.
Spectro-temporal methods aim at exploiting both temporal and spectral representa-
tions (Su & Yang, 2015).
The problem of mapping a sound signal from time-frequency domain to a ‘time-pitch’
domain has turned out to be especially hard in the case of polyphonic music signals, in
comparison to monophonic signals, since several sound sources are active at the same
time. Multipitch (multiple f0) estimation is still one of the main challenges in MIR, as
methods need to deal with masking, overlapping tones, mixture of harmonic and non-
harmonic sources and the fact that the number of sources might be unknown (Schedl
et al., 2014). While the focus of this thesis is set on the melody extraction task, we
also study multiple pitch estimation methods, since they address similar problems.
2.3.1 Single pitch estimation
Single pitch estimation algorithms are based on the assumption that the signal only
presents an active harmonic source at a time. De Cheveigné (2006) presents a re-
view on related methods, dividing them according to the domain in which they work:
temporal, spectral, and spectrotemporal.
One of the most simple temporal methods is based on computing the zero-crossing
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rate (how often does the signal cross the zero level). The main problem of this ap-
proach is the high sensitivity to noise. Other early approaches attempt to model the
auditory system to compute the perceived pitch (Terhardt, 1979; Terhardt et al., 1982).
Gold & Rabiner (1969) propose the combination of several periodicity estimates,
coming from impulse trains derived from the signal. Most commonly, time domain
methods are based on the idea that harmonic sounds are periodic, and use the autocor-
relation function (ACF) to find the period of the signal. Periodic signals have the first
major peak of this function at the fundamental period. Some ACF-based approaches
have focused on the time domain (Medan et al., 1991; Talkin, 1995) and others on
the frequency domain (Klapuri, 2000). Ross et al. (1974) also use ACF but use the
average magnitude difference function, based on the city-block distance between two
chunks of the signal. De Cheveigné (1998) proposes the squared-difference function,
replacing the city-block distance with Euclidean distance instead. De Cheveigné &
Kawahara (2002) proposes a normalized form of the squared-difference function for
the YIN pitch estimation algorithm. This avoids spurious peaks near zero lag, avoid-
ing harmonic errors. Mauch & Dixon (2014) proposes pYin, a modification of YIN
in which they replace the threshold parameter by a parameter distribution, obtaining
several f0 candidates per frame. In a second stage, they use a HMM which is decoded
using the Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973). Results show improvements in recall and
precision over YIN on a database of over 30 hours of synthesised singing.
Some spectral methods also use ACF, exploiting the fact that the partials of a har-
monic sound occur at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency of that sound.
The maximum of the ACF for a harmonic spectrum corresponds to the f0. Lahat
et al. (1987) propose a method based on flattening the spectrum, and estimating the f0
from ACF. A previous approach by Noll (1967) uses cepstrum analysis. The (power)
cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the power
spectrum of the signal. Periodic signals present a strong peak at the location which
corresponds to the inverse of the f0. Other approaches are based on harmonic match-
ing, in which the peaks of the magnitude spectrum are matched against the expec-
ted locations of the harmonics of a candidate (Piszczalski & Galler, 1979; Maher
& Beauchamp, 1994). Doval & Rodet (1993) propose a maximum likelihood (ML)
approach, based on the representation of an input spectrum as a set of sinusoidal par-
tials, and used HMMs for tracking. Klapuri (2000) proposes a bandwise processing
algorithm, in which the final estimation is computed by combining the pitch likeli-
hoods from different bands. This provides robustness against inharmonicity, since in
narrow bands the frequency distance between partials can be considered constant.
The most commonly found error is that the estimated pitch is an octave above or below
the real pitch (octave errors). The main motivation of spectro-temporal f0 estimation
methods is the fact that spectral methods generally have a tendency to exhibit errors in
integer multiples of the f0 (harmonic errors), while methods on the temporal domain
typically exhibit errors at submultiples of the f0 (subharmonic errors) (Klapuri, 2003).
The approach by Meddis & O’Mard (1997) splits the input signal using a filterbank,
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Figure 2.1: Schema of salience-based melody extraction methods
giving emphasis to a different range of frequencies in each channel. Then the ACF
is computed for each channel in the time domain, and results are added to create a
global autocorrelation function.
Monophonic pitch estimation is commonly considered to be a solved task, even though
the results vary depending on the source and the input parameters. However, the es-
timation of the pitch corresponding to the melody, or the estimation of all pitches
present in a polyphonic mixture are still very challenging tasks.
2.3.2 Melody extraction
As previously introduced, in melody extraction, we deal with the estimation of the
melody pitch in polyphonic audio signals. Thus, the signal does not contain a single
harmonic source, which would make the application of a monophonic pitch tracking
algorithm fail in most cases.
Composers and performers use several cues to make melodies perceptually salient,
including loudness, timbre, frequency variation or note onset rate. Melody extraction
methods commonly use cues such as pitch continuity and pitch salience, and some
of them group pitches into higher level objects (such as tones or contours), using
principles from Auditory Scene Analysis (Goto, 2004; Paiva et al., 2006; Dressler,
2012b; Salamon & Gómez, 2012; Marolt, 2004b). Some approaches have also con-
sidered timbre, either within a source separation framework (Durrieu et al., 2010;
Ozerov et al., 2007), with a machine learning approach (Ellis & Poliner, 2006), or in
a salience based approach (Marolt, 2005; Hsu & Jang, 2010).
There are different strategies for melody extraction. Salamon et al. (2014) divide
them in salience-based and separation-based. The former start by computing a pitch
salience function and then perform tracking and voicing detection (see Figure 2.1),
and the latter involve the separation of the melody from the accompaniment, which is
more or less explicit depending on the approach. Salience-based methods are detailed
in Section 2.4.
A clear example of a separation-based approach is Tachibana et al. (2010). In this ap-
proach, they propose the use of Harmonic-Percussive Sound Separation (HPSS), ori-
ginally conceived to separate sources which are smooth in time (harmonic), and those
smooth in frequency (percussive). The approach is based on modifying the window
length to first separate chords (more sustained) from other content which is more vari-
able (melody and percussion). Then, a HPSS is run again, but this time using the ori-
ginal window size, to separate melodic and percussive elements. The melody is then
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estimated from the spectrogram of the separated (or at least, enhanced) melody signal
using dynamic programming, to find the path which maximises the maximum posteri-
ori probability of the frequency sequence. The probability of a frequency given the
spectrum is proportional to the weighted sum of the energy at its harmonic multiples.
Transition probabilities depend on the distance between two consecutive frequency
values. Fan et al. (2016) propose another separation-based method but only for vo-
cals. The algorithm performs first singing voice separation based on Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) in a supervised setting, and then pitch tracking based on dynamic
programming, considering both periodicity and smoothness. Hsu et al. (2011) also en-
hance the melody signal, in an approach which aims at vocal melody estimation with
a trend estimation algorithm which dynamically adapts the pitch range for melody
estimation according to the signal.
Some approaches combine concepts from salience-based methods and source separ-
ation methods. Durrieu et al. (2010) use an Expectation Maximisation (EM) method
to compute a salience function by modelling the melody signal with a source-filter
(S/F) model, and then perform an explicit separation of the lead for voicing estima-
tion. Other approaches such as Hsu & Jang (2010) and Yeh et al. (2012) use HPSS
to attenuate the accompaniment signal, and then compute a salience function from
which they extract the melody.
Finally, there is a recent tendency to perform data-driven melody extraction, motiv-
ated by the advances in machine learning (especially deep learning) and the increas-
ing dataset availability (see section 2.7.5). Poliner & Ellis (2005) propose a machine
learning based approach, based on training an SVM classifier to estimate the melody
note from a feature vector derived from the power spectrum. Voicing detection is
performed with a threshold on the magnitude squared energy found between 200 and
1800 Hz. Several algorithms using neural networks have been recently proposed but
they have only been tested on vocal data. Kum et al. (2016) propose a multicolumn
deep neural network to predict the pitch label of singing voice, using spectrograms
as input. The output of several Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with different
pitch resolutions are combined. Voicing is handled separately, with a simple energy-
based voice detector. Rigaud & Radenen (2016) propose an approach based on Deep
Neural Networks, which estimates pitch activations (pitch salience) and singing voice
detection separately. Verma & Schafer (2016) propose a neural network approach
for estimating the f0 of a periodic signal directly from the time domain waveform,
without pre or post-processing. They quantize the frequency range into 24 states per
octave and an additional state for silence or unvoiced speech. Even though the system
is trained on speech (TIMIT database), it obtains similar RPA as the method proposed
by Salamon & Gómez (2012) on MIR1k dataset4. However, this method is not tested
on more complex and realistic data, such as MedleyDB (Bittner et al., 2014). Finally,
Bittner et al. (2015) propose a data-driven method for melody pitch tracking, based
4https://sites.google.com/site/unvoicedsoundseparation/mir-1k
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on Pitch Contour Classification (PCC), further described in Section 2.5.4. Some data-
driven approaches make use of data augmentation (e.g. using time stretching, random
frequency filtering), which is reported to be useful for both pitch (Kum et al., 2016)
and voicing estimation (Schlüter & Grill, 2015).
A summary of relevant melody extraction approaches for this dissertation is presen-
ted in Table 2.1, where they are classified as salience-based, separation-based, or
data-driven approaches. As previously introduced, some data-driven approaches also
exploit a pitch salience function as intermediate representation, but they use super-
vised methods in some part of the algorithms. This is a list of publicly available
methods (‡ source code or † binary form) for melody extraction and pitch tracking,
as well as intermediate representations (programming language in square brackets):
1. LabROSAmelodyextract2005 ‡5 [Matlab, java]: melody extraction algorithm
submitted to MIREX 2006 by Poliner & Ellis (2005) .
2. FChT ‡6 [Matlab/C++]: Fan Chirp Transform (FChT) and salience function
proposed by Cancela et al. (2010).
3. separateLeadStereo ‡7[python]: melody extraction method and lead instru-
ment/accompaniment source separation methods submitted to MIREX 2010 by
Durrieu et al. (2010).
4. IMMF0salience ‡8[vamp plugin]: pitch salience function based on a source-
filter model from Durrieu et al. (2010, 2011).
5. MELODIA †9 [vamp plugin]: melody extraction method by Salamon & Gómez
(2012) based on pitch contour selection. An open source implementation of
this method is available in Essentia 10 (Bogdanov et al., 2013).
6. Fuentes2012_ICASSP ‡11 [Matlab]: melody extraction method by Fuentes et al.
(2012) based on PLCA.
7. contour_classification ‡12[python]: pitch tracking method by Bittner et al. (2015),
based on supervised pitch contour classification (and pitch contour creation
from MELODIA).
8. MelodyExtraction_MCDNN ‡13[python]: melody extraction method evaluated
in MIREX 2016, based on deep neural networks by Kum et al. (2016).
5http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/melody/
6http://iie.fing.edu.uy/investigacion/grupos/gpa/fcht.html
7https://github.com/wslihgt/separateLeadStereo
8https://github.com/wslihgt/IMMF0salience
9http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
10http://essentia.upf.edu
11http://www.benoit-fuentes.fr/articles/Fuentes2012_ICASSP/index.html
12https://github.com/rabitt/contour_classification
13https://github.com/keums/MelodyExtraction_MCDNN
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The melody extraction methods proposed in this thesis (Bosch & Gómez, 2016; Bosch
et al., 2016a) are also publicly available14.
2.3.3 Multiple pitch estimation
Multiple pitch estimation is one of the core problems in audio signal processing. For
speech, it is useful for the recognition of multiple talkers (Cooke et al., 2010) or
for prosody analysis (Jiang et al., 2005). In MIR, it is useful for many tasks such as
automatic music transcription (Klapuri et al., 2006), source separation (Marxer, 2013;
Duan et al., 2008) or melody extraction (Han & Chen, 2011).
In MIREX, multipitch analysis is evaluated at three levels. The first is to estimate
pitch values of all concurrent sources at each individual time frame (multipitch es-
timation). A second level is note tracking, in which the task is to estimate continuous
segments which correspond to notes. Most approaches use continuity in the time-
frequency plane to connect pitch estimates. The last and more complicated level is to
stream pitch estimates into a single pitch trajectory for the whole song (or excerpt),
for each of the concurrent sources. Multipitch methods commonly calculate a pitch
salience (or pitch activation) function, and then perform refinement or tracking to
smooth pitch trajectories. However, most research has focused on the estimation of
pitches (first two levels), and only few approaches have dealt with their assignment to
different sources (third level).
Multipitch estimation algorithms have been categorised (Yeh, 2008) as joint or it-
erative. The former aim at a joint estimation of all pitches, while the latter extract
the most prominent pitch in each iteration, until no additional f0 can be estimated.
The iterative estimation sometimes introduces errors which are propagated into the
following iterations. Multipitch estimation approaches have also been categorised de-
pending on the domain on which they operate: time domain, frequency domain, or
a hybrid domain (similarly to single pitch estimation methods). The representation
most commonly used in the time domain is the raw waveform, and auditory filterb-
anks. In the frequency domain, methods have employed Short-Time Fourier Trans-
form (STFT) spectrum, Constant-Q Transform (CQT) spectrum, Equivalent Rectan-
gular Bandwidth (ERB) filterbanks or specmurt representations. Benetos (2012) also
classifies the algorithms based on their core approach, e.g. signal processing, max-
imum likelihood, Bayesian, spectrogram decomposition, sparse coding, rule-based,
classification-based, etc.
Some time domain approaches use autocorrelation function (ACF) (Tolonen & Kar-
jalainen, 2000), which sometimes have difficulties when multiple pitches are present
since the periodicity is unclear. Other time domain approaches have been proposed,
e.g. based on oscillators, which adapt their frequency and phase to input signal (Mar-
olt, 2004a), or on probabilistic modelling (Walmsley et al., 1999; Davy & Godsill,
2003; Cemgil et al., 2006).
14http://www.mtg.upf.edu/node/3737
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Frequency domain approaches commonly try to recognize the harmonic patterns of
each of the pitches present in the signal. In this case, the difficulty is that harmonics
of different pitches in a musical signal typically overlap, and their amplitude varies
along time. An example of an iterative, frequency domain approach is Klapuri (2003),
which estimates the predominant pitch and subtracts the harmonics, and continues
with the estimation of other pitches iteratively, while estimating the total number of
sounds present. One of the difficulties is to know the amount of energy to substract for
each of the pitches. Duan et al. (2010) estimate the pitches present with a Maximum
Likelihood (ML) approach assuming spectral peaks at harmonic positions and lower
energy elsewhere. They then employ a neighbourhood refinement method to create a
pitch histogram in the vicinity of a frame to eliminate transient estimations, as well
as to refine the polyphony estimation. Benetos & Dixon (2011) use Shift-Invariant
Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (SIPLCA), which is able to support multiple
instrument models and pitch templates. Dressler (2012a) uses a salience function
based on the pair-wise comparison of spectral peaks, and streaming rules for tracking.
Note tracking methods may perform a post-processing of the frame-based estimation,
based on: e.g. thresholding, deletion of short notes, minimum duration pruning (Böck
& Schedl, 2012; Fuentes et al., 2013; Carabias-Orti et al., 2011; Bertin et al., 2010;
Dessein et al., 2010), an HMM (Ryynanen & Klapuri, 2005; Benetos & Dixon, 2011),
or median filtering (Su & Yang, 2015), while some methods consider interactions
between simultaneous pitches (Duan & Temperley, 2014). Other methods perform
onset detection, followed by multipitch estimation between onsets (Marolt, 2004a;
Emiya et al., 2010; P. Grosche et al., 2012; Cogliati & Duan, 2015), and finally there
are methods that attempt to estimate notes directly from audio (Kameoka et al., 2007;
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2014; Ewert et al., 2015).
Further details about pitch salience functions and methods that compute them are
discussed next.
2.4 Pitch salience estimation
Several names have been used in the literature to refer to what we here call pitch
salience function: e.g. f0gram, pitch activation function, pitch likelihood function,
pitch strength function or simply multipitch representation. Essentially, they all deal
with the same concept: the representation of the salience of pitches over time, which
is related to the likelihood of them being present in the acoustic signal. Pitch salience
functions ideally only contain peaks at the frequencies corresponding to the pitches
present at a given instant. In the case of melody oriented pitch salience functions, the
melody pitch should ideally be much more salient than the rest of pitches.
One of the problems of salience functions is that they assign high salience to pitches
which are actually not present in the signal. In particular, the f0 of multiples and
submultiples is often salient, which may produce octave errors. In order to reduce
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them, most algorithms rely on melody contour smoothness while doing pitch tracking.
However, some algorithms also deal with this problem at an earlier stage, during pitch
salience function estimation.
In this thesis, we focus on salience functions based on harmonic summation and
source-filter models, but we also review other methods such as spectrogram decom-
position methods or neural networks.
2.4.1 Preprocessing
The computation of pitch salience commonly starts with a time-frequency transform-
ation such as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) (Salamon & Gómez, 2012;
Durrieu et al., 2011; Marxer, 2013; Duan et al., 2010; Arora & Behera, 2013), multi-
resolution transforms (MRFFT) (Dressler, 2012b) or constant-Q transform (CQT)
(Cancela et al., 2010; Fuentes et al., 2012; Benetos & Dixon, 2011). Some of the ap-
proaches perform a pre-processing step such as Equal-Loudness Filters (ELF) (Sala-
mon & Gómez, 2012; Marxer, 2013), or a posterior step like frequency refinement
(Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
In the case of Salamon & Gómez (2012), the method uses the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT)
Xl(k) =
M−1
∑
n=0
w(n) · x(n+ lH)e− j 2piN kn (2.1)
where l = 0,1, . . . and k = 0,1, . . . ,N− 1, x(n) is the sampled input signal, w(n)
the windowing function, l the frame number, M the window length, N the FFT length,
H the hop size, and a zero padding factor of x4. Then, they obtain the frequency and
amplitude of the spectral peaks, which are then corrected using instantaneous fre-
quency refinement, or parabolic interpolation in the Essentia implementation15 (Bog-
danov et al., 2013).
2.4.2 Harmonic summation
One of the most commonly used methods for pitch salience estimation is harmonic
summation (Klapuri, 2006), a frequency domain approach which computes the sa-
lience of each pitch by summing the energy of the spectrum bins which contribute
to that pitch, weighted by the strength of their contribution. This approach is com-
putationally inexpensive and has been used successfully in a variety of forms for
predominant melody extraction (Salamon & Gómez, 2012; Dressler, 2012b) as well
as multiple pitch estimation (Dressler, 2012a). Most algorithms use only spectral
peaks to compute the salience function, unlike in (Klapuri, 2006), which is computed
from the whole spectrum. This allows to discard the contribution from spectral ele-
ments which are less likely to correspond to the melody pitch (e.g noise, percussive
15https://github.com/MTG/essentia
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elements, masked components). Dressler (2011) attempts to reduce the number of
octave errors, by examining pairs of spectral peaks which potentially belong to the
same harmonic series. If many spectral peaks with frequencies lying between the pair
being considered have high amplitude, the result of their summation is attenuated.
Cancela et al. (2010) proposes to attenuate the sum of harmonics at a certain f0 if
the mean amplitude of spectral components at frequencies 2k · f0, 3k · f0/2 and 3k · f0
is above the mean of the components at frequencies k · f0. Note that this attenuates
pitches whose f0 is 1/2, 2/3 or 1/3 of the real f0.
Due to its relevance in this thesis, we detail the approach by Salamon & Gómez
(2012). Harmonic summation is computed from the peaks of the spectrum, and there-
fore it is possible to perform peak frequency refinement, improving the frequency
accuracy of the salience function (Salamon et al., 2011). Instead of searching for
energies at integer multiples of a candidate f0, the salience is computed as a sub-
harmonic summation (Hermes, 1988). The energy of each of the detected spectral
peaks (pi) is mapped (using a weighting scheme) to the frequencies of which pi could
be a harmonic partial, such as pi/h, where h = 1,2, ..,Nh is an integer value which
represents the harmonic number of f with respect to a candidate f0 = f/h. Two
factors affect the computation: number of harmonics considered Nh and the weight-
ing scheme used. The salience function goes from fmin = 55Hz to fmax = 1.76kHz
(around 5 octaves), corresponding to 1-600 bins on a cent scale (10 cents per bin, and
therefore 10 bins per semitone). For a given frequency value fˆ (in Hz), the corres-
ponding bin is calculated as:
B( fˆ ) =
1200 · log2
(
fˆ
fmin
)
10
+1
 (2.2)
At every frame, the salience function S(b) is computed from the previously computed
peaks (pi) (with frequencies fˆi and linear magnitudes aˆi) (i = 1 · · · , I, where I is the
number of peaks found). The salience function is defined as:
S(b) =
Nh
∑
h=1
I
∑
i=1
e(aˆi) ·g(b,h, fˆi) · (aˆi)β (2.3)
where β is a magnitude compression parameter, e(aˆi) is a magnitude threshold func-
tion, and g(b,h, fˆi) defines the weighting scheme. The definition of the magnitude
threshold function is:
e(aˆi) =
{
1, i f 20log10(aˆM/aˆi)< γ
0,otherwise
(2.4)
where aˆM corresponds to the magnitude of the highest spectral peak in the frame, and
γ is the maximum allowed difference (in dB) between aˆi and aˆM.
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The weighting function defines the weight given to a peak with amplitude aˆi, when it
is considered as the hth harmonic of the f0 corresponding to bin b:
g(b,h, fˆi) =
{
cos2
(
δ · pi2
) ·αh−1w , i f |δ | ≤ 1
0, i f |δ |> 1 (2.5)
where δ = |B( fˆi/h)− b|/10 is the semitone distance between the frequency of the
harmonic fˆi/h and the centre frequency of bin b, αw is the harmonic weighting para-
meter. This results in the contribution of each peak to more than a single bin in the
salience function (with a cos2 weight), to avoid problems on the quantisation and
inharmonicity issues.
2.4.3 Spectrogram factorisation methods
Probabilistic approaches based on decomposition models such as Non-negative Mat-
rix Factorisation (NMF), or Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (PLCA) have
gained interest, especially within source separation (Marxer, 2013; Durrieu et al.,
2011), and music transcription scenarios (Benetos & Dixon, 2011; Carabias-Orti
et al., 2011; Smaragdis & Brown, 2003). Many methods have been proposed in
the literature to perform melody extraction and multiple pitch estimation using these
learning techniques with different time-frequency representations, transcription mod-
els and post processing steps.
NMF is a subspace analysis method which is able to decompose an input time-
frequency representation into a basis matrix with spectral templates for each compon-
ent and a component activity matrix over time. Lee and Seung (Lee & Seung, 1999,
2001) popularised NMF in the field of image processing and clustering. NMF has
also been used for audio and music processing, e.g. by Smaragdis & Brown (2003)
and Virtanen (2007), among many others. PLCA (Smaragdis, 2004; Smaragdis et al.,
2006) is as a probabilistic extension of the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
algorithm using the Kullback-Leibler cost function (Kullback & Leibler, 1951). It
provides a framework that is easy to generalize and interpret, and it can incorporate
priors over the parameters and control the resulting decomposition. In both cases, it is
possible to use either pre-extracted or estimated spectral templates (using parametric
spectral models).
PLCA and NMF have also been employed for melody extraction. Fuentes et al. (2012)
uses PLCA on a CQT to build a pitch salience function for a melody extraction (and
separation) approach. The CQT of the signal is modelled as the sum of two CQTs,
where the accompaniment is modelled with a standard PLCA. The melody spectrum is
modelled in order to account for the non-stationary nature of pitch and spectral envel-
ope of many musical instruments, especially human voice. The model is a weighted
sum of fixed narrow-band harmonic spectral kernels, spectrally convolved by a time-
frequency impulse distribution. After an initial estimation of the impulse distribution
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(pitch salience function) for the whole excerpt, the pitch sequence path is found using
a Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973), and pitches farther than a semitone from the path
are set to zero. The estimation is applied again for a few iterations in order to let
parameters converge to a new solution. It is then possible to separate melody and ac-
companiment applying time-frequency masks and then computing the inverse CQT.
Durrieu et al. (2010) also use NMF for modelling the accompaniment. In that case, no
fixed basis are used, and ideally, repetitions in the accompaniment could be captured
for a better estimation of the lead source, as further detailed in Section 2.4.4.
Many methods using PLCA for music transcription have been proposed (Benetos
& Dixon, 2011, 2012, 2013; Benetos et al., 2014). Benetos & Dixon (2011) pro-
pose a convolutive probabilistic model, which extends the Shift-Invariant Probabilistic
Latent Component Analysis method (SIPLCA). Shift-invariance is present by using
constant-Q transform as a time-frequency representation, which provides a better sup-
port for tuning changes and frequency modulations (e.g. vibrato). Instrument basis
are extracted for various instruments, for each note, using their whole note range.
These are kept fixed during the estimation of the activations. One of the drawbacks of
using fixed basis is that they do not commonly correspond to the spectral shape of the
sources from the analysed music piece. Benetos et al. (2014), propose a strategy for
template adaptation, by first extracting the spectral shape of notes detected with high
confidence, in a conservative transcription pre-processing step. Transcription is then
performed with the new set of templates. Results in terms of multipitch detection and
instrument assignment show consistent improvements in contrast with keeping the
dictionary fixed, when evaluated on MAPS and Bach10 databases (for a description
of these datasets, please refer to Section 2.7.5.2). To overcome the computational
bottleneck of convolutive models, Benetos & Weyde (2015a) propose the use of a 5-
dimensional dictionary of pre-extracted and pre-shifted sound state spectral templates,
using variable-Q transform (VQT) as time-frequency representation. Two variants are
presented: with HMM-based constraints controlling the appearance of sound states, or
without any temporal constraints. Benetos & Weyde (2015b) present a similar method
in MIREX 2015, but using an Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale time-
frequency representation, instead of VQT. ERB offers a compact representation, at
the cost of losing the shift-invariance abilities, due to the non-linearity with respect to
log-frequency. Results show improvements in comparison to the previous submission
to MIREX, based on VQT, which had in turn improved over a previous submission
based on CQT.
2.4.4 Source-filter models
Source-filter models are used to decouple (to some extent) timbre information from
pitch information. Source-filter models have been used in the context of source sep-
aration (Bouvier et al., 2016; Durrieu et al., 2010), musical instrument recognition
(Heittola et al., 2009) or transformation (Caetano & Rodet, 2012), music signal re-
construction (Cheng et al., 2014), and also to create an intermediate pitch represent-
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ation (salience function), useful for melody extraction. Durrieu et al. (2010, 2011)16
propose an unsupervised method based on a Smoothed Instantaneous Mixture Model
(SIMM) to model the leading voice, and apply Non-negative Matrix Factorisation
(NMF) to create a melody-oriented pitch salience representation. The spectrum X of
the signal is modelled as the lead instrument plus accompaniment Xˆ = Xˆv+ Xˆm. The
lead instrument is modelled as: Xˆv = XΦ ◦X f0 , where X f0 corresponds to the source,
XΦ to the filter, and the symbol ◦ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product. Both
source and filter are decomposed into basis and gains matrices as X f0 =Wf0H f0 and
XΦ = WΦHΦ respectively. The filter basis matrix WΦ is further decomposed into a
weighted sum of smooth spectral atoms: WΓHΓ. H f0 corresponds to the pitch activa-
tions of the source, which can also be understood as a representation of pitch salience
(Durrieu et al., 2011). The accompaniment spectrum is modelled as: Xˆm = WˆmHˆm,
leading to Equation 2.6.
X ≈ Xˆ = (WΓHΓHΦ)◦ (Wf0H f0)+WmHm (2.6)
Marxer (2013) follows a similar strategy as Durrieu et al. (2011), but uses a Tikhonov
Regularisation (TR), which is computationally cheaper and allows low-latency pro-
cessing.
Two examples of pitch salience functions in a context of symphonic music are shown
in Figure 2.2. The plot at the top corresponds to the approach by Salamon & Gómez
(2012), implemented in the VAMP plugin MELODIA17. As it can be observed, there
is no clearly salient melodic line using this salience function, since multiple pitches
have similar salience values in any given frame. This suggests that symphonic music
is especially challenging for melody extraction algorithms based on harmonic sum-
mation. The plot at the bottom corresponds to the pitch salience computed with the
approach by Durrieu et al. (2011), which is visibly much sparser. Due to the wide
range of values obtained with the latter approach, the salience function has been nor-
malised per frame, for a better visualisation.
2.4.5 Neural networks
As previously introduced in Section 2.3.2, deep learning has been used for melody
extraction, and one approach based on melody-oriented pitch salience estimation has
recently been presented. Rigaud & Radenen (2016) propose a Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) approach, in which the output layer returns a f0 probability distribution for
each time frame, which can be considered as a pitch salience (or activation) matrix.
The method exhibits higher pitch estimation accuracy than MELODIA (Salamon &
Gómez, 2012) on two different music databases, but is only evaluated in the context
of vocal data.
16https://github.com/wslihgt/IMMf0salience
17http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
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Figure 2.2: Pitch salience functions estimated from an excerpt of the 1st movement of Beeth-
oven’s 3rd symphony. They are computed with MELODIA (top) and Durrieu’s approach (bot-
tom), as VAMP plugins in Sonic Visualiser. The vertical axis corresponds to the frequency
between 55 and 1760 Hz, in logarithmic scale. Horizontal axis corresponds to time, from 0 to
10 seconds. Both salience functions are normalised per frame, for a better visualisation.
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Neural networks have also been used in the context of multiple pitch estimation and
transcription. Several works have made use of neural networks for polyphonic piano
transcription. Marolt (2004a) uses neural networks for piano notes in a classification-
based transcription method, in which each quantized pitch is a class. The input to the
networks are the output values of oscillator networks. Best results are obtained with
time-delay neural networks (TDNNs). Nam et al. (2011) train deep belief networks
using spectrogram bins as features, with both single notes and note combinations.
Böck & Schedl (2012) employ recurrent neural networks for polyphonic piano tran-
scription, using the output of two semitone filterbanks with different window frame
sizes as features. A bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) neural network
was employed for note classification and onset detection. Sigtia et al. (2016) propose
an end-to-end neural network with an acoustic model and a music language model.
Pertusa & Iñesta (2005) use TDNNs for polyphonic music transcription, using pre-
processed STFT bins as input. According to its title, the best performing algorithm in
the MIREX multiple pitch estimation task is also based on neural networks (Elowsson
& Friberg, 2014), but the details of the implementation have not been published at the
time of publishing this thesis.
2.4.6 Multi-resolution fan chirp transform
Cancela et al. (2010) propose a multi-resolution Fan Chirp Transform (FChT), which
provides an acute representation of harmonically related linear chirp signals. The
approach is based on a time warping followed by a Fourier Transform (Constant Q-
Transform is also possible). Since the method is intended for main melody extraction,
a pitch preference function is applied after the salience is computed (which can be
disabled), to emphasise the pitches in a certain frequency range using a Gaussian
function18.
2.5 Melody pitch tracking
After the computation of pitch salience, many melody extraction and multipitch es-
timation methods incorporate perceptual principles or additional acoustic and mu-
sical knowledge (timbre, harmonicity, spectral smoothness, etc.) to separate partials
and group salience peaks into streams, or even map them to a given pitched source.
Melody extraction methods commonly rely on the predominance of melody pitches
and smoothness in the melody trajectory for melody pitch tracking,
Many different approaches have been proposed at this stage, tracking peaks of the
salience function directly (Durrieu et al., 2010; Fuentes et al., 2012; Marxer, 2013),
or grouping them into pitch contours (fragments or trajectories) Salamon & Gómez
(2012); Paiva et al. (2006); Cancela (2008). Durrieu et al. (2010) follow the first
approach, using a HMM in which each state corresponds to one of the frequency bins
18http://iie.fing.edu.uy/investigacion/grupos/gpa/fcht.html
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of the salience function, and the probability of each state corresponds to the estimated
source activations (salience) (H f0). Pitch continuity is considered in the transition
probabilities, favouring smoothness in pitch trajectories. Ryynänen & Klapuri (2008)
propose the use of a HMM derived for note events from fundamental frequencies,
their saliences and an accent signal. Marxer (2013) proposes to model the peaks in
the pitch likelihood (salience) function as Gaussian functions, and uses the divergence
between them as a transition probability in the HMM of the tracking stage, in an
online scenario. Fuentes et al. (2012) use Viterbi smoothing to estimate the melody
trajectory within a melody extraction method based on PLCA.
Pitch grouping has also been employed for melody tracking and has additionally
proven to be a useful mid-level pitch representation for other MIR tasks. It can also
help to reduce octave errors, since duplicate contours in this case have parallel tra-
jectories with 12 semitone difference, and it is easier to detect and eliminate them.
Salamon & Gómez (2012) base the decision on which is the duplicate on melody
contour smoothness and contour salience. Grouping is commonly performed using
time and pitch continuity principles inspired form ASA. Due to the importance in
this thesis, we detail a subset of melody extraction methods based on pitch grouping,
which use pitch contour selection with heuristic rules (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), or
pitch contour classification (Bittner et al., 2015; Bosch et al., 2016b). Both types of
methods are based on the creation of and characterisation of pitch contours.
2.5.1 Pitch contour formation
Pitch contours are groupings of fundamental frequencies which are continuous over
pitch and time. A pitch contour corresponds to the time series c(t) = ( f (t), s(t))
which are defined along a discrete, finite time interval {t0, t1, ..., tn}, where f (t) is
the f0 of the contour over time, and s(t) corresponds to the “salience” of the contour
over time. A given contour is thus only defined over the time interval [t0, tn]. In the
contour formation process, there are several parameters which greatly affect the final
output, in terms of amount, length and contour shape.
From a given pitch salience function, Salamon & Gómez (2012) form pitch contours
by grouping continuous sequences of salience peaks. Several parameters need to be
set (default values used in Salamon & Gómez (2012) are presented between brackets).
The initial step is the removal of non-salient melody peaks per frame: peaks below
a threshold factor τ+ (0.9) of the highest salience peak in the frame are filtered out.
Secondly, remaining peaks are filtered if their salience is below µs−τσ ·σs, where µs
and σs are the mean and standard deviation of the salience of remaining peaks (in all
frames). τσ (0.9) determines the accepted degree of deviation below mean salience.
The first filter ensures the predominance of the remaining salience peaks in a given
frame, while the second filter helps reducing voicing false alarms.
Contours are then created by grouping peaks which are close in time and frequency,
with several parameters. The first parameter refers to the minimum allowed contour
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Figure 2.3: Melody tracking based on pitch contour selection
duration (100 ms.): contours shorter than this value will be filtered. The second para-
meter is the maximum allowed pitch change during 1 ms time period (27.56 cents),
and finally the maximum allowed gap duration in a pitch contour (100 ms.). We
refer the reader to (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) for a detailed description of the contour
formation process.
2.5.2 Pitch contour characterisation
Pitch contours have been a useful mid-level pitch representation for several tasks
that involve the computation of pitch related information. Previous approaches are
based on the computation of pitch contour features, and use them for the extraction
of melody (Salamon et al., 2012a; Salamon & Gómez, 2012; Bittner et al., 2015)
or bass, but also for genre classification (Salamon et al., 2012b), or for cover-song
identification (Salamon et al., 2013).
Salamon & Gómez (2012) characterise contours with the following set of features:
pitch (mean and deviation), salience (mean, standard deviation and sum), duration,
and vibrato related features: presence (binary), rate (Hz), extent (cents) and coverage
(fraction of contour with vibrato). These pitch contour characteristics are used for the
selection of melody contours in methods based on pitch contour selection and pitch
contour classification.
2.5.3 Pitch contour selection
Pitch contour selection (PCS) (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) deals with the tracking of
the melody pitch by selecting melody contours following heuristic rules. The process
is divided in three tasks: voicing detection, octave error minimisation/pitch outlier
removal, and final melody selection, as shown in Figure 2.3.
Previously calculated contour features are used in this stage to filter out non-melody
contours, using a voicing detection threshold τv, which is based on the salience dis-
tribution of the created contours: τv =Cs−ν ·σCs where Cs and σCs are the mean and
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Figure 2.4: Melody tracking based on pitch contour classification
standard deviation of the salience of the contours. Parameter ν controls the amount
of contours that are filtered out, set by default to 0.2 in (Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
2.5.4 Pitch contour classification
Salamon et al. (2012a) and later Bittner et al. (2015) also propose pitch contour clas-
sification (PCC) methods based on contour features. The former uses a generative
model based on multi-variate Gaussians to distinguish melody from non-melody con-
tours, and the latter uses a discriminative classifier (a binary random forest) to per-
form melody contour selection. However, these classification-based approaches do
not outperform the rule-based approach on MedleyDB (Bittner et al., 2015). One of
the important conclusions is that the sub-optimal performance of the contour creation
stage (which is the same in both approaches) is a significant limiting factor in their
performance.
Since the supervised melody extraction approaches which we propose in this thesis
are based on pitch contour classification as proposed by Bittner et al. (2015), we
provide here further details. This method takes as input the pitch contours created by
an intermediate step in the MELODIA vamp plugin19 (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), and
learns a Random Forest Classifier to discriminate melody from non-melody contours.
After filtering contours with low likelihood to be melodic, remaining contours are
decoded using the Viterbi algorithm. A basic schema of the process is shown in
Figure 2.4.
To train the classifier, contours in the training dataset are labelled as being melodic
or non-melodic, according to the amount of overlap between each contour and the
19http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
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ground truth annotation. The overlap corresponds to the Overall Accuracy measure
in the frames where the pitch contour is present, using two pitch sequences: contour
pitches as the estimation, and the annotated pitches as ground truth. If the overlap is
higher than a threshold value (α th), the contour is labelled as melody. Note that the
higher the value of α th, the less amount of contours will be used for training.
After assigning a class to each of the contours from the training set, the classifier
is trained using contour features described in Section 2.5.2. Prior to the training,
features are normalised per track to remove variance caused by differences between
tracks. Salience features are each divided by the maximum salience value in the track,
and duration is normalized between 0 and 1 for each track. Finally, total salience
is rescaled to reflect the normalized duration. Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
is used to train a Random Forest Classifier (Breiman, 2001) with 100 trees. The
maximum depth of the trees is computed by cross validating over the training set.
After training, the classifier is used to compute the probability of each contour belong-
ing or not to the melody. The prediction is based on computing the fraction of trees
from the Random Forest Classifier which classifies the contour as melodic, which
provides a number from 0 to 1 (1 corresponding to a melodic contour).
Finally, the decoding stage generates a pitch sequence using the predicted contour
probabilities. The first step is filtering contours whose melodic likelihood is below
a threshold value, which is the value that maximises the class weighted F1 score
on a validation set (F1-measure corresponds to the harmonic mean of precision and
recall). From the remaining contours, those without an overlap with other contours are
immediately assigned to the output melody. Then, the rest of the contours are divided
into groups. Contours are assigned to the same group if the union of their intervals
forms a contiguous interval. Finally, Viterbi decoding (Forney, 1973) is used in each
of the groups to find the most likely path over time, where the state space is the set
of contour numbers. The prior distribution is set to be uniform and the emission
probability matrix is created using each contour’s likelihood score. The transition
matrix encourages continuity in pitch space, thus assigning a higher probability to
transitions between contours whose (log-)frequencies are close to each other. The
most likely sequence of contours along time is used to assign their associated pitches
to the output melody sequence.
2.5.5 Multiple pitch tracking
The tracking of multiple pitches in music has been used for multiple pitch estimation
and transcription, but also in the context of melody extraction.
Rao & Rao (2009) propose to dynamically track f0-candidate pairs, generated by im-
posing specific harmonic relation-related constraints. This allows to deal with the
problem of having concurrent melody lines with similar salience. Results show a
better voice tracking, partially decreasing the amount of incorrect estimations of the
accompanying instrument pitch as the melody, in the context of Indian classical vocal
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music and Indian film music. However, this approach does not ensure that the two
melody lines remain linked to their respective sound sources. Dressler proposes an
streaming approach which mimics some characteristics of stream segregation in the
human auditory system, used for both melody extraction (Dressler, 2011) and mul-
tiple pitch estimation (Dressler, 2012a). It is based on heuristics which consider the
magnitude of tones, timbre-related information, note intervals and playback speed.
Some supervised methods create timbre models of sound sources, and then apply
them for pitch estimation (Cont et al., 2007; Bay et al., 2012; Benetos & Dixon, 2013;
Kirchhoff et al., 2013). Other approaches categorise the estimated pitches or notes in
instrument classes (Wu et al., 2011), and some methods adapt the spectral shapes to
the content of the analysed music (Carabias-Orti et al., 2011; Grindlay & Ellis, 2011;
Benetos et al., 2014).
Unsupervised approaches do not classify pitches or notes into classes corresponding
to instruments, but they cluster estimated pitches according to some timbre features
(Duan et al., 2014; Mysore & Smaragdis, 2009; Arora & Behera, 2015). Duan et al.
(2014) propose a constrained clustering method, with an objective function based on
timbre consistency, and time-frequency locality constraints. The algorithm minim-
izes the objective function while satisfying as many constraints as possible. They
also introduce a cepstrum feature for representing timbre in multi-source mixtures.
Kirchhoff et al. (2013) identify prominent pitches in each time frame, and assign
them to instruments in the mixture, using the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely
path through the candidate instrument and pitch combinations in each time frame.
The transition probability is affected by: the frame-wise reconstruction error of the
instrument combination, a pitch continuity measure, and the activity status of each
instrument.
2.6 Voicing and polyphony estimation
Melody extraction algorithms have to classify frames as containing a melody pitch or
not. Due to historical reasons, and the fact that most research has been conducted on
vocal melodies, most melody extraction literature denotes as voiced those frames that
contain a melody pitch, regardless of the instrument producing it. Unvoiced frames
are therefore those which do not contain a melody pitch. In this thesis we follow the
same naming convention.
The simultaneous estimation of pitch and voicing in music signals is a complex task.
In the case of speech signals mixed with background noise, it is easier to discriminate
a frame of speech and one containing noise, possibly due to the presence of a pitched
structure. Therefore, there have been approaches which jointly estimate pitch and the
presence of human voice, using for instance a single DNN (Lee & Ellis, 2012; Han &
Wang, 2014). In the case of music signals, both melody and accompaniment contain
harmonic pitched structures, and it is thus necessary to use some other information to
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distinguish between them. Due to this complexity, voicing detection is is commonly
performed on a separate step.
Most melody extraction approaches use static or dynamic thresholds on e.g. energy or
salience (Fuentes et al., 2012; Durrieu et al., 2010; Dressler, 2012b; Arora & Behera,
2013). Salamon & Gómez (2012) follow a different strategy, and exploit pitch contour
salience distributions. Bittner et al. (2015) determine voicing by setting a threshold
on the contour probabilities produced by the discriminative model.
Separation-based approaches perform voicing detection in different ways. For in-
stance, Durrieu et al. (2010) estimate the energy of the melody signal frame by frame.
Frames whose energy falls below the threshold are set as unvoiced and vice versa. The
threshold is empirically chosen, such that voiced frames represent more than 99.95%
of the leading instrument energy. Fuentes et al. (2012) also use an energy threshold
(of -12dB) on a low-pass filtered separated melody signal. In the case of Tachibana
et al. (2010) voicing detection is also performed with a threshold, but in this case it is
applied on the (Mahalanobis) distance between the estimated melody signal and the
percussive signal.
Singing voice detection (SVD) is a very similar task, which aims at identifying the
regions in a music recording where at least one person sings, for which timbral and
temporal characteristics are commonly exploited. In comparison with melody extrac-
tion, this task is restricted to the vocals, and pitch does not need to be identified.
Mauch et al. (2011) propose the use of standard MFCCs, and three features based on
the extracted melody line: pitch fluctuation, MFCCs of the re-synthesized predomin-
ant voice, and the relative harmonic amplitudes of the predominant voice. A different
approach is taken by Rao et al. (2013), who use the differences in singing style and
instrumentation across genres to adapt acoustic features for this task. Lehner et al.
(2014) propose the Vocal Variance (VV) feature, which computes the variance of the
first five MFCCs (Davis & Mermelstein, 1980; Logan et al., 2000), calculated over
a window of around 800ms around the current frame. Lehner et al. (2015) also pro-
pose a real-time approach using LSTM neural networks for SVD. Rigaud & Radenen
(2016) propose a neural network approach for SVD based on a similar approach by
Leglaive et al. (2015), using Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM). Mel-
frequency spectrograms are computed from pre-decomposed signals using Harmon-
ic/Percussive separation, and given as input to 3 BLSTM layers of 50 units each, and
a final feed-forward logistic output layer with one unit. The binary decision of voice
detection is taken with a threshold (0.5) on the DNN output. They combined this SVD
approach with the previously mentioned DNN for pitch salience estimation, achieving
state-of-the-art overall accuracy on vocal data. A different approach is the algorithm
by Ryynänen & Klapuri (2008), which incorporates a silence model into the HMM
tracking part of the algorithm. Hsu & Jang (2010) also propose the use of timbre to
classify frames as containing human voice or not.
In the context of multipitch estimation, a related task is polyphony estimation, that is,
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to estimate the amount of different concurrent sounds. This is a complex task even
for musicians, who e.g. commonly underestimate the number of voices, when listen-
ing to four voice polyphonies employing homogeneous timbre (Huron, 1989). There
are different approaches to this problem. Many methods apply a threshold commonly
based on pitch salience / likelihood, either fixed (Benetos & Dixon, 2011), or dy-
namic (Dressler, 2012a). Klapuri (2003) proposes a statistical-experimental approach
to control the stopping of the iterative f0 estimation and sound separation process.
Yeh et al. (2010) follow an approach based on STFT, with an adaptive noise level
estimation method. Then, given a set of pitch candidates, the overlapping partials are
detected and smoothed according to the spectral smoothness principle. Polyphony
estimation is based on the increase of a score function using harmonicity, mean band-
width, spectral centroid, and synchronicity features. Duan et al. (2010) also perform
polyphony estimation, in order to control the number of iterations of the method using
a threshold-based method on the likelihood function. The likelihood function is com-
posed of the peak region likelihood (probability that a peak is detected in the spectrum
given a pitch) and the non-peak region likelihood.
2.7 Evaluation strategies
This section introduces the metrics used for the evaluation of melody extraction and
multipitch estimation algorithms. Given the importance of pitch salience functions,
we also present state-of-the-art metrics for evaluating them in the context of melody
extraction. Finally we present the datasets used in the MIREX evaluation campaign,
as well as other related publicly available collections.
2.7.1 Pitch salience function evaluation
Salience functions are commonly evaluated from two different perspectives: pitch and
salience estimation accuracy. Salamon et al. (2011) propose four different metrics us-
ing the ground truth melody pitch. First, salience function peaks are computed, and
then the peak closest to the ground truth is selected, and considered as the melody sa-
lience peak. The first metric is the frequency error of the salience function ∆ fm, com-
puted as the difference (in cents) between the frequency of the melody salience peak
and the ground truth f0. The following metrics deal with salience estimation. The
first metric (RRm) is the reciprocal rank score of the melody salience peak amongst
the rest of salience peaks (the closer to one the better). The second (S1) is the relative
salience of the melody peak in comparison to the highest salience peak in that frame.
Last metric (S3) computes the salience of the melody peak, divided by the mean sali-
ence of the 3 highest peaks (the higher the better). We consider the latter as the single
most important salience-related measure, since it quantifies the ability of a method to
make the melody pitch more salient than the rest of the peaks, which is a key property
of a salience function.
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2.7.2 Melody extraction
Melody extraction algorithms are commonly evaluated by comparing their output
against a ground truth, corresponding to the sequence of pitches that the main in-
strument plays. Such pitch sequence is usually created by employing a monophonic
pitch estimator on the solo recording of the instrument playing the melody (Bittner
et al., 2014). Pitch estimation errors are then usually corrected by the annotators.
The evaluation in MIREX20 focuses on both voicing detection and pitch estimation
itself. An algorithm may report an estimated melody pitch even for a frame which
is considered unvoiced. This allows the evaluation of voicing and pitch estimation
separately. Voicing detection is evaluated using metrics from detection theory, such as
voicing recall (VR) and voicing false alarm (VFA) rates. We define a voicing indicator
vector v, whose τ th element (υτ ) has a value of 1 when the frame contains a melody
pitch (voiced), and 0 when it does not (unvoiced). We define the ground truth of such
vector as v∗. We also define υ¯τ = 1−υτ as an unvoicing indicator.
Voicing Recall rate is the proportion of frames labelled as melody frames in
the ground truth that are estimated as melody frames by the algorithm.
VR =
∑τ υτυ∗τ
∑τ υ∗τ
(2.7)
Voicing False Alarm rate is the proportion of frames labelled as non-melody
in the ground truth that are mistakenly estimated as melody frames by the al-
gorithm.
VFA =
∑τ υτ υ¯∗τ
∑τ υ¯∗τ
(2.8)
Pitch estimation is evaluated by comparing the estimated and the ground truth pitch
vectors, whose τ th elements are fτ and f ∗τ respectively. Most commonly used accur-
acy metrics are raw pitch (RPA) and raw chroma accuracy (RCA). Another metric used
in the literature is the concordance measure, or weighted raw pitch (WRPA) which
linearly weights the score of a correctly detected pitch by its distance in cents to the
ground truth pitch. Finally, the overall accuracy (OA) is used as a single measure to
measure the performance of the whole system:
Raw Pitch Accuracy (RPA) is the proportion of melody frames in the ground
truth for which the estimation is considered correct (within half a semitone of
the ground truth).
RPA =
∑τ υ∗τ T [M( fτ)−M( f ∗τ )]
∑τ υ∗τ
(2.9)
20http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2014:Audio_Melody_Extraction
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T andM are defined as:
T [a] =
{
1, if |a|< 0.5
0, else
(2.10)
M( f ) = 12log2 ( f ) (2.11)
where f is a frequency value in Hertz.
Raw Chroma Accuracy (RCA) is a measure of pitch accuracy, in which both
estimated and ground truth pitches are mapped into one octave, thus ignoring
the commonly found octave errors.
RCA =
∑τ υ∗τ T [‖M( fτ)−M( f ∗τ ) ‖12]
∑τ υ∗τ
=
Nch
∑τ υ∗τ
(2.12)
where ‖ a ‖12= a− 12b a12 + 0.5c, and Nch represents the number of chroma
matches.
Overall Accuracy (OA) measures the proportion of frames that were correctly
labelled in terms of both pitch and voicing
OA =
1
N f r
∑
τ
υ∗τ T [M( fτ)−M( f ∗τ )]+υτ∗υτ (2.13)
where N f r is the total number of frames.
2.7.3 Multiple pitch estimation
The evaluation of multiple pitch algorithms is performed at three different levels,
depending on the task.
Multipitch estimation: the task is to collectively estimate pitch values of all concur-
rent sources at each individual time frame, without determining their sources.
In MIREX (Bay et al., 2009), systems should report the number of active
pitches every 10ms. Two commonly used metrics are Precision (the portion
of correctly retrieved pitches in all pitches retrieved for each frame) and Recall
(the ratio of correct pitches to all ground truth pitches for each frame).
Prec =
∑Tt=1 T P(t)
∑Tt=1 T P(t)+∑Tt=1 FP(t)
(2.14)
Rec =
∑Tt=1 T P(t)
∑Tt=1 T P(t)+∑Tt=1 FN(t)
(2.15)
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where T P correspond to True Positives, FP correspond to False Positives and
FN correspond to False Negatives. An estimated pitch is evaluated as correct
if it is within a half semitone of a ground-truth pitch for that frame. Note that
only one ground-truth pitch can be associated with each returned pitch.
Accuracy (Acc) is a measure of overall performance, bounded between 0 and 1
where 1 corresponds to perfect transcription.
Acc =
T P
T P+FP+FN
(2.16)
In order to have more information about the kind of errors, other metrics have
been proposed, such as the total error score (Etot), which is computed as the sum
of frame level errors, normalised by the total number of f0 values in the ground
truth. If we define Nre f as the number of non-zero elements in the ground truth
data, Nsys as the number of active elements returned by the system and Ncorr as
the number of correctly identified elements:
Etot =
∑Tt=1 max(Nre f (t),Nsys(t))−Ncorr(t)
∑Tt=1 Nre f (t)
(2.17)
The total error score can be divided into three different kind of errors: sub-
stitution errors, missed errors and false alarms. Substitution errors count the
number of ground-truth f0 values for each frame that were not estimated, but
other incorrect f0 values were returned instead.
Esubs =
∑Tt=1 min(Nre f (t),Nsys(t))−Ncorr(t)
∑Tt=1 Nre f (t)
(2.18)
Missed errors Emiss counts the number of ground-truth f0 values that were
missed by the algorithm, but no other f0 estimates were returned.
Emiss =
∑Tt=1 max(0,Nre f (t))−Nsys(t)
∑Tt=1 Nre f (t)
(2.19)
The false alarms E f a counts the number of extra f0 estimates that are not sub-
stitutes.
E f a =
∑Tt=1 max(0,Nsys(t))−Nre f (t)
∑Tt=1 Nre f (t)
(2.20)
Note tracking: the task is to estimate continuous pitch segments, which would typ-
ically correspond to individual notes. In this case, the measures used in MIREX
are also Precision (ratio of correctly transcribed ground truth notes to the num-
ber of ground truth notes) and Recall (ratio of correctly transcribed ground truth
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notes to the number of transcribed notes). A ground truth note is evaluated as
correct if the system returns a note that is within a half semitone of that note
and the returned note’s onset is within a 100ms range (±50 ms) of the onset
of the ground truth note, and its offset is within 20% range of the ground truth
note’s offset.
Timbre tracking: the task is to estimate pitches and stream them into a single pitch
trajectory over the musical excerpt, for each of the sources. This task has not
been commonly evaluated in MIREX, due to very low participation. Duan et al.
(2014) performed an evaluation, considering that a pitch is estimated as correct
when it is within a half semitone of a ground-truth pitch for that frame, and it
is assigned to the right stream.
2.7.4 MIREX audio melody extraction
Melody extraction algorithms have been yearly evaluated in MIREX Audio Melody
Extraction21 task, which deals with “the identification of the melody pitch contour
from polyphonic musical audio”. Pitch is here expressed “as the fundamental fre-
quency of the main melodic voice, and is reported in a frame-based manner on an
evenly-spaced timegrid”. We now introduce the datasets employed in the evaluation
of this task.
2.7.4.1 Datasets
ADC2004 was collected by Emilia Gomez, Beesuan Ong and Sebastian Streich of
the Music Technology Group at Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona. It consists of
20 excerpts of around 20 s, which include real audio recordings (12), excerpts with
a voice synthesiser singing the melody (4) and excerpts synthesised from MIDI (4).
The collection is currently public, and the total play time is 369 s.
MIREX05 was collected by Graham Poliner and Daniel P. W. Ellis of the Laboratory
for the Recognition and Organization of Speech and Audio (LabROSA) at Columbia
University, and contains 25 excerpts of 10-40 s duration in the following genres: rock,
R&B, pop, jazz and solo classical piano.
INDIAN08, which was compiled by Vishweshwara Rao and Preeti Rao of the Indian
Institute of Technology Bombay. It consists of 8 audio clips of north Indian classical
vocal performances, with one-minute length each. They include singing voice (male
or female, singing the melody), tanpura (Indian drone instrument as background),
harmonium (a secondary melodic instrument) and tablas (pitched percussion). The 8
excerpts were created from 4 original recordings, by mixing them twice, each time
with differing amounts of accompaniment. The total play time of the collection is
501 s.
21http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/Audio_Melody_Extraction
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MIREX09 was compiled by Chao-Ling Hsu and Jyh-Shing Roger Jang of the Multi-
media Information Retrieval laboratory at the National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan.
It consists of 374 excerpts of Chinese pop karaoke recordings, and features ama-
teur singing over synthesised karaoke accompaniment. 3 different sub-collections
were created by mixing the melody and accompaniment with different ratios: -5
dB MIREX09 (-5dB), 0 dB and 5 dB. The total play time of each sub-collection
is 10,022 s.
2.7.4.2 Results analysis
One of the best performing methods so far in MIREX in terms of overall accuracy
is Salamon & Gómez (2012) (evaluated in 2011), which is based on the creation and
characterisation of pitch contours. This approach obtains the highest overall accuracy
in the INDIAN (0.84) and MIREX09 0dB (0.78) datasets, which contain vocal melod-
ies. As previously introduced, this method uses a fairly simple salience function based
on harmonic summation and then creates and characterises pitch contours for melody
tracking and voicing detection. Recent approaches have slightly increased RPA in
those datasets with respect to Salamon’s approach, such as Wang et al. (2016) (based
on Deep Neural Networks) who increased RPA in 0.02 in MIREX09 0dB. However,
voicing detection (determining if a frame contains a melody pitch or not) is worse,
and therefore overall accuracy remains lower. Voicing detection is one of the strong
aspects of Salamon’s method, even though it might be improved further by incorporat-
ing timbre information. In contrast, alternative approaches employ more sophisticated
salience functions, but the pitch tracking and voicing detection components are less
elaborated (Durrieu et al., 2010; Fuentes et al., 2012). Voicing detection has in fact
been identified as a crucial task for improving melody extraction systems (Durrieu
et al., 2010; Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
The performance of most of the algorithms submitted to MIREX decreases for instru-
mental pieces. The method proposed by Dressler (2012b) performs better than the rest
of methods on datasets containing instrumental data, such as ADC2004 (OA=0.86)
and MIREX05 (OA=0.75), but as we have seen, other methods obtain better results
on other collections where the melody is vocal. A main challenge for melody ex-
traction methods is thus to cope with more complex and varied music material, with
melodies played by different instruments, or with harmonised melodic lines (Salamon
et al., 2014).
2.7.4.3 Limitations
Salamon & Urbano (2012) identify several challenges in the evaluation of melody
extraction algorithms in MIREX. The first is related to the length of the clips, which
are too short to predict performance on full songs, when considering overall accuracy.
Short excerpts tend to be mainly voiced, and thus algorithms with poor voicing es-
timation accuracy will not be penalised as they would in the case of complete songs,
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which commonly have more unvoiced sections. A second issue is the annotation pro-
tocol, which should be clarified in order to avoid time offsets, which can have a large
effect on the results. Finally, they identify that results on smaller collections (ADC04,
MIREX05 and INDIAN08) were not reliable enough. MIREX09 on the other hand
is larger than necessary, and more importantly it is not representative of real-world
data, since it only contains karaoke recordings, with amateur singing and synthetic
accompaniment.
A further limitation of the MIREX campaign is that many collections are kept secret,
and since it is run yearly, it is complicated to analyse the reasons why algorithms are
failing. The creation of public and open collections is thus a very important task for
the advancement of the state of the art in melody extraction (Salamon et al., 2014).
The dataset with symphonic music recordings proposed in Section 3.2 was added to
the MIREX 2015, evaluation campaign, increasing the musical diversity and includ-
ing new definitions of melody in this evaluation campaign.
2.7.5 Publicly available collections
2.7.5.1 Melody extraction
Apart from the development sets of some of the MIREX collection, the RWC data-
set has been publicly available since 2006, and more recently MedleyDB has been
presented, with the purpose of overcoming many of the limitations of previous col-
lections. RWC22 was built by the RWC Music Database Sub-Working Group of the
Real World Computing Partnership (RWCP) of Japan, which contains manual an-
notations of the melody for popular and royalty-free subsets (Goto, 2006). The iKala
dataset (Chan et al., 2015)23 is useful for singing voice separation, Query by Hum-
ming, melody extraction, and more. It comprises 252 30-second excerpts sampled
from 206 songs, and 100 hidden excerpts are reserved for MIREX singing voice sep-
aration task.
MedleyDB (Bittner et al., 2014) is currently the largest and more varied melody ex-
traction collection, and it is publicly available24. It contains 108 melody annotated
files, which are mostly full length songs between 3 and 5 minutes long, and cover
a variety of instrumentation and genres. The audio is professional or near profes-
sional quality, and the annotations are accurate and well-documented. It provides
three different melody annotations, MEL1: the f0 curve of the predominant melodic
line drawn from a single source (MIREX definition), MEL2: the f0 curve of the pre-
dominant melodic line drawn from multiple sources, and MEL3: the f0 curve of all
melodic lines drawn from multiple sources. Note that MEL1 is the melody definition
employed in MIREX and used in nearly all research conducted until 2014. Note that
22https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/
23http://mac.citi.sinica.edu.tw/ikala/
24http://medleydb.weebly.com/
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this collection is also useful for other tasks such as instrument recognition, source
separation or automatic mixing since the multitrack recordings are available.
2.7.5.2 Multipitch estimation
There are several publicly available collections for the evaluation of multipitch estim-
ation algorithms.
RWC classical subset25 contains 50 recordings of solo performances, chamber
and orchestral music. The RWC jazz subset26 with 50 recordings of different
styles and instrumentations. In both subsets, a non-aligned MIDI is provided,
but some automatically aligned versions are available27,28.
The MAPS database29 contains 30 classical pieces, each of them played by 9
different piano models (virtual pianos + disklavier).
LabROSA Automatic Piano Transcription dataset30 contains 29 pieces with
Disklavier piano.
Bach10 dataset31 contains 10 multitrack recordings of violin, clarinet, sax, bas-
soon quartet, with semi-automatically aligned MIDI ground truth.
TRIOS dataset32 contains 5 multitrack recordings of classical/jazz trios.
MIREX multi f0 development dataset33 contains one woodwind quintet multi-
track recording and manual MIDI annotation.
Score-informed piano transcription dataset34, contains 7 Disklavier recordings
(that present performance mistakes) with MIDI ground truth for recordings and
“correct” performances.
25https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/rwc-mdb-c.html
26https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/rwc-mdb-j.html
27https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/AIST-Annotation/SyncRWC/
28http://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/handle/123456789/37
29http://www.tsi.telecom-paristech.fr/aao/
30http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/piano/
31http://www.ece.rochester.edu/~zduan/resource/Resources.html
32http://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/handle/123456789/27
33http://www.music-ir.org/evaluation/MIREX/data/2007/multi$f_0$/index.htm
34http://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/handle/123456789/13
Chapter 3
Melody in Symphonic Music
Recordings
3.1 Introduction
Melody extraction algorithms have commonly been evaluated on relatively simple
data, mainly focused on vocal melodies. Therefore, little is known about their per-
formance on more complex instrumental data. The goal of this chapter is to study if
melody extraction algorithms are able to generalise well to non-vocal melodies and
more complex musical contexts. To do so, we analyse the performance of eleven state-
of-the-art pitch estimation algorithms on a complex scenario such as symphonic mu-
sic. We consider melody extraction (ME) and multipitch estimation (MP) algorithms,
as well as an intermediate representation: pitch salience functions (SF), on the task of
melody pitch estimation. Methods are selected by considering their relevance, avail-
ability (ideally as open source software, or by having access to their estimations on
our dataset), and their performance in MIREX (audio melody extraction and multiple
pitch estimation tasks). Table 3.1 presents an overview of the evaluated methods,
which have been previously introduced in Chapter 2.
In order to carry out the evaluation, the first task is the creation of an annotated melody
extraction dataset in this musical context, which we call “Orchset”. As described in
Section 3.2, after selecting an initial set of excerpts, we ask people to sing along with
the music. After a manual agreement analysis, we keep the excerpts in which the
participants agree on the notes, and we create the melody annotation by transcribing
the sung notes.
Section 3.3 presents an automatic analysis of agreement between humans and al-
gorithms when estimating the melody. In this analysis, we consider the melody ex-
traction methods from Table 3.1. We also study the correlation of both pitch estim-
ation accuracy and mutual agreement, with musical descriptors from the annotated
melodies (see section 3.2.1).
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In order to gain further knowledge about different pitch estimation methods in this
musical context, in Section 3.4 we extend the analysis to the eleven methods from
Table 3.1, which also include pitch salience functions and multiple pitch estimation
algorithms. Since melody extraction algorithms are commonly based on a pitch sali-
ence representation, it is useful to evaluate such a representation separately, in order
to better understand the impact of the different stages of the algorithms on melody
pitch estimation accuracy. We also analyse how the combination of pitch salience
functions can improve melody pitch estimation in orchestral music. In Section 3.5 we
present and discuss evaluation results for the traditional melody extraction metrics, as
well as some additional ones which provide further information about the considered
methods.
Finally, in Section 3.6 we further study timbre-informed melody pitch estimation in
symphonic music using PLCA. We compare the results obtained with different spec-
tral templates and study the effect of pre- and post-processing. We also investigate
methods for spectral template expansion, which allow us to adapt spectral templates
learnt from training data to the characteristics of the signal under analysis.
3.2 Symphonic music dataset
The first step for evaluating melody extraction algorithms in the context of symphonic
music is the creation of a dataset. This reveals to be a challenge, partially due to the
lack of a established annotation methodology when there is more than one instrument
playing the melody. Inspired by the definitions of melody in (Poliner et al., 2007;
Selfridge-Field, 1998), we collect excerpts in which human listeners agree in their
‘essence’, that is, the sequence of notes that they hum or sing to represent it. The
annotator agreement problem has been discussed in tasks such as chord recognition
(Ni et al., 2013) or music similarity (Flexer, 2014). Several MIR datasets have also
involved more than one annotator during their creation, e.g. for structure analysis
(Smith et al., 2011), instrument recognition (Bosch et al., 2012a) or melody extraction
(Bittner et al., 2014).
In this study, the dataset creation comprises several tasks: excerpts selection, record-
ing sessions, analysis of the recordings and melody annotation. We first describe
the procedure followed to collect music audio excerpts and describe the final music
collection in terms of duration, instruments playing the melody and melodic features
(Section 3.2.1). We then provide further details on the designed methodology for hu-
man annotation gathering (Section 3.2.2) and analysis of these annotations (Section
3.2.3).
3.2.1 Dataset description and statistics
The proposed dataset is focused on symphonies and symphonic poems, ballets suites
and other musical forms interpreted by symphonic orchestras, mostly from the ro-
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Final Excerpt Selection [1-64] Discarded
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Manual agreement analysis
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Correlations
Musical
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features
Figure 3.1: Dataset creation process. H1, H2, etc. refer to the recordings of each of the an-
notators, which correspond to several excerpts. Group1, Group2 and Group3 refer to different
sets of subjects, and Annotator1 refers to the author of this thesis, who annotated all excerpts.
“MMAh” shows the subjects used to compute the Mean Mutual Agreement. “Correlations”
shows the subjects considered to compute correlations with musical features.
mantic period, as well as classical and 20th century pieces. Music recordings are
taken from stereo commercial recordings, and selected to have an adequate recording
audio quality. They are sampled to create short excerpts with a potential dominant
melody, maximising the existence of voiced segments (containing a melody pitch)
per excerpt.
To verify that the excerpts contain a clear melody and identify the exact sequence of
notes, we collected human annotations by recording subjects singing the melody, as
described in Section 3.2.2. From the starting set of excerpts, we select those in which
subjects agree on the sequence of notes (melody), and annotate them as detailed in
Section 3.2.3. An overview of the whole process is shown in Figure 3.1.
The final collection, which is freely available for research purposes35, contains 64
audio excerpts with their corresponding annotation of the melody in MIDI format.
This dataset has been used in the Audio Melody Extraction task in MIREX 2015 and
2016.
35http://www.mtg.upf.edu/download/datasets/orchset
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The length of the excerpts ranges from 10 to 32 seconds (µ = 22.1 s., σ = 6.1 s.). For
each excerpt we provide an annotation with the sequence of melody pitches using a
sampling period of 10 ms. If no melody pitch is annotated at a specific time, the frame
is considered as unvoiced, otherwise it is consider as voiced. 93.69% of the frames of
the dataset are labelled as voiced while 6.31% are unvoiced (in which case the pitch
is set to be 0). The number of excerpts per composer are: Beethoven (13), Brahms
(4), Dvorak (4), Grieg (3), Haydn (3), Holst (4), Mussorgsky (9), Prokofiev (2), Ravel
(3), Rimsky-Korsakov (10), Schubert (1), Smetana (2), Strauss (3), Tchaikovsky (2)
and Wagner (1).
In order to understand the characteristics of the annotated melodies, we compute a
set of statistics about instrumentation, pitch and rhythm related features. Regarding
instrumentation, only in one excerpt there is a single instrument (oboe) playing the
melody (with orchestral accompaniment). In the rest of the dataset, the melody is
played by several instruments from an instrument section, or a combination of sec-
tions, or even alternating sections within the same excerpt. Figure 3.2 (left) illustrates
the statistics of the predominant instrumental sections playing the melody. Figure 3.2
(right) depicts the distribution of pitches of all frames of the dataset, and a Gaussian
model (µ = 74.1, σ = 12.1). Using the MIDI Toolbox (Eerola & Toiviainen, 2004),
we compute a set of melodic descriptors for each of the ground truth MIDI files (con-
taining the sequence of melody notes):
Density: amount of notes per second.
Range: difference in semitones between highest and lowest note pitch.
Tessitura: melodic tessitura based on pitch deviation from median pitch height
(Von Hippel, 2000).
Complexity (pitch, rhythm, mixed): expectancy-based model of melodic com-
plexity (Eerola & North, 2000) based either on pitch or rhythm-related com-
ponents, or on a combination of them together.
Melodiousness: ‘suavitatis gradus’ proposed by Euler, which is related to the
degree of softness of a melody, and is a function of the prime factors of musical
intervals (Leman, 1995).
Originality: Different measurement of melodic complexity, based on tone-
transition probabilities (Simonton, 1984).
Additionally, we compute the melodic intervals found in the dataset, as the differ-
ence in semitones between consecutive notes. Histograms with the distribution of the
melodic features are depicted in Figure 3.3. We observe that although melodies in
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the sections of the instruments playing the main melody (left) (ST:
Strings, BR: Brass, WW: Woodwinds), where Alt- denotes that the sections alternate within
the excerpt. Distribution and Gaussian model of the annotated ‘melody’ pitches (right).
the dataset have varied characteristics in terms of the computed descriptors, there are
some general properties. Melodic intervals generally lie in a relatively small range,
according to the voice leading principle of pitch proximity (Huron, 2001). The most
common sequence of two notes is a perfect unison, followed by a major second, and
then minor second either descending or ascending. Previous works obtained similar
conclusions, with a dataset of 6000 MIDI files from varied genres (Dressler, 2012b),
or in a dataset of polyphonic ring tones (Friberg & Ahlbäck, 2009). The melodic dens-
ity histogram shows that most excerpts present an average of less than three notes per
second, which also corresponds to the results obtained by Dressler (2012b). Some dif-
ferences with respect to the cited works are: the fact that our dataset presents a larger
range of intervals, and that some excerpts present a higher amount of notes per second
(and thus a lower inter-onset interval). Similar melodic features have been previously
used in combination with classifiers to select the tracks containing the melody in a
MIDI file (Rizo et al., 2006). In Chapter 4 we also use some of these characterist-
ics for melody pitch tracking. In Section 3.3.6 and Section 3.5.2.3, we analyse the
correlation between the presented melodic characteristics and algorithm accuracy.
3.2.2 Recording sessions
We carried out recording sessions where subjects had to carefully listen to the audio
samples twice and then sing or hum along with the audio three more times. As ex-
cerpts were repeated and relatively short, subjects could more easily memorize them.
A total of 32 subjects with a varied musical background and a common interest in
music took part in the recording sessions. The instructions provided to the subjects
were to ‘hum or sing the main melody (understood as the sequence of notes that best
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Figure 3.3: Melodic feature distribution.
represent the excerpt)’. They were also instructed to focus on pitch information rather
than on timing (onsets and offsets).
During the session, subjects rated how well they knew each of the excerpts before
the experiment (ranking from 1 to 4). After the recordings, they also filled out a
survey asking for their age, gender, musical background, amount of dedication to
music playing, and a confidence rating of their own singing during the experiment,
in terms of the percentage of melody notes that they considered they sang correctly
(‘Less than 30%’, ‘30-60%’, ‘60-90%’, ‘More than 90%’). We discarded 9 subjects
which could not properly accomplish the task, based on both their confidence (those
which responded ‘Less than 30%’) and their performance in some excerpts, which
contained an easy to follow single melodic line. The selected 23 subjects sang a
subset of the collection, and were distributed to have three different subjects singing
each excerpt. Additionally, the author of this thesis sang the whole collection, so
finally there were four different subjects per excerpt, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Personal and musical background statistics of the selected annotators are: age (min=23,
max=65, median=31.5), gender (‘male’ (66.7%), ‘female’ (33.3%)); musical back-
ground (‘None’ (16.7%), ‘Non-formal training’ (16.7%), ‘Formal training less than 5
years’ (0%) and ‘Formal training more than 5 years’ (66.7%)); dedication to music
playing (‘None’ (16.7%), ‘Less than 2 hours per week’ (16.7%), ‘More than 2 hours
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Figure 3.4: Recordings and MIDI annotation of the melody in a Digital Audio Workstation.
per week’ (45.8%), ‘Professional musician’ (20.8%)).
3.2.3 Manual analysis and melody annotation
Our next step is to analyse the sung melodies and select the excerpts in which the
four subjects sang the same sequence of notes. Given the difficulty of singing some
of the excerpts (fast tempo, pitch range, etc.), the notes sung by the participants are
contrasted with the musical content of the piece, mapping them to the notes played in
the excerpt. The objective is to transcribe the notes that the participants intended to
sing, allowing small deviations in the sung melodies. Such deviations typically arise
from an incorrect singing of some notes, notes which are not present in the piece but
the participants sang, or from the presence of a chord in the excerpt, in which some
subject sang a different note compared to the rest. In the final selection, we keep
only the excerpts in which the four participants agreed in nearly all notes. In this
process, we also consider the reported self-confidence on their singing, giving less
importance to notes which disagree with the rest if they were sung by people with
less self-confidence.
After selecting the excerpts, we create the melody annotations by manually transcrib-
ing the notes sung by the participants, adjusting onsets and offsets to the audio. Since
vocal pitch range is different to the range of the instruments playing the main melody,
notes are transposed to match the audio. For excerpts in which melody notes are
simultaneously played by several instruments in different octaves, we resolve the am-
biguity by maximising the melodic contour smoothness (minimising jumps between
notes). The recording sessions and the manual transcription of the melody notes are
performed within a Digital Audio Workstation (Cubase 5), as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.5 (top) shows the pitches sung by the four subjects, as well as the annotation
of the melody for one of the excerpts. We observe that all subjects follow a similar
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Figure 3.5: Pitches sung by four subjects and melody annotation, for an excerpt of the 4th
movement of Dvorˇák’s 9th Symphony (top). Pitches estimated by four melody extraction
methods and melody annotation for the same excerpt (bottom).
melodic contour despite some slight differences, in some cases in different octaves
(related to the gender of the annotator).
3.3 Mutual agreement
We further analyse the collected recordings and the output of state-of-the-art auto-
matic melody extraction methods in order to study the agreement between both hu-
mans and algorithms, inspired by a related work on beat estimation (Zapata et al.,
2014). To do so, we first process the voice recordings in order to obtain the sequence
of pitches corresponding to the singing. We then compute mutual agreement (MA)
between pitch sequences that humans and algorithms considered as the melody of a
given excerpt. Given the different pitch ranges under comparison (coming from hu-
man voices and symphonic orchestra instruments), we select chroma accuracy as the
melody extraction evaluation metric used for agreement computation, since it ignores
octave information.
One of the challenges for this comparison is that some subjects did not focus on tim-
ing, so their recordings are not properly aligned to the note onsets in the music. Since
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evaluation metrics are based on a frame-to-frame comparison, we apply a Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) technique to align both pitch sequences before the metric com-
putation. We then compute Mean Mutual Agreement (MMA) based on chroma ac-
curacy, and extract a set of melodic features to characterise each excerpt. Finally we
study correlations between mutual agreement and different characteristics of music
excerpts and subjects.
3.3.1 Human melody extraction
The recordings obtained in Section 3.2.2 are converted into pitch sequences using
probabilistic yin (pYin)36, a monophonic pitch estimator with temporal smoothing,
which has been shown to have higher accuracy than other commonly used algorithms
(Mauch & Dixon, 2014). The step size used corresponds to 5.8 ms. Some of the
recordings are not properly converted, due to the fact that the subject was whistling
instead of singing. In those specific recordings, a more accurate pitch estimation was
obtained with MELODIA (Salamon & Gómez, 2012)37 in the monophonic setting,
with a range between 110 and 1760 Hz. As previously mentioned, pitch sequences of
the sung melodies are commonly not properly aligned with the ground truth, or with
other extracted melody sequences, since people commonly sung with a delay in com-
parison to the note onsets. In order to minimise this effect, we align both sequences
using a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique38 (Sakoe & Chiba, 1978; Müller,
2007) based on chroma information, which has been extensively used for a number
of tasks such as cover version identification, audio-to audio or audio-score alignment,
or to compute melodic similarity.
3.3.2 Automatic melody extraction
As previously introduced, for the analysis of agreement we employ the complete
melody extraction algorithms from Table 3.1, previously introduced in Chapter 2. We
adapt the frequency range to the dataset under evaluation (from 103 Hz to 2.33 KHz)
for all algorithms except Salamon & Gómez (2012) and Dressler (2012b), which can-
not be configured to these values.
3.3.3 Mean mutual agreement
In a previous study on beat tracking (Zapata et al., 2014), beat extraction evaluation
metrics were used to compute the agreement Ai, j between algorithms i and j which
aim at automatically identifying the sequence of beats in an audio excerpt. In the
present study, we adapt the concept of agreement to the task of melody extraction,
and use raw chroma accuracy, since it is the most relevant metric for this particular
36https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/pyin
37http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
38http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/LabROSA/matlab/dtw/
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context. The agreement between two sequences i, j, which correspond to the estim-
ated melody of an excerpt e (Ai, j[e]) is here equal to the raw chroma accuracy when
using sequence j as ground truth and i as the estimation, for an excerpt e. With such
definition, it is important to note that we obtain different results depending on the se-
quence used as ground truth, so A j,i is different to Ai, j. We define Mutual Agreement
as:
MAi[e] =
1
N−1
N
∑
j=1, j 6=i
Ai, j[e], MAi =
1
Nexc
Nexc
∑
e=1
MAi[e] (3.1)
where N is the total number of estimators (algorithms or subjects), i is the index
of the estimator, e the excerpt number, and Nexc the total number of excerpts in the
collection.
We define the Mean Mutual Agreement for an excerpt e (MMA[e]) as the average
MA[e] for all N estimators, and MMA as the average Mean Mutual Agreement for all
excerpts.
MMA[e] =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
MAi[e], MMA =
1
Nexc
Nexc
∑
e=1
MMA[e] (3.2)
We use MMAa to denote MMA for algorithms, and MMAh for humans.
3.3.4 Data gathering and methodology
Apart from the mutual agreement, we also compute the agreement of both humans
and algorithms with the annotations. We employ Raw Chroma Accuracy as metric,
in order to discard octave information. We also use the superscripts ‘a’, and ‘h’ to
denote if we refer to algorithms or human melody extraction respectively, e.g. RCAa
refers to the raw chroma accuracy obtained by algorithms.
The collection creation schema, recordings and information used for the computation
of the MMAh and correlation is shown in Figure 3.1. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we
collected singing data from 4 different subjects for each excerpt, one of them being
always the author of this thesis (Annotator1). Since the amount of excerpts sung by
Annotator1 is thus much higher than for the rest of subjects, we do not include his
data in the computation of the RCAh, nor in the statistical analyses, so as not to bias
them. In the case of Mean Mutual Agreement, we use his recordings since we are
only analysing musical factors.
In following subsections we analyse mutual agreement and its correlation with the
melodic descriptors mentioned in Section 3.2.1 and subject related factors mentioned
in Section 3.2.2. First, we analyse the agreement between humans and melody annota-
tions. Second, we analyse agreement between algorithms and melody annotations.
Third, we study mutual agreement between humans and finally between algorithms.
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Raw chroma accuracy and mutual agreement results are provided as the average res-
ults for all excerpts in the database.
3.3.5 Agreement between humans and melody annotations
We first compare sung melodies against annotated melodies (manually created ground
truth, in symbolic format). For each of the three takes we recorded, we compute the
average RCAh (µRCAh) for all excerpts and the three subjects. In order to understand
the influence of mistunings, we increase the tolerance (tol) in the evaluation measure
from 0.5 to 1.5 semitones in steps of 0.25 semitones, as shown in Table 3.2.
0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5
Take1 37.9 47.5 53.7 58.5 61.9
Take2 40.3 50.5 56.7 61.4 64.7
Take3 43.4 53.5 59.6 64.3 67.4
Table 3.2: µRCAh in different takes, and with different tolerances.
Table 3.2 shows that accuracy values are relatively small in general, due to differ-
ences in timing and tuning between the compared pitch sequences. In fact, the chosen
tolerance has a very clear impact in the results, indicating the presence of relatively
small mistunings between both pitch sequences. In addition, we observe that subjects
moderately increase their accuracy with each new take, with a similar increase when
evaluating with different interval tolerances. This suggests that this is not only due to
a correction of mistunings but to the refinement of the selection of notes belonging to
the melody. The results reported in the rest of the section have been computed using
the third take, with tol = 1 semitone, in order to allow some flexibility with human
errors in tuning. In the case of algorithms, we keep the standard value of tol = 0.5
semitones, since they are less affected than humans by tuning problems.
As mentioned, we have identified timing deviations in subjects’ singing in relation to
notes onsets and offsets, which ideally should not be considered when measuring the
overall agreement. We therefore apply a DTW algorithm allowing only temporal de-
viations between -0.5 to 0.25 seconds, since subjects were typically slightly delayed.
After the alignment, RCAh increases from 59.6 to 67.4% for the considered take (3)
and tolerance (1 semitone).
Table 3.3 shows the Pearson correlation between the chroma accuracy and the melodic
features of the considered music excerpts, for both original and aligned pitch se-
quences. According to Table 3.3, there is a strong correlation of both RCAh and
RCAhal with several musical parameters such as melodic range, density and melodic
complexity (in pitch, rhythm and mixed). Correlation is negative with all of the men-
tioned factors, and the strongest one is pitch complexity. There is no strong correlation
with melodiousness, originality and tessitura.
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RCAh RCAhal RCAa
excerpt knowledge 0.16 0.11 NA
age -0.17 -0.16 NA
range -0.37 -0.37 -0.13
density -0.43 -0.35 -0.44
tessitura 0.06 0.06 0.06
pitch complexity -0.45 -0.38 -0.33
rhythm complexity -0.26 -0.21 -0.11
mixed complexity -0.37 -0.32 -0.22
melodiousness -0.08 -0.03 -0.05
originality -0.01 -0.01 -0.12
Table 3.3: Correlation of melodic features with raw chroma accuracy obtained by humans in
original (RCAh) and aligned singing (RCAhal ), and algorithms (RCAa).
We then perform a variance decomposition analysis to study the individual contribu-
tion of each factor to the observed variance in the responses. We start with the satur-
ated random-effects linear model containing all main factors, and iteratively simplify
it by removing factors whose effect is not statistically significant (α=0.05). Once the
model is simplified, we run an ANOVA analysis and compute the individual contri-
butions to total variance. Table 3.4 shows the percentage of variance in raw chroma
accuracy.
% Var % Var. (aligned)
density 26.69 16.03
range 15.66 19.35
excerpt knowledge 0.12 0.00
time playing 1.19 1.65
self confidence 1.18 0.90
musical background 24.99 26.54
sex 4.18 4.16
residual 25.98 31.34
Table 3.4: Percent of variance in human raw chroma accuracy, for both original (RCAh) and
aligned pitch sequences (RCAhal ).
We observe that most variance in RCAh is due to note density, melodic range, and
musical background. An analysis of the results shows that people without musical
training obtain lower median accuracy (48.8%) than those with formal background
(63.6%) or with non formal training (68.5%). There is also some residual variance
that could be either related to subjects’ or excerpts’ characteristics which we are not
considering, or from interactions between the considered factors. In both Table 3.3
and Table 3.4 we observe that the effect of note density decreases in the case of aligned
performances, since we allow temporal deviations. Another important result is that
the methodology followed in the recording sessions (subjects listened to four repeti-
tions of the excerpt before the considered take) is enough to ensure that the degree of
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knowledge of the excerpt before the recording session would not affect the extracted
melody: Table 3.3 shows that there is only a very small correlation of RCAh with user
knowledge of the excerpt for non aligned pitch sequences, and Table 3.4 shows that
there is no variance due to the excerpt knowledge.
3.3.6 Agreement between algorithms and melody annotations
Results obtained by comparing the output of melody extraction algorithms against the
annotated melodies are shown in Table 3.5.
RPA RCA OA
ME-DRE 49.4 66.5 46.0
ME-DUR 66.9 80.6 62.6
ME-FUE 27.8 60.2 24.1
ME-SAL 28.5 57.0 23.5
Table 3.5: Values for Raw Pitch (RPAa), Raw Chroma (RCAa) and Overall Accuracy (OAa)
obtained by algorithms.
We observe that the highest accuracies are obtained by the algorithm proposed by
Durrieu, especially in the case of RPA and OA. For RCA, Durrieu achieves 80.6%
accuracy, 14.1% above the method by Dressler, which is the following one in terms
of RCA.
Third column in Table 3.3 shows the correlation of RCAa with musical properties
of the excerpts. We observe that the highest (negative) correlation found belongs to
melodic density, followed by pitch complexity. Originality and range have a very
small negative correlation. In the case of range, we observe that there is a difference
between algorithms and humans, since humans are more (negatively) influenced by
the melodic range. A variance components analysis (see Table 3.6) shows that most
variance comes from algorithm ID, followed by melodic density, pitch complexity,
and tessitura, and a residual variance of 23.7% due to other factors.
% Var.
mixed complexity 1.03
rhythm complexity 9.10
pitch complexity 16.59
tessitura 12.45
range 0.64
algorithm ID 21.22
residual 23.70
Table 3.6: Percent of variance in RCAa due to different factors.
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MMAh MMAhal MMAa
range -0.49 -0.46 -0.14
density -0.58 -0.48 -0.38
tessitura 0.10 0.09 0.12
pitch complexity -0.62 -0.55 -0.33
rhythm complexity -0.34 -0.25 -0.05
mixed complexity -0.53 -0.44 -0.21
melodiousness -0.035 -0.08 -0.06
originality 0.01 0.05 -0.22
Table 3.7: Correlation between musical factors and MMA.
3.3.7 Mutual agreement between humans
We compute the Mean Mutual Agreement (MMA) between all subjects (MMAh), with
three different tolerances (tol) for raw chroma accuracy computation. With a small
tolerance (tol=0.5 semitones), Mean Mutual Agreement in humans only achieves
37.71%. We would expect the agreement to be higher than this value, since MMA is
computed for the final excerpt selection, in which the manually analysed agreement
between subjects is very high. However, by increasing the tolerance to 1 semitone,
MMAh increases up to 57.47%, and if we allow a deviation in chroma of 1.5 semitones,
we achieve a mutual agreement of 68.16%, as we do not penalise possible mistunings.
The identified temporal deviations in subjects’ singing also affect MMA. We now per-
form an alignment using DTW, as previously presented, but allowing temporal devi-
ations between -1 and 1 second, since we need to align sequences of pitches produced
by 2 subjects and need thus to consider higher differences in timing, e.g. when one
subject is singing too early, and the second one is delayed. After the alignment, we
increase from MMAh = 57.47% to a MMAhal = 76.07 % for a tolerance of 1 semitone.
Table 3.7 shows the correlation of MMAh and MMAhal with musical properties of the
annotated melody. These are the factors more strongly (negatively) correlated with
MMA: density, range, pitch complexity and mixed complexity.
We now investigate if the manual selection of excerpts explained in Section 3.2.3
could have been automatically performed by selecting those excerpts with high MMAhal .
The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of MMAhal for discarded excerpts is: µ =
62.53, σ = 9.51. In the case of the selected excerpts: µ = 76.07, σ = 10.14. While
the mean MMA in the selected excerpts is higher, some manually discarded excerpts
have higher MMA than others which had been selected. As previously introduced in
Section 3.2.2, this is due to the fact that in the manual selection process we consider
not just pitch but also rhythm information from the singing which is not considered
in the automatic analysis of agreement, as well as the musical content of the piece.
An example of this fact is shown in Figure 3.6, where we observe differences in the
pitch sequences sung by the subjects (ignoring octave information). The agreement
between humans in this excerpt is quite low (MMAh = 34.41%, MMAhal = 56.73%),
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Figure 3.6: Sequences of pitches sung by the four subjects (top), four algorithms (bottom)
and the ground truth annotation for the melody (Mel.).
and the agreement between algorithms is higher (MMAa = 63.44%). However, a
manual analysis of the recordings (contrasting subjects singing to the musical content
of the piece) reveals that participants agreed in most of the notes (corresponding to the
annotated melody). Disagreement is due to the large melodic range, and difficulties
in singing some notes.
3.3.8 Mutual agreement between algorithms
We compute the agreement between algorithms by comparing pairs of automatically
extracted pitch sequences. In this case, there is no need to perform any temporal
alignment. The highest agreement according to Table 3.8 is 69.7% obtained between
ME-DRE (ground truth) and ME-DUR (estimator). The lowest agreement is 57.1%,
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between ME-FUE (ground truth) and ME-SAL (estimator). Note that the highest
agreement is obtained with the two methods that obtain the highest melody extraction
accuracies (see table 3.5). The Mean Mutual Agreement between all algorithms is
MMAa = 61.71%.
ME-DRE ME-SAL ME-DUR ME-FUE
ME-DRE 100.0 66.1 69.7 62.4
ME-SAL 64.6 100.0 57.5 59.0
ME-DUR 68.1 57.4 100.0 60.0
ME-FUE 59.2 57.1 58.2 100.0
Table 3.8: Agreement between algorithms Aai, j, where the names of the rows represent the
ground truth sequence, and the column names represent the estimation.
The correlation analysis of MMAa is presented in the third column of Table 3.7. Note
density, pitch complexity, originality and mixed complexity are the factors more cor-
related to MMA. Range and rhythm complexity have much lower (negative) correl-
ation than in the case of humans, meaning that algorithms are more robust to them.
Originality has a medium negative correlation with MMAa but practically no correl-
ation with MMAh, which suggests that the higher the melodic originality the least
algorithms will agree.
3.3.9 Mutual agreement between humans and algorithms
We finally compute the correlation between the mutual agreements MMAa and MMAh,
which is medium (0.3) as shown in Table 3.9. We also computed the correlations
between MMA and RCA, which are strong when they both refer to humans or al-
gorithms, but correlation between MMAa and RCAh or between MMAh and RCAa is
weaker.
MMAh MMAhal MMAa
MMAh 1 0.93 0.3
MMAhal 0.93 1 0.3
MMAa 0.3 0.3 1
RCAh 0.58 0.53 0.21
RCAhal 0.48 0.46 0.15
RCAa 0.24 0.18 0.63
Table 3.9: Correlation between Mean Mutual Agreements and with raw chroma accuracies.
3.3.10 Summary
After analysing several kinds of agreements between both humans and algorithms in
the task of melody extraction in symphonic classical music, we observed that some
melodic features are correlated to accuracy results and agreements. The analysis of
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agreement shows that melodic range and note density have a clear negative correla-
tion with accuracy results obtained by people. In the case of algorithms, the highest
(negative) correlation is with note density, and results suggest that algorithms are less
affected by melodic range than humans, as long as pitches are kept within their lim-
its of operation. With regard to subject-related factors, we found out that previous
knowledge of an excerpt had almost no correlation with the accuracy obtained by hu-
mans, and no contribution to total variance, which validates the proposed design for
data gathering in our dataset. With regard to automatic melody extraction, the mean
raw chroma accuracy of the four algorithms is 66.1%, but with important differences
between them. Durrieu’s approach obtains the highest scores, reaching 80.6% raw
chroma accuracy. Section 3.5 presents a more complete evaluation of these and other
pitch estimation methods.
In the case of Mean Mutual Agreement, we observed a negative correlation with
melodic density and complexity (specially pitch complexity), in both humans and
algorithms. Comparing the agreement between humans and algorithms, we observed
that excerpts with a higher melodic originality make algorithms differ more in their
estimations than in the case of humans. Finally, we identified a strong positive correl-
ation between raw chroma accuracy and Mean Mutual Agreement, for both humans
and algorithms. However, there is a lack of a strong correlation between the raw
chroma accuracy obtained by humans and the Mean Mutual Agreement obtained by
algorithms, and vice versa.
3.4 Evaluation setup
We now present the methodology for the evaluation of state-of-the-art pitch estimation
approaches on the proposed symphonic music dataset. In Section 3.3.6 we already had
a first impression of the difficulty of this task on such data. As seen in Table 3.5, four
melody extraction methods obtained very different accuracies, and were generally
much lower than the results obtained in MIREX datasets.
In order to gain more insights about the performance of different approaches when es-
timating the melody pitch on such data, we consider a total of eleven pitch estimation
algorithms for evaluation, including pitch salience functions, multipitch estimation
methods and melody extraction algorithms (see Table 3.1). For the selection of the
methods, we consider their relevance in the state of the art, availability (ideally as
open source software, or by having access to their estimations on our dataset), and
their performance in MIREX (audio melody extraction and multiple pitch estima-
tion tasks). Additionally we propose a simple method which combines the salience
functions of several methods, as described in Section 3.4.3. Finally we introduce
an additional set of evaluation metrics, which provide further knowledge about the
characteristics of the evaluated methods.
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3.4.1 Methodology
Three types (SF: salience function, MP: Multiple Pitch estimation, ME: Melody ex-
traction) of pitch estimation algorithms are evaluated on the proposed dataset. We
are interested on the evaluation of both complete melody extraction algorithms, as
well as intermediate representational levels in order to better understand the origin of
differences between methods’ results. Specifically, we evaluate the ability of salience
functions and multipitch estimation methods to output the ground truth pitch of the
melody within the N most salient estimates. The motivation behind this evaluation
strategy is twofold: first to understand which approaches obtain better accuracy when
estimating the melody pitch, and second to analyse the number of estimates that each
of the methods needs to output, in order to have the ground truth pitch among the
pitch estimates. This would be useful for tasks such as pitch tracking, since we would
like to reduce the number of f0’s to be tracked.
In the case of pitch salience functions and multipitch algorithms, only the estimated
pitch which is closest to the ground truth (in cents) is used in each frame for the cal-
culation of raw pitch related measures (equation 2.9). For chroma related measures,
we create the sequence p̂ch by keeping in each frame the pitch (in cents) which is both
correct in chroma (chroma match) and closer in cents to the ground truth, or we set
a 0 otherwise. For instance, if the ground truth is 440 Hz, and the output pitches are
111 Hz, 498 Hz and 882 Hz (N = 3) we would keep the last one.
Pitch salience functions are also evaluated by extracting the N = 10 highest peaks with
a minimum difference of a quarter tone between them, and ordering them by salience.
For multipitch algorithms, we select a maximum of 10 estimates (commonly they
output less than 10 pitches). In the case of MP-DRE, output pitches are not ordered
by salience, so we just consider N = 10.
Considering the characteristics of the dataset, the subjective nature of some part of the
annotations (octave selection), and the objectives of the benchmark, we propose an
evaluation based on the combination of well-established evaluation metrics presented
in Section 2.7.2 and additional metrics presented in Section 3.4.4, which provide more
information about the algorithms’ performance and characteristics.
3.4.2 Approaches
We label each of the evaluated approaches according to its type (SF, MP, ME), and
the three first letters of the first author’s surname to refer to a specific method (e.g.
SF-DUR refers to the salience function by Durrieu et al. (2011)). We evaluate the
methods using the original implementation by the authors. We adapt the algorithm
parameters (pitch estimation range) to fit our dataset, according to Figure 3.2 (right)
(from 103 Hz to 2.33KHz), in all algorithms except SF-SAL, ME-SAL, ME-DRE and
MP-DRE, which are not configurable to these values. An overview of the evaluated
methods is provided in Table 3.1.
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In SF-CAN, we also adjusted the Gaussian function to the statistics of this dataset as
in (Cancela et al., 2010): tripling the standard deviation (σ = 36.3) and with the same
mean (µ = 74.1) compared to the fitted Gaussian model from Figure 3.2 (right).
As a reminder, we evaluate two salience-based approaches (Dressler (2012b) and
Salamon & Gómez (2012)39) and two separation-based approaches (Fuentes et al.
(2012)40, and Durrieu et al. (2010)41). Salamon & Gómez (2012) (ME-SAL) use
a pitch salience function based on harmonic summation and then create contours to
do melody tracking using heuristic rules. Dressler (ME-DRE) uses almost the same
system as in (Dressler, 2012a), except for the frequency range in the selection of
pitch candidates, which is narrower in the case of melody extraction. Fuentes et al.
(2012) (ME-FUE) use PLCA on a CQT to build a pitch salience function, and Vi-
terbi smoothing to estimate the melody trajectory. Durrieu et al. (2010) (ME-DUR)
use a pitch salience function based on a source-filter model, and a Viterbi algorithm
for tracking. Voicing detection (deciding if a particular time frame contains a pitch
belonging to the melody or not) is approached by the evaluated algorithms using a dy-
namic threshold (Dressler, 2012b), an energy threshold (Durrieu et al., 2010; Fuentes
et al., 2012), or a salience distribution strategy (Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
Figure 3.6 (bottom) shows the pitches estimated by the four melody extraction al-
gorithms, as well as the annotation of the melody. As it can be observed, this is a
challenging excerpt since there are many estimation errors (including octave errors)
as well as jumps between octaves.
We evaluate two variants of Duan et al. (2010), one with refinement (MP-DUA-Ref),
and one without it (MP-DUA). In both cases, we do not use polyphony estimation, so
that both algorithms output all estimated pitches. The approach by Benetos & Dixon
(2011) is included in the evaluation, but we do not consider tracking, and no threshold
for polyphony estimation, so as to only consider the intermediate non-binary pitch
representation (MP-BEN). MP-DRE is a more recent implementation of the method
by Dressler evaluated in MIREX (Dressler, 2012a), with the main difference that it
outputs more pitches, which are not ordered by salience. Table 3.1 summarises the
evaluated approaches.
3.4.3 Combination method
We additionally consider a simple hybrid method that combines the output of several
pitch salience functions and then performs peak detection and neighbourhood-based
refinement. The main assumption is that if several algorithms agree on the estimation
of a ‘melody’ pitch, it is more likely that the estimation is correct. Related works also
use agreement between algorithms for beat estimation (Holzapfel et al., 2012; Zapata
et al., 2014). In Chapter 4 we present further pitch salience combination methods,
39http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
40http://www.benoit-fuentes.fr/articles/Fuentes2012_ICASSP/index.html
41https://github.com/wslihgt/separateLeadStereo
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focused on both improving melody pitch estimation and reducing the salience on
unvoiced frames.
The combined salience function (COMB) is created frame-by-frame, placing a Gaus-
sian with σ semitones standard deviation in the output pitches of each of the al-
gorithms, weighted by the estimated salience of the pitch, and then summing all Gaus-
sians. The selected value of σ was 0.2, so that the maximum value of the sum of two
Gaussians separated more than a quarter tone is not higher than the maximum value
of both Gaussians.
An alternative option is to combine the raw salience functions, however this method
is preferred for this evaluation since it can be equally applied to methods estimat-
ing multiple discrete pitches. Additionally, the use of Gaussian functions allows to
cope with small differences between the estimated and the melody pitch. Since each
algorithm has a different pitch salience range, we normalise the values before com-
bining them, so that the sum of the salience of all frequency bins in a given frame is
equal to 1, following probabilistic principles. Finally, we multiply the salience values
of each of the methods (Ms) by a different value (ωMs ∈ [0,1]), allowing a weighted
combination. A value of ωMs = 0 is thus equivalent to not including a method in the
combination. An example of the combination of salience functions is given in Figure
3.7, where three salience functions with the same weight (ωMAR,ωDUR,ωCAN = 1)
agree on the estimation of pitches around MIDI notes 75 and 87, while only one of
them estimates pitches around MIDI notes 74 and 77. This gives a maximum salience
in the sum (combination) to the pitch around 75, which corresponds to the annotated
melody pitch. After the addition, we extract the N highest peaks with a minimum
difference of a quarter tone between them.
A further refinement step is then performed to remove the f0 estimates inconsistent
with their neighbours, with a method similar to the one employed in MP-DUA-Ref
(Duan et al., 2010). Our contribution is to weight each of the estimated pitches with
its salience when computing the histogram, as opposed to the original method, which
gives the same weight to all estimated pitches in a frame, regardless of their (estim-
ated) salience. We denote this method as RCOMB. In the evaluation, the maximum
number of extracted peaks is set to N = 10, as in the evaluation of the rest of salience
functions and multipitch algorithms.
We test several combinations of SF-DUR, SF-CAN, SF-SAL and SF-MAR with dif-
ferent weights, in order to find the best performing configuration. We conduct a 5
fold cross validation with only 20% of the dataset for training, and 80% for testing.
The combinations are named: COMB when no refinement is used, and RCOMB for
the refined version, followed by the ω value and the identifier of each of the salience
functions (e.g. COMB-0.5SAL-1DUR). We also use the name: RNSCOMB for the
combination refined with the original method by Duan et al. (2010) (which is the same
as RCOMB but does not use estimated salience information).
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Figure 3.7: Gaussians centred at the pitches estimated by three salience functions (SF-MAR,
SF-DUR and SF-CAN) at a given frame, and the sum of them (COMB). The maximum peak
of the combination is found at the annotation of the melody pitch (vertical dashed line).
3.4.4 Proposed metrics
In order to better understand the algorithms’ performance, and due to the subjective
nature of some part of the annotations (octave selection), we propose an additional
set of metrics. The motivation behind them is that the metrics used in MIREX do
not inform about the continuity of the correctly estimated pitches (either in pitch or
chroma), which is very relevant for tasks such as automatic transcription, source sep-
aration or the visualisation of melodic information.
We consider continuity in both pitch and time with three different metrics:
Weighted Raw Chroma accuracy (WRCA) measures the distance in octaves
(ODi) between the correct chroma estimates and the ground truth pitches. The
parameter β ∈ [0,1] is introduced to control the penalisation weight due to the
difference in octaves. If β is low the value of WRCA tends to RCA, and if β is
high WRCA tends to RPA.
ODi = round
[
(p̂chi − pi)/1200
]
(3.3)
Echi = min(1,β · |ODi|) (3.4)
WRCA =
∑i(1−Echi)
Nvx
·100 (3.5)
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where i is the index of a voiced frame with a chroma match, pi is the value in
frame i of the ground truth pitch, p̂chi is the value in frame i of the sequence p̂ch,
Nvx is the number of voiced frames.
Octave Jumps (OJ) is the ratio between the number of voiced frames in which
there is a jump between consecutive correct estimates in chroma, and the num-
ber of chroma matches (Nch).
Ji = (ODi−ODi−1) (3.6)
OJ = count(|Ji|> 0)/Nch ·100 (3.7)
Chroma Continuity (CC) quantifies errors due to octave jumps (EJ), and is
influenced by their location with respect to other octave jumps, and by the dif-
ference in octaves between the estimated and ground truth pitch (Echi). The
parameter λ is introduced to control the penalty weight due to the amount of
octaves difference in an octave jump (Ji), and ranges from 0 to 1. The lower the
value of λ , the more CC tends to WRCA.
EJi = min(1,λ · |Ji|) (3.8)
MEJi = max
k∈[i−w,i]
(EJk) (3.9)
CCi = 1−min(1,Echi+MEJi) (3.10)
CC =
∑i(CCi)
Nvx
·100 (3.11)
where w = min(F, i), F = round [L/H], L is the length in seconds of the region of
influence of an octave jump, and H is the hop size in seconds. The lower the value of
L the more CC tends to WRCA.
The chroma continuity metric assigns the highest score to a result that is equivalent
to the ground truth in terms of raw pitch. The score is also high if the extracted pitch
sequence is transposed by one octave, but decreases if the octave distance is higher.
The score also decreases with the amount of jumps between correct chroma estimates.
If a set of errors are concentrated in one part of the excerpt, this metric penalises less
than if it is distributed in different positions over the excerpt (errors propagate to the
neighbouring frames, therefore location of errors also affects the metric).
The values of λ , β and L should be tuned according to the application where the
algorithms are used. The pitch range of analysis in our case spans 4.5 octaves, and
thus the maximum distance between correct chroma estimates is ODmaxi = 4 octaves.
We decide to linearly divide the error Echi, and thus we set a value of β = 1/ODmaxi =
0.25. We equally weight both octave jumps and octave errors β = λ = 0.25, and set
L = 0.2 s.
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3.5 Melody extraction results
3.5.1 Overview
We now provide an overview of algorithm performance, and an analysis of obtained
results, including the influence of instrumentation, melodic features and energetic
predominance of the melody. We also discuss the results of the proposed evaluation
measures. Finally, we present a generalizability study in order to assess the signific-
ance of these results in Section 3.5.5.
Table 3.10 summarizes the evaluation results of all considered methods for a single
pitch estimate. Results for each evaluation metric are computed as an average of the
results for each excerpt in the dataset. Additionally, standard deviations are presented
between parentheses. We observe that the best performance is obtained by the melody
extraction method ME-DUR for all metrics. Its raw pitch accuracy (RPA) is equal to
66.9%. The difficulty of this material for state of the art approaches is evident since
ME-SAL obtains up to 91% RPA in the MIREX09+5dB dataset, and only 28.4% in
our dataset. SF-DUR obtains the highest RPA among all evaluated salience functions
and multipitch methods (61.8%), which indicates that the good performance of the
complete melody extraction method is due to the salience function used. Table 3.10
also presents results obtained with a combination of two methods (SF-MAR and SF-
DUR) with equal weight (ω = 1) and two combination strategies: original (COMB)
and with the proposed salience-based neighbourhood refinement (RCOMB). The re-
fined combination method increases the RPA obtained with SF-DUR up to 64.8%.
Further analysis about the proposed combination method is provided in Section 3.5.3.
Figure 3.8 shows the mean raw pitch accuracy (RPA) for all methods. For salience
functions and multipitch estimation methods, RPA is computed for N = 1, 2, 4 and
10 estimated pitches. We observe that methods obtaining highest accuracies with
many pitch candidates are salience functions, since multipitch methods often perform
a candidate filtering step (e.g. MP-DRE or MP-DUA) that may erroneously discard
the ground truth melody pitch. As expected, an increase in N provides an increase
in accuracy, up to 94.2% for SF-MAR with N = 10, closely followed by SF-DUR.
With N = 4, the maximum RPA decreases 6.1%, obtained by SF-DUR, followed by
SF-MAR and SF-CAN. The lowest accuracy is obtained by SF-SAL, for N = 1, 2
and 4. These results indicate that although these methods do not generally estimate
the melody pitch as the most salient in orchestral music data, they usually find it
within the 10 most salient ones. In Section 3.5.2 we analyse the influence of salience
functions in complete melody extraction algorithms in symphonic music.
In the case of multipitch estimation algorithms, the best accuracy for any value of N
is obtained with MP-BEN, but is lower than any of the salience functions. One of
the possible reasons is the fact that the instrument basis used were learnt from single
instruments from the RWC dataset, and may not applicable in large orchestral set-
tings. In Section 3.6 we present further results on timbre informed pitch estimation,
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Figure 3.8: Mean raw pitch accuracy for N = 1,2,4 and 10 pitch estimates. Bars represent
95% confidence intervals. For MP-DRE we only provide the measure for N = 10 as the output
pitches are not ordered by salience.
by substituting single string instrument templates for templates created from orches-
tral sections (e.g. violin section), and applying filtering to improve the melody pitch
estimation in our dataset. MP-DRE obtains slightly lower results than MP-BEN for
N = 10. Since this algorithm does not output pitch estimates ordered by salience, it
is not possible to know accuracy results for lower values of N. MP-DUA does not
perform as accurately even with refinement (MP-DUA-Ref). Possible causes include
the use of a binary mask for the peak region in the definition of the likelihood, and the
shape of the peaks, which may be significantly different than expected (Duan et al.,
2010).
Given the potential of combining different methods, we further study the accuracy
of the combination method with different weights. We perform a grid search with
ω ∈ {0,0.5,1}, for each of the 4 salience functions (SF-MAR, SF-DUR, SF-CAN,
SF-CLA). The highest mean raw pitch accuracy over all excerpts is always obtained
with ωDUR = 1, and ωMAR,ωSAL,ωCAN = 0.5 or 0. We then perform a finer search, with
ωDUR = 1, and ωMAR,ωSAL,ωCAN ∈ {0,0.2,0.4,0.6}. Figure 3.9 shows the results
obtained in the testing set by the best performing combinations in the training set.
This figure shows several combinations, with a different number of algorithms (from
2 up to 4). Results obtained with the proposed refinement method (RCOMB-) are also
presented for two of the approaches, and results of SF-DUR are additionally included
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Figure 3.9: Mean raw pitch accuracy (RPA) for the combination of four salience functions:
SF-DUR, SF-MAR, SF-SAL and SF-CAN for N = 1, 2, 4 and 10 pitch estimates. Bars repres-
ent 95% confidence intervals. RCOMB denotes a combination with the proposed neighbour-
hood refinement method. RNSCOMB corresponds to the refined estimation with the method
proposed in (Duan et al., 2010). The values of the weights (ω) are indicated before the name
of each method. SF-DUR is shown as a reference.
as a reference. The accuracy obtained with the weighted combination increases in
comparison to the individual methods, especially with the proposed salience-based
neighbourhood refinement, for all values of N.
A manual examination of the estimation errors suggests that the most challenging
excerpts contain chords and harmonisations of the melody, a highly energetic accom-
paniment, and in some cases percussion. Most accurate estimations are generally
obtained in excerpts with a very predominant melody (e.g. those in which the or-
chestra plays mostly in unison). A more detailed analysis of the influence of several
musical characteristics is presented in the following section.
3.5.2 Discussion
3.5.2.1 Comparison between melody extraction methods
We now study the performance of melody extraction methods, and analyse the influ-
ence of their salience functions. The focus is set on ME-DUR and ME-SAL since
their respective salience functions are also available for evaluation.
The best results for a single pitch candidate are obtained with ME-DUR, partially
due to the very good performance of its melody oriented salience function (SF-DUR)
(Durrieu et al., 2011), which has relaxed constraints in the source filter model com-
pared to (Durrieu et al., 2010). This allows modelling several harmonic sources and
makes this approach applicable to a broader range of signals. According to Table 3.10,
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SF-DUR obtains 61.7% raw pitch accuracy even without any smoothing, and with the
full melody extraction method (using Viterbi algorithm for tracking), ME-DUR ob-
tains the highest raw pitch accuracy: 66.9%. In the case of the overall accuracy (OA),
ME-DUR also benefits from the fact that it estimates nearly all frames (99.8%) as
voiced, which is appropriate for the low percentage of unvoiced frames of this data-
set.
The accuracy obtained with SF-SAL is the lowest one compared to the rest of salience
functions. In comparison to SF-DUR, it achieves 27.4 percentage points (pp) less RPA
for N = 1, which partially explains that the complete melody extraction method (ME-
SAL) also performs much worse in comparison to ME-DUR (38.5 pp less RPA). Note
that while ME-DUR improves the results obtained with SF-DUR (5.1 pp), ME-SAL
obtains a lower accuracy than SF-SAL (6 pp). This heuristic rule-based approach
(which obtains some of the highest overall accuracies in MIREX datasets) seems to
be tuned to the pitch contour features of vocal music (pop, jazz), and encounters dif-
ficulties to generalise to the characteristics of our dataset. The salience-based voicing
detection method in ME-SAL is quite conservative in this dataset, and classifies only
57.4% of the frames as voiced, possibly because it is tuned to vocal excerpts, and
there is a higher dynamic range in symphonic music. For this reason, both false alarm
rate and voicing recall are the lowest from all methods. Since the proposed dataset
contains a high ratio of voiced versus unvoiced frames, the overall accuracy obtained
with ME-SAL is more reduced than with other methods compared to the raw pitch
accuracy.
ME-DRE achieves higher accuracy than ME-SAL, possibly due to the fact that it
does not assume specific features of human voice, and is thus more general. This
agrees with the results obtained in datasets used in MIREX which contain non-vocal
melodies, such as ADC2004 and MIREX05 (Salamon et al., 2014). However, the
results in our dataset are not as good as those obtained with ME-DUR. Since we
do not have access to the salience function used by ME-DRE (based on the pair-
wise analysis of spectral peaks), it is difficult to get further insights on the limitations
of this approach. A possible explanation of the better performance is the fact that
the salience function is melody-oriented in ME-DUR, while ME-DRE uses a similar
salience function as in the multipitch method. The source filter model seems to adapt
to the spectrum of the melody source even if it does not correspond to a single lead
instrument, or even to a single instrumental section. A further reason is that Durrieu’s
approach employs a more complex generative model, in which the filter shape is learnt
from the data (related to the timbre of the lead instrument), and the repetitions in the
accompaniment are exploited in the model to compute melody pitch salience. Finally,
ME-FUE presents the lowest accuracy in this dataset. Its probabilistic model and the
smoothing method employed seem not to be adequate for this kind of data.
In order to study octave errors produced by melody extraction methods, we observe
the difference between raw pitch and raw chroma accuracy in Table 3.10. The smal-
lest difference (and thus lowest amount of octave errors) is found in ME-DUR, and
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ST BR WW Non-Alt Alt
SF-DUR 67.4 66.1 53.8 65.3 56.7
SF-MAR 45.2 46.6 38.0 45.6 36.9
SF-SAL 34.9 53.6 24.0 35.5 32.8
SF-CAN 55.9 65.3 39.9 53.5 47.7
MP-DRE 12.8 21.2 16.4 15.1 13.8
MP-DUA 7.0 9.8 1.9 6.1 7.1
MP-DUA-Ref 24.6 27.1 6.2 22.6 20.3
MP-BEN 25.4 45.0 16.6 26.7 20.5
ME-DRE 49.5 71.2 40.6 51.8 45.9
ME-DUR 70.7 73.0 58.8 70.4 61.8
ME-FUE 26.5 50.1 14.5 26.4 27.7
ME-SAL 27.7 44.7 22.7 28.7 28.0
Table 3.11: Raw pitch accuracy results for all evaluated methods (with N = 1 for SF and MP),
in relation to the predominant instruments playing the melody: ST - strings, BR - brass, WW -
woodwinds, as well as the division between alternating (Alt) and non-alternating instruments
(Non-Alt). Bold fond indicates especially relevant results.
the highest one in ME-SAL and ME-FUE. As already observed by Durrieu et al.
(2011), the signal representation employed in SF-DUR produces few octave errors.
A possible explanation is that SF-DUR performs a joint estimation of the salience of
all possible pitch candidates. Additionally this method jointly estimates the timbre
of the pitch candidates corresponding to the melody over a long time span, which
also helps reducing the amount of octave errors. This suggests that ME-DUR has a
reduced number of octave errors since the pitches are correctly estimated from the
first step, and there is no need for any further octave correction. Estimating salience
of each pitch candidate independently with harmonic summation, and performing an
octave error removal step afterwards (as in ME-SAL) leads to a lower accuracy in this
symphonic music dataset.
3.5.2.2 Influence of instrumentation
In order to illustrate the influence of instrumentation in algorithm performance, Table
3.11 presents mean RPA results for excerpts with a melody predominantly played by
either strings, brass or woodwinds sections.
We also compute the mean RPA for excerpts with a melody which is alternatingly
played by two or more instrument sections, and compare it against results obtained
from excerpts with no alternation. Although there is only a small number of excerpts
for certain instrument sections, we still identify some trends in algorithm perform-
ance. For instance, Table 3.11 shows that ME-SAL or ME-FUE are less influenced by
the alternation of the melody between instrument sections, while ME-DUR presents
a higher difference in accuracy. This is probably due to the fact that SF-DUR aims to
learn the timbre of the lead instrument for each excerpt, and if the timbre of the instru-
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RPA(r) RPA(τ) RPA(ρ) RCA(r) RCA(τ) RCA(ρ)
range -0.04 -0.05 -0.09 -0.13 -0.12 -0.18
density -0.2 -0.14 -0.19 -0.44 -0.33 -0.48
tessitura 0.04 -0.01 -0.02 0.06 -0.03 -0.05
pitch complexity -0.18 -0.13 -0.18 -0.43 -0.32 -0.46
rhythm complexity -0.09 -0.05 -0.07 -0.24 -0.15 -0.22
mixed complexity -0.17 -0.11 -0.15 -0.41 -0.29 -0.42
melodiousness 0.04 0.02 0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.05
originality -0.04 -0.05 -0.07 -0.12 -0.09 -0.13
Table 3.12: Correlations between raw pitch and chroma accuracy of the considered melody
extraction methods (ME-DUR, ME-DRE, ME-SAL, ME-FUE) with the extracted melodic
features, for 3 different correlation types: Pearson (r), Kendall (τ), Spearman (ρ). Bold fonts
indicate highest (negative) correlation values.
ment playing the main melody changes throughout the excerpt, the extraction may be
affected. However, even with alternating instruments, SF-DUR learns timbral basis
that are generic enough (Durrieu et al., 2010), and creates a salience function that
outperforms the rest of algorithms in terms of pitch estimation accuracy. In contrast,
ME-SAL does not exploit timbre, which explains why there is just a small differ-
ence between excerpts with alternating and non-alternating instrumentation playing
the melody. This occurs with both the salience function (SF-SAL) and the complete
melody extraction algorithm (ME-SAL).
According to Table 3.11, it is generally easier to extract the melody in excerpts in
which it is played by the brass section, while in the case of the strings section, ac-
curacies are generally lower. The relative decrease in accuracy reaches up to almost
50% in the case of ME-FUE. An important exception is ME-DUR, for which melod-
ies played by strings are equally well recognised as with brass, probably due to the
fact that timbre information is exploited by learning the lead instrument filter basis
for each excerpt. This aspect has a large influence on the average results of this data-
set, given the high percentage of excerpts which contain a string section playing the
melody (see Section 3.2.1).
3.5.2.3 Influence of melodic characteristics
In order to further study the influence of melodic characteristics (described in Section
3.2.1) on melody extraction performance, we present a correlation analysis in Table
3.12, now also including RPA and using three different correlation measures. Results
show that note density and pitch complexity are the features that most affect accur-
acy, while melodic originality and tessitura have almost no effect on it. Correlations
are stronger with RCA compared to RPA, since some algorithms commonly produce
octave errors (difference between RCA and RPA in Table 3.10).
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Correlation
SF-DUR 0.45
SF-MAR 0.51
SF-SAL 0.83
SF-CAN 0.53
MP-DRE 0.53
MP-DUA 0.67
MP-DUA-Ref 0.54
MP-BEN 0.86
ME-DRE 0.71
ME-DUR 0.36
ME-FUE 0.76
ME-SAL 0.77
Table 3.13: Correlation between raw pitch accuracy (with N = 1) and the ratio between the
energy of the melodic source(s) and the overall energy. The lowest correlation is marked in
bold.
3.5.2.4 Influence of energetic predominance of the melody
Finally, we study how the energetic predominance of the melody pitch affects al-
gorithm performance. We estimate the ratio (from 0 to 1) between the energy of
the melodic source(s) and the overall energy. The energy of the melody is estimated
on a frame basis by applying an informed source separation method that isolates the
melody signal from the background using the ground truth pitches (Durrieu et al.,
2010). The ratio is computed for each excerpt as the mean of the ratios in each
voiced frame (containing melody), so as not to be influenced by the amount of un-
voiced segments. We then compute the correlation between the estimated melodic
predominance ratio and the accuracy results, as shown in Table 3.13. In the case of
salience functions (with N = 1), we observe that SF-SAL has the highest correlation
(0.83). On the other hand, SF-DUR presents the lowest correlation (0.44). Other ap-
proaches such as SF-MAR (0.51) or SF-CAN (0.53) obtain intermediate correlations.
This shows that the harmonic salience function used by SF-SAL is less capable than
SF-DUR of identifying melodic pitches as the most salient ones when they are not
energetically predominant over the accompaniment, at least in our symphonic music
dataset. Since salience functions strongly affect the performance of complete melody
extraction algorithms, ME-DUR presents the smallest correlation among them (0.36),
while ME-SAL (0.76), ME-FUE (0.75) and ME-DRE (0.71) present much stronger
correlations.
These results suggest that approaches which perform signal modelling related to
source separation are especially useful in the context of orchestral classical music.
Results show that ME-DUR is better able to extract melodies played by non-predominant
instruments, partially due to the melody-oriented pitch salience function, based on a
source-filter model.
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3.5.3 Combination method
In this section we analyse the performance obtained by combining the results of differ-
ent algorithms, using the methodology presented in Section 3.4. The highest RPA ob-
tained in the training data with N = 1, and no refinement reached 62.7%, with COMB-
0.6MAR-1DUR-0.2CAN. This combination increases the accuracy obtained with SF-
DUR alone in more than 1 pp. However, 7 different combinations obtained a RPA with
a difference of less than 0.1 pp compared to the maximum, all of them with ωDUR = 1,
and several combinations of weights for the rest of algorithms. The best combination
using only two algorithms was among them: COMB-0.6MAR-1DUR. For N = 2, best
RPA in the training set was obtained with: COMB-0.4MAR-1DUR-0.6CAN-0.2SAL,
reaching 80.4%. The best combination with 3 algorithms is: COMB-0.5MAR-1DUR-
0.5CAN, achieving 80.3% and with 2 algorithms, COMB-0.5MAR-1DUR achieved
79.5%. It is worth noting that other combinations, with different algorithms also pro-
duce similar results: COMB-1DUR-0.4CAN-0.4SAL obtains 80.1%. For N = 4 and
N = 10, SF-DUR obtained 87.7%, 93.7% respectively, and the best combinations ob-
tained a 3% absolute improvement in RPA. Figure 3.9 shows the evaluation results
for the test set. It is worth mentioning that raw pitch accuracies are very similar to
the ones obtained in the training set. Also note that the best performing combinations
are those that give the highest weight to the salience function with highest raw pitch
accuracy (SF-DUR), and lower weights to other salience functions (different ones
depending on the value of N). As future work, it would be interesting to study the
influence of pitch range in the performance of each method, and use this to improve
the combination method.
Results can be further improved using the salience-based neighbourhood refinement
method (RCOMB) presented in Section 3.4.3. For a single estimate, this is ob-
served in Table 3.10, where the combination RCOMB-1MAR-1DUR obtains around
3% more raw pitch accuracy than the best performing salience function (SF-DUR),
and 22.7% higher than the method which achieves the second highest accuracy (SF-
MAR). Figure 3.9 shows that a weighted combination (e.g. RCOMB-0.5MAR-1DUR-
0.2CAN) can improve the results from SF-DUR around 7% with N >1, or up to 4.5%
with N = 1. The refined combination achieves up to 99.2% raw pitch accuracy with
N = 10, while the best salience function (SF-MAR) obtains 94.2%. Additionally, the
95% confidence interval is smaller with the combination (98.9% - 99.5%) than with
SF-SAL (93.1% - 95.3%). We also observe that considering the salience of pitch es-
timates in the refinement step is crucial for a better performance, especially for small
values of N, as we can see in the difference between RCOMB (refinement consider-
ing pitch salience) and RNSCOMB (refinement without considering pitch salience)
in Figure 3.9.
Finally, we study the influence of the width of the Gaussian function used in the com-
bination method. We evaluate the estimations obtained with different values of the
standard deviation (σ ), ranging from 0.05 to 1 in semitones. Even though the results
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slightly vary with the specific combination, we observe some general trends. The
highest accuracy for N = 10 is obtained with the default value σ = 0.2. The accuracy
decreases with lower values of σ , since the combination only creates salience peaks
if the pitches estimated by different methods are very close to each other. On the
other hand, wider Gaussians (up to σ = 0.8) increase the accuracy for N = 1 (less
than 1 pp), since more distant pitches can be combined. However, if N increases, the
accuracy decreases with wider Gaussians, because of the higher interference between
all combined pitches.
3.5.4 Proposed metrics
We have focused so far on evaluation measures such as raw pitch accuracy, raw
chroma accuracy and overall accuracy, which are useful to get a general understand-
ing of the performance of the algorithms. However, we can gain further insights
on their behaviour by means of the proposed metrics. For instance, in Table 3.10 we
observe that the octave jumps ratio (OJ) is higher in methods where no tracking is per-
formed, such as salience functions, as opposed to melody extraction algorithms. We
also observe that the proposed neighbourhood refinement technique increases pitch
continuity between correct estimates in chroma, since RCOMB has a lower OJ than
COMB. The difference between WRCA and RCA shows that algorithms such as ME-
DUR and ME-DRE estimate pitches at a closer octave to the ground truth octave,
in comparison to ME-SAL or ME-FUE, since the latter present a higher difference.
The CC measure is useful to obtain information about both smoothness and accuracy
of the extracted melodic contour, since it combines WRCA, NJ and localisation of
jumps. As an example of the usefulness of this measure, we observe that it allows
us to differentiate between COMB and RCOMB, and to gain knowledge about their
behaviour which can not be obtained with traditional MIREX measures. Both meth-
ods obtain relatively similar RPA and RCA scores, but there is an important difference
in CC. The novel metric reflects the fact that pitch sequences estimated by RCOMB
are much smoother thanks to the application of the refinement, which is a desirable
property of a pitch estimation method, e.g. for visualisation purposes.
3.5.5 Generalisability study
In order to measure the reliability of the proposed dataset, and thus the validity of the
obtained results, we perform a study based on Generalisability Theory (GT) (Urbano
et al., 2013). GT is based on Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedures, and allows
to differentiate between the sources of variability in evaluation results, which could
arise from differences between algorithms, music excerpts, or the interaction effect
between algorithms and music excerpts. Ideally, all variance should be due to differ-
ences between algorithms and not due to variability of the excerpts. If the considered
music excerpts are very varied, or if differences between systems are too small, then
we need many excerpts to ensure that our results are reliable.
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The GT study has two stages: a Generalisability study (G-study), which estimates
variance components on the evaluation results for each of the metrics, and a Decision
study (D-study), which computes reliability indicators for a larger set of excerpts,
based on the previous analysis of variance. We calculate two commonly used in-
dicators: the index of dependability Φ, which provides a measure of the stability of
absolute scores, and the generalisability coefficient Eρ2, which provides a measure
of the stability of relative differences between systems (the closer to one the better).
For our state of the art evaluation, we obtain values of Φ and Eρ2 over 0.97 for CC,
as well as for pitch and voicing detection metrics. This indicates that the variability
of the scores was mostly due to differences between algorithms and not to differ-
ences between excerpts, which validates the obtained results. According to Salamon
& Urbano (2012), some of the melody extraction datasets used in MIREX obtain the
following values of Φ for raw pitch accuracy, when evaluating a larger set of state-of-
the-art algorithms: ADC04 (Φ=0.86), MIREX05 (Φ=0.81), or INDIAN08 (Φ=0.72).
Large scale collections for text information retrieval, obtain on average Eρ2 = 0.88
and Φ=0.72 (Urbano et al., 2013). The proposed dataset is thus very reliable (Urbano
et al., 2013), especially in comparison with some of the collections used in MIREX
for audio melody extraction evaluation.
3.6 Timbre-informed melody pitch estimation
In this section we try to adapt a supervised approach for melody pitch estimation to
symphonic music, where we exploit the fact that instruments are known in advance.
In previous sections, we evaluated an approach based on probabilistic latent compon-
ent analysis (PLCA) with predefined instrument templates (Benetos & Dixon, 2011).
Those templates were created using recordings of single instruments from the RWC
collection. Such basis are appropriate for classical music recordings, but they are
not specific for symphonic music recordings, which commonly contain string sec-
tions (e.g. violin section). We here further study the application of timbre-informed
spectrogram decomposition approaches for melody pitch estimation on a symphonic
music dataset.
We use an efficient latent variable model for multiple- f0 estimation, based on an ERB-
scale time-frequency representation. According to Benetos & Weyde (2015a), ERB
offers a compact representation, at the cost of losing the shift-invariance abilities in
comparison to other methods using CQT, due to the non-linearity with respect to log-
frequency. The transcription model is based on PLCA with pre-extracted spectral
templates for several instruments.
In our experiments, we first create spectral basis for symphonic music transcription,
then study the effect of pre- and post-processing to emphasise melody pitches, and we
finally expand the original templates in order to adapt the spectral basis to the timbral
characteristics of the target music signal.
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3.6.1 Pitch template extraction
We first create a set of pre-extracted templates from instruments found in symphonic
music, using the rendition of a chromatic scale by the Sibelius42 Sounds (Lite) library
for each of the considered instruments (MIDI note range between brackets): flute (60-
96), oboe (58-91), clarinet (50-89), bassoon (34-72), horn (41-77), trumpet (52-86),
viola section (48-89), violin section (55-100), cello section (36-77) and doublebass
section (28-63). We create the templates using mezzoforte dynamics for all instru-
ments and detaché articulation for strings, since notes should be separated to create
the templates.
One spectral template is extracted for each pitch, instrument, and for each sound state
corresponding to the states in the evolution of a note (attack, sustain, and decay).
To create the template, the input audio signal goes through a set of 250 filters, with
frequencies linearly spaced between 5Hz and 10.8kHz on the ERB scale. The output
of each filter is divided into frames (every 23ms), and for each (log-)frequency (w)
and time (t) indexes, we compute the rms magnitude Vw,t . The templates are extracted
by using one-component PLCA on the output of the filters.
Figure 3.10 represents the spectral templates learnt for each note played by the violin
section in the sustained state. The box corresponds to the range visualised in Figure
3.11, which presents a comparison between the learnt spectral templates for a clari-
net and a violin section (C4 note in sustained state). The clarinet template presents
stronger odd harmonics in comparison to even harmonics.
3.6.2 Multipitch detection
During multipitch detection, the ERB representation Vw,t is approximated with a bivari-
ate probability distribution P(w, t), which is decomposed into a series of spectral tem-
plates per pitch, and instrument, as well as probability distributions for each of them.
The model is formulated as:
P(w, t) = P(t) ∑
q,p,s
Pt(w|q, p,s)Pt(s|p)Pt(p)Pt(q|p) (3.12)
where q denotes the sound state, p denotes pitch, and s denotes instrument source.
P(t) = ∑wVw,t , which is known, P(w|q, p,s) is a 4-dimensional tensor that repres-
ents the pre-extracted spectral templates per sound state q, pitch p and instrument
s. Pt(s|p) is the instrument source contribution per pitch over time, Pt(q|p) corres-
ponds to the time-varying sound state activation per pitch and Pt(p) corresponds to
the multipitch detection output.
We use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to iteratively estimate the un-
known model parameters: Pt(s|p), Pt(p) and Pt(q|p). During the Expectation step,
the following posterior is computed:
42http://www.avid.com/sibelius
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Pt(q, p,s|w) = P(w|q, p,s)Pt(s|p)Pt(p)Pt(q|p)∑p,s P(w|p,s)Pt(s|p)Pt(p)Pt(q|p)
(3.13)
Unknown model parameters are updated in the Maximization step as:
Pt(s|p) = ∑w,q
Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
∑s,w,q Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
(3.14)
Pt(p) =
∑w,s,q Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
∑p,w,s,q Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
(3.15)
Pt(q|p) = ∑w,s
Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
∑q,w,s Pt(q, p,s|w)Vw,t
(3.16)
No update rule is considered for P(w|q, p,s), since it is considered fixed in the model.
In order to control the polyphony level and instrument contribution in the resulting
transcription, we make use of sparsity constraints on Pt(p) and Pt(s|p). The multipitch
estimation result is given by P(p, t) = P(t)Pt(p).
Finally, we perform a 5-sample median filtering for note smoothing, and no threshold-
ing in order to compute a pitch activation function.
3.6.3 Pre- and post-processing
Given the frequency range of the melodies in this dataset, we study the effect of
the application of an increasing linear frequency weighting (with weight Kpre) in the
spectrogram prior to transcription, which is applied to both the learnt templates and
the input representation. We also analyse the effect of such weighting to pitches in
the salience as a post-processing step (with weight Kpost).
3.6.4 Template adaptation
Given the difference between instruments, microphones and room acoustics between
the training and testing set, there are also differences between the template dictionary
from the training dataset and the spectral shape of the instruments to be transcribed.
We now investigate if the unsupervised expansion of the dictionary using the data
under analysis helps improving melody pitch estimation results. The method for tem-
plate expansion is similar to (Benetos et al., 2014), which uses a conservative tran-
scription step, allowing only a few notes to be transcribed. The spectral shape of the
detected notes is then extracted and used to adapt the template dictionary.
In our case, we first perform an initial estimation of the pitch activations, using the
pitch templates we created for symphonic music. We then perform thresholding on
the global pitch activation matrix, in order to find the most salient notes in the signal,
which are used to obtain the pitch template of the instrument playing that note. We
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investigate the use of two different methods for finding salient notes: the first one
employs a global threshold, computed as a fraction of the maximum activation (we
try with different constants), and the second one uses a time-dependent threshold,
computed as a fraction of the maximum activation in each frame. The motivation
for the second method is the fact that we want to capture the notes with are more
salient with respect to concurrent notes (present at the same time). This will reduce
the interference from the partials coming from other instruments (which play non-
predominant notes).
After thresholding, we perform dictionary expansion, by first collecting all spectra
from the detected notes, and then extracting the templates from each set of spectra.
Similarly to Benetos et al. (2014), we collect the spectra that correspond to each pitch
p by applying a binary spectral mask of a harmonic comb hp. Instead of artificially
creating the harmonic comb in ERB scale, the mask is created by applying a low
threshold on the pitch templates of the violin section. The collection of spectra col-
lected for each pitch in the recording Vˆ (p) is computed as:
Vˆ (p) =Vw,t ◦hp (3.17)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product, and Vw,t corresponds to the
signal spectrogram. From Vˆ (p) we create new pitch templates, following two differ-
ent strategies. The first approach is to obtain a single spectral representation which
becomes the additional template: the reduction from a set of spectra to a single spec-
trum is performed using PLCA with a single component. Since this set of spectral
templates may actually correspond to different instruments which sequentially play
the most salient notes, we also explore a second approach that deals with the extrac-
tion of multiple additional templates Ntemp. To do so, instead of using instrument
specific activations as Benetos et al. (2014), for each of the pitches we perform k-
means clustering with cosine similarity to group similar spectra. We then perform
single component PLCA on each of the clusters with more that 3 elements, to obtain
the additional templates (each element corresponds to the spectrum of a note, detec-
ted in a single frame). Finally, the transcription is executed again with the expanded
dictionary. The maximum number of clusters (Ncl) is set as: Ncl = max(Ntemp,3).
In our experiments, we also studied the effect of changing the number of additional
templates.
3.6.5 Results
We evaluate the approaches by their ability to make the melody pitch more salient,
as in previous sections in this chapter. We first compare the use of spectral templates
from symphonic music vs. templates created from single orchestra instruments. Res-
ults show an increase in the median raw pitch accuracy of 4.3% points when using
symphonic music templates in comparison to default templates used by Benetos &
Weyde (2015a). The largest improvement in RPA is however obtained with pre- and
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Figure 3.12: Effect of pre (first number) and post (second number) filtering in the raw pitch
accuracy. E.g. 16-1 corresponds to Kpre = 16, and Kpost = 1.
post-filtering. Figure 3.12 shows the results obtained with different weights, all with
symphonic music templates. Pre-filtering has a higher impact on the results in com-
parison to post-filtering, but both increase the RPA with increasing values of Kpre, and
Kpost . When they are combined, they further improve the results, achieving 53.9%
RPA with {Kpre=16, Kpost = 128}, and up to 55.9% with {Kpre = 128, Kpost = 128}.
Finally we analyse the effect of template adaptation. The results of a representative
set of the experiments is shown in Figure 3.13. Our first remark is that the raw pitch
accuracy is higher with Kpre = Kpost = 64 in comparison to Kpre = 16, also when us-
ing template adaptation. The best results are obtained when clustering is employed
(Ncl = 3), since it helps differentiating between the detected spectra which may cor-
respond to different instruments. A frame-based threshold generally produces higher
accuracies than a global threshold: since we aim at collecting the spectra of the notes
that are more predominant than the concurrent other notes, it is more effective to use
a threshold based on the strength of the pitch activations in each frame.
Further work deals with using a different representation, which may be beneficial
for template adaptation and expansion. For instance, with a representation such as
VQT or CQT it would be possible to shift the extracted templates from one pitch
to neighbouring pitches. It would also be interesting to study the use of instrument
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activation matrices to adapt the instruments’ spectral templates, instead of creating
additional templates as Benetos et al. (2014). Further work would also be to perform
cross-validation to learn the best parameters (e.g. for pre- and post-filtering).
3.7 Conclusions
This chapter presents an evaluation of state-of-the-art pitch estimation algorithms for
melody extraction on symphonic music recordings. The selection of approaches was
based on their relevance in the field, their performance in open evaluation campaigns,
as well as their availability.
The main conclusion is that symphonic music is a very challenging context for melody
extraction, and that most algorithms present lower pitch estimation accuracies than in
other musical contexts such as vocal music. The pitch salience function which most
algorithms use as an initial stage of their algorithms is generally not appropriate for
this kind of data. For instance, a salience function based on harmonic summation
is very dense, presenting high salience on multiple pitches, which makes melody
pitch tracking very complicated. In addition, some approaches present a suboptimal
melody pitch tracking after pitch salience computation, which further reduces melody
extraction accuracy. We have seen that the most accurate melody extraction algorithm
in this data uses a pitch salience function based on a source-filter model, which also
performs best amongst the evaluated multipitch representations. One of the main
features of this salience function is that it is much sparser than other approaches,
since it tries to maximise the salience of the pitches which are likely to correspond to
the lead melodic instrument. This approach creates a mid-level representation of the
music signal under analysis in an unsupervised fashion, including pitch and part of
timbre information of the lead instrument.
In the case of multipitch estimation approaches, we have seen that in order to improve
the estimation of the melody pitch, it is useful to adapt to the characteristics of this
dataset. This is exemplified in a supervised approach by using spectral basis con-
taining orchestral sections, as well as emphasising higher pitches where the melody is
more commonly found. We demonstrated that it is also useful to expand the dictionar-
ies of spectral basis used with templates learnt from the music signal being analysed.
We have also analysed the characteristics that make melody pitch estimation in sym-
phonic music complex, and which make humans and algorithms disagree more in
their estimations. In terms of musical characteristics, melodic range and note dens-
ity have a clear negative correlation with accuracy results obtained by people when
singing the melody. In the case of algorithms, the highest (negative) correlation is
with note density, and results suggest that algorithms are less affected by melodic
range than humans, as long as pitches are kept within their limits of operation.
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Figure 3.13: Increase in raw pitch accuracy due to template adaptation. Kpre = Kpost = 16,
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One of the drawbacks of the evaluated approaches is that they do not learn from a
given set of annotated examples. This would be very useful to adapt to the melodic
and signal-related features of a given musical context, and especially to deal with
different melody definitions. In Chapter 4 we propose melody extraction approaches
which combine unsupervised and supervised learning, and we focus the evaluation on
both pitch and voicing estimation, using a wide range of musical data.
Chapter 4
Advancements in Melody
Extraction
4.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to analyse the benefits of exploiting data-derived knowledge
in audio melody extraction, using both supervised and unsupervised methods. We
propose and evaluate several approaches, starting from more traditional rule-based
algorithms, and increasingly exploiting available data. We consider both instrumental
and vocal music, including a wide range of music material, from genres such as pop,
rock, symphonic music, opera and jazz.
In this chapter, we address both tasks: pitch estimation and voicing detection, in con-
trast with Chapter 3, which focused on pitch estimation. An important conclusion
from Chapter 3 is that a method based on a source-filter model (Durrieu et al., 2010)
achieves the highest raw pitch accuracy in symphonic music. As we have seen, this
unsupervised melody extraction method adapts better to the characteristics of the data
under analysis. Another conclusion obtained from MIREX results (see Section 2.7.4)
is that pitch contour-based approaches (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) achieve very good
voicing detection and overall accuracy in other types of musical data (especially on
vocal data). We hypothesise that the combination of both approaches leads to a better
overall melody extraction accuracy, considering both pitch estimation and voicing de-
tection. Furthermore, we propose transitioning from heuristics-based melody tracking
to a data-driven approach, in order to replace hand-crafted rules by a machine learn-
ing classifier. This allows automatically learning the characteristics of melodic pitch
contours in a given dataset, and eases the incorporation of new features, as it avoids
the need to manually devise rules to exploit them.
Figure 4.1 presents the building blocks of the melody extraction methods proposed
in this chapter. The main steps are: pitch salience estimation, pitch contour creation
and melody tracking, with each of them in turn consisting of one or more separate
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the proposed melody extraction methods.
processing blocks. Blocks represented with a solid line contain contributions in this
chapter.
We first propose methods for pitch salience estimation (Section 4.2), based on a
source-filter model (Durrieu et al., 2011). We use a Smooth Instantaneous Gaussian
Mixture Model (SIMM) to model the leading voice, and create a melody-oriented
pitch salience function, which is then adapted for pitch contour formation. We com-
pare several salience functions, using metrics related to the pitch estimation accuracy,
and the predominance of the melody over the rest of pitched elements. From the pro-
posed salience functions, we form pitch contours using peak streaming (Salamon &
Gómez, 2012) (Section 4.3). Melody tracking is then performed on the created set
of contours, following either a heuristic approach (Section 4.4) based on Pitch Con-
tour Selection (PCS) (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), or a data-driven approach (Section
4.5), based on Pitch Contour Classification (PCC) and Viterbi decoding (Bittner et al.,
2015). We then propose novel timbre, spatial and tonal features for pitch contour char-
acterisation (Section 4.6), which we use for data-driven melody tracking. Finally, we
propose a method for estimating multiple melodic lines (Section 4.7), for which we
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Figure 4.2: SIMM model for the leading voice, and accompaniment. Dashed lines refer to
the matrices which are fixed, while the rest are iteratively estimated (see Section 2.4.4)
adapt the pitch contour classification to the fact that multiple melody contours may be
concurrently present. We also propose a novel method for the simultaneous decoding
of multiple melodic lines, which characterises and models contour transitions in the
data.
Our study is carried out on two datasets: Orchset, and MedleyDB, and the evaluation
is focused on the standard melody extraction accuracy metrics. We mainly focus
on two melody definitions: 1) the f0 curve of the predominant melodic line drawn
from a single source (MEL1) and 2) the f0 curve of the predominant melodic line
drawn from multiple sources (MEL2). However, in Section 4.7, we also consider a
third definition, which includes the f0 curve of all melodic lines drawn from multiple
sources (MEL3). The evaluation shows that learning from data (in both supervised
and unsupervised fashions) improves melody extraction results in a wide range of
music material. Additionally, in Section 4.2 we use pitch salience estimation metrics
to evaluate our approaches, and source separation metrics in Section 4.4.5, since we
also evaluate melody extraction in a source separation context.
4.2 Pitch salience estimation
As introduced in Section 4.1, we hypothesise that combining a pitch salience func-
tion based on a source-filter model (SIMM, see Section 2.4.4 or Durrieu et al. (2011))
with pitch contour-based melody tracking will lead to improvements in melody ex-
traction. However, pitch contour creation in (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) is performed
with a pitch salience function based on Harmonic Summation (HS), which presents
very different characteristics in comparison to a salience function based on SIMM.
The creation of pitch contours for melody extraction is based on the assumption that
melody pitches are more salient, and that the range of their salience values is similar.
However, a salience function based on a source-filter model presents a large range
of values, since this NMF-based method does not prevent values (activation weights)
from being very high or very low. In this section, we therefore propose two differ-
ent salience functions which aim at adapting the characteristics of a salience function
based on a source-filter model to a melody tracking stage based on pitch contours.
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Method Salience Description
HS HS Harmonic Summation (Salamon & Gómez, 2012)43
SIMM H f0 Source activations in SIMM (Durrieu et al., 2011)
CB HS·H f0 Combination of Harmonic Summation + SIMM
EW ES ·H f0 Energy-based SIMM normalisation
Table 4.1: Pitch salience function overview.
Figure 4.2 represents the blocks of the source-filter model (lead+accompaniment)
where several parameters need to be specified: the number of bins per semitone
(Ust), the number of possible spectral shapes in the accompaniment (R), the number
of atomic filters in WΓ (K), and the maximum number of iterations (Niter). Parameter
estimation is based on Maximum-Likelihood, with a multiplicative gradient method
(Durrieu et al., 2010), updating parameters in the following order for each iteration:
H f0 , HΦ, Hm, WΦ and Wm. N corresponds to the number of frames, and F the number
of frequency bins of the spectrogram. Note that H f0 corresponds to the pitch salience
function computed using SIMM.
The first proposed approach (CB) combines a salience function based on a source-
filter model (H f0) (Durrieu et al., 2010, 2011) with a salience function based on har-
monic summation (HS) (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), as detailed in Section 4.2.1. The
second approach (EW) uses an estimate of the energy of the melody to as detailed in
Section 4.2.2. Both approaches employ Gaussian filtering, since we hypothesise that
such smoothing is useful to make melody pitches more salient, particularly in the case
of “ensemble” sounds. Table 4.1 presents an overview of the four considered pitch
salience methods.
We reuse code from Durrieu44 and Essentia45 (Bogdanov et al., 2013), an open source
library for audio analysis with a different implementation of (Salamon & Gómez,
2012) compared to MELODIA46. Our source code is available for research reprodu-
cibility47.
4.2.1 Combining source-filter models and harmonic summation
In order to adapt H f0 for pitch contour based tracking, we propose its combination
(CB) with a Harmonic Summation salience function (HS), since pitch contour cre-
ation was originally adapted to this kind of representation (Salamon & Gómez, 2012).
The computation of HS in our method is based on the implementation of the open-
source library Essentia. It starts with a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) as
43http://essentia.upf.edu
44https://github.com/wslihgt/separateLeadStereo
45http://essentia.upf.edu
46http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
47https://github.com/juanjobosch/SourceFilterContoursMelody
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Figure 4.3: Proposed method for pitch salience estimation. SIMM outputs H f0 ; SF: salience
function, either Harmonic Summation (outputs HS) or Energy-based Salience (outputs ES);
Combining H f0 with HS we obtain CB. Combining H f0 with ES we obtain EW.
time-frequency transformation, applies Equal-Loudness Filters (ELF), finds spectral
peaks positions and magnitudes, and then refines them using parabolic curve fitting,
instead of using the instantaneous frequency (as Salamon & Gómez (2012)).
We normalise and combine the considered pitch salience functions HS(k,i) and H f0(k, i),
where k indicates the frequency index (bin) and i the frame index. The process is il-
lustrated in Figure 4.3:
1. Global normalisation of HS, dividing all elements by their maximum value
maxk,i(HS(k, i)).
2. Frame-wise normalisation (Fn) of H f0 . For each frame i, divide H f0(k, i) by
maxk(H f0(k, i)).
3. Convolution in the frequency axis k of H f0 with a Gaussian filter to smooth
estimated activations. The filter has a standard deviation of .2 semitones.
4. Global normalisation, whose output is H˜ f0 (see Figure 4.4 (c)).
5. Combination by means of element-wise product: Sc = H˜ f0 ◦HS (see Figure
4.4 (d)).
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Figure 4.4: Time-frequency pitch salience representation of an excerpt from “Mu-
sicDelta_Beatles.wav” (MedleyDB) with (a) SIMM: log10(H f0) is represented, to reduce the
range of values for visualisation purposes) (b) Harmonic Summation: HS (c) H f0 (max) nor-
malised per frame and Gaussian filtered (d) Combination (CB).
4.2.2 Energy-based normalisation
In order to reduce the range of salience values of H f0 , another possibility is to nor-
malise each frame by its maximum salience. The drawback of this approach is that
after normalisation, high salience values also appear in unvoiced frames. This turns
voicing detection based on pitch contour selection into a complicated task. In order
to reduce salience in unvoiced parts, we employ a frame-wise energy estimate of the
melody line, using the same method as (Durrieu et al., 2010). For energy estimation,
a HMM is employed, where each state corresponds to one bin of the pitch salience
function (H f0), and the probability of each state corresponds to the estimated salience.
Pitch continuity is considered in the transition probabilities, favouring smoothness in
pitch trajectories. The energy of the melody source for each frame i (Ei), is computed
using the decoded pitch sequence and the matrix decomposition computed before.
The estimated energy is used to create a matrix (ES) with the same size as H f0 ,
in which all columns in one frame have a value equal to the estimated energy in
that frame: ES(k, i) = Ei, ∀k. ES is then combined with H f0 to create the salience
function EW, following the same steps introduced in Section 4.2.1 (see Figure 4.3),
with the difference that in the frame-wise normalisation (Fn), H f0(k, i) is divided by
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Figure 4.5: Time-frequency pitch salience representation of an excerpt from “Mu-
sicDelta_Beatles.wav” (MedleyDB) with (a) SIMM: log10(H f0) is represented, to reduce the
range of values for visualisation purposes) (b) Energy-based matrix: ES (c) H f0 normalised
per frame and Gaussian filtered (d) Combination (EW).
∑k H f0(k, i), instead of the maximum value, also following Durrieu’s approach. Figure
4.5 illustrates the combination.
4.2.3 Experimental setup
The proposed salience functions are evaluated and compared to two different state-
of-the-art approaches in terms of their usefulness for melody extraction: the source-
filter model from Durrieu et al. (2011) (H f0) and Harmonic Summation (HS) Salamon
& Gómez (2012). Table 4.1 presents an overview of the evaluated methods. The
pitch resolution (number of bins per semitone) is set to Ust = 10, sampling rate is
44100 Hz, hop size is 128 samples, and frequency limits are set to fmin = 55 Hz
and fmax = 1760 Hz for all algorithms, following Salamon & Gómez (2012). This
evaluation is conducted on MedleyDB and Orchset datasets, converted to mono as
(left+right)/2.
As previously introduced, salience functions are evaluated from two different per-
spectives: pitch and salience estimation accuracy. To do so, we compute several
metrics similarly to Salamon et al. (2011), using the ground truth melody: (1) the
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frequency error of the salience function ∆ fm, (2) the reciprocal rank score (RRm) of
the melody salience peak amongst the rest of peaks, (3) the relative salience of the
melody peak in comparison to the highest salience peak in a frame (S1), (4) the relat-
ive salience of the melody peak in comparison to the mean salience of the 3 highest
peaks (S3). The latter quantifies thus the ability of a method to make the melody pitch
more salient than the rest of the peaks, which is a key property of a melody-oriented
salience function.
These evaluation metrics are frame-based, and they are not affected by the perform-
ance of the salience function in unvoiced frames. However, in a melody-oriented
pitch salience function, pitch salience should be zero in unvoiced frames, especially if
the voicing detection algorithm depends on the salience function. This is the case of
Salamon & Gómez (2012), since voicing detection depends on the contours’ salience,
which is derived from the pitch salience function.
We propose an evaluation measure to capture both the relative salience in comparison
to other peaks in the same frame, and the ratio between the melody salience and
the maximum salience in unvoiced frames, motivated by the salience peak filtering
step in the contour formation process in (Salamon & Gómez, 2012). As previously
introduced in 2.5.3, after computing the peaks of the salience function, a filtering
process is carried out in two stages. First, peaks are filtered on a per-frame basis by
comparing their salience to that of the highest peak. Second, the salience mean µS
and standard deviation σS of the remaining peaks (in all frames) are computed. Peaks
with salience below µS− τσ ·σS are then filtered out. We thus propose the use of the
Relative Voiced Salience (RVS) metric, in order to measure the difference between the
salience in time-frequency bins corresponding to melody pitches, and the mean value
of the maximum salience peaks in both voiced and unvoiced frames.
RVS =
mean((SMel− M¯Si))
σ(MSi)
(4.1)
SMel = S(k, i),where{k, i} ∈Mel (4.2)
M¯Si =
∑maxk(S(k, i))
L
(4.3)
where S corresponds to the pitch salience matrix, k corresponds to the frequency index
(bin), i corresponds to the frame number, Mel corresponds to the sequence of time-
frequency bins {k, i} containing melody pitches and L is the total number of frames.
Finally we propose the metric PDD (Probability Density function Discontiguity) to
measure how separated the distribution of saliences of melody pitches is, in compar-
ison to the distribution of maximum saliences in unvoiced frames. The motivation
for this metric is that, the more separated the distributions are, the easier will be to
distinguish between voiced and unvoiced frames (containing a melody pitch or not,
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respectively). We just consider the maximum salience on each unvoiced frame be-
cause low salience peaks will be removed during the initial frame-based peak filtering
stage. To compute PDD, we first estimate the probability density function (pdf) of the
salience of melody pitches, using Gaussian kernels:
pm(S) = pdf (SMel) (4.4)
and the pdf of the maximum salience values in unvoiced frames:
pu(S) = pdf (maxk(S(k, iu))), iU = i ∈U (4.5)
where U represents the set of unvoiced frames (with no annotated melody pitch). We
then calculate the area of intersection of the distributions pm and pu, and PDD is
finally computed as
PDD = 1−
∫
(pm(S)∩ pu(S))dS,PDD ∈ [0,1] (4.6)
The higher the overlap between pm(S) and pu(S), the lower the value of this metric.
The higher the value of PDD the more separated the distributions are, and thus, the
easier will be to differentiate voiced from unvoiced frames.
4.2.4 Results
Figure 4.6 shows the evaluation results. In order to have an idea of the variance
between excerpts, we compute the mean value of the frame-based metrics for each
excerpt, and we then visualise evaluation results from all excerpts with a boxplot.
The box shows the quartiles of the data, and the whiskers extend to show the rest
of the distribution (except for points that are determined to be “outliers”). The line
inside each box represents the median, and the mean value is represented with a star
sign. Boxes are plotted with a “notch” to indicate the 95% confidence interval for the
median.
Before analysing the results, we would like to note that the normalisations and energy
weighting performed in the proposed EW salience function do not affect the frame-
based (pitch and salience) evaluation metrics. Any difference in results between EW
and H f0 is thus only due to the proposed Gaussian filtering performed in each frame
of the salience function. However, the proposed non frame-based voicing estimation
measures are affected by all steps.
The lowest median frequency error (∆ fm) is obtained with CB, but differences amongst
all approaches are not significant on MedleyDB (with both melody definitions). In the
case of Orchset, H f0 and the proposed methods obtain lower errors than HS. Note that
on Orchset, results do not really represent the difference from the closest salience
peak and the real melody pitch, since melody notes are played by orchestral sections,
and individual instruments contributing to the melody are playing slightly different
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Figure 4.6: Salience function evaluation results a) Orchset. b) MedleyDB with the MEL2
definition c) MedleyDB with the MEL1 definition. Mean values represented with a star. Pro-
posed methods correspond to CB and EW
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pitches. Additionally, ground truth pitches in Orchset are actually quantized at the
semitone level, since they are derived from MIDI notes, without tuning information.
With regard to salience related metrics, we observe that the reciprocal rank RRm of
EW and CB is higher than the rest. We also observe that HS performs better on
MedleyDB than on Orchset, while H f0 behaves similarly in both datasets. The per-
formance of CB is higher than EW on MedleyDB, presumably because of the synergy
obtained when combining two salience functions. In the case of Orchset, the perform-
ance of the combination (CB) in comparison to EW is decreased since HS does not
perform as well as H f0 in orchestral data.
HS obtains the highest mean value of S1 for MEL2 on MedleyDB, however best S3
results are obtained with CB. As previously introduced, S1 compares the salience of
the melody peak and the highest salience peak in a frame. S3 measures if the melody
peak stands out from the other peaks of the salience function and by how much. These
results show that HS achieves a high S1 score because the highest salience peaks do
not actually present a high difference between them (the value of both S1 and S3 are
close to one). HS obtains a median S3 of less than 1 on Orchset, which attending to
the definition of the metric, means that (in average) the salience of the melody peak
is smaller than the mean of the three highest peaks. H f0 on the other hand presents
a higher difference between the melody peak and the following most salient peaks.
Finally, with regard to the proposed metrics RVS and PDD, highest values are obtained
for all datasets with the proposed salience functions.
We thus conclude that the proposed salience functions reduce the estimation error
of the melody pitch frequency (∆ fm) but not significantly with respect to the com-
pared approaches. However, our approaches increase the salience of the melody pitch
above the rest of concurrent pitches, particularly CB. Finally, PDD and RVS addi-
tionally show that the proposed salience functions are better at increasing the salience
in melody pitches in comparison to the salience of unvoiced frames. This is a very
important property of salience functions which are used for melody extraction using
pitch contours.
4.3 Pitch contour creation
In this section, we use pitch contour formation and characterisation to create pitch
contours from the proposed salience functions. The pitch contour formation process
is proposed in (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), and summarised in Section 2.5.1, but we
recall here the effect of the contour formation parameters, and describe our experi-
mental setup.
4.3.1 Pitch contour formation
The first step in the contour creation process deals with detecting the peaks of the
salience function. Then, non-salient peaks are filtered to minimise the creation of
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noise contours. Peaks are first filtered on a per-frame basis: peaks below a threshold
factor τ+ of the highest salience peak in the frame are filtered out. The effect of this
parameter is clear: the lower the value, the more peaks will remain in a given frame. In
the second peak filtering stage, the salience mean µs and salience standard deviation
σs of all remaining peaks (in all frames) are computed. Remaining peaks, with a
salience below µs− τσ ·σs are filtered. Therefore, τσ controls the accepted degree
of deviation below mean salience: the higher the value, the more peaks will remain.
The first filter ensures that the remaining peaks in a given frame are predominant,
while the second filter helps reducing voicing false alarms. Peaks which are close to
each other are then grouped into contours, following auditory streaming cues. In this
process, small gaps in time are allowed, if they don’t exceed a certain length (tc). Also
small gaps in frequency are allowed if they are smaller than a certain pitch distance
(dp).
4.3.2 Pitch contour characterisation
Pitch contours are characterised by the following set of features: duration, pitch (mean
and standard deviation), salience (mean and standard deviation), and total salience,
following (Salamon & Gómez, 2012). In Section 4.6 we propose and evaluate novel
features for pitch contour characterisation, related to tonal, timbre and spatial inform-
ation, but experiments in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 are conducted with the initial
set of features.
Note that in our methods we do not exploit vibrato related characteristics, since pre-
liminary experiments showed that they do not produce any significant variation in
melody extraction results. This is also in agreement with the findings by Bittner et al.
(2015), which show that vibrato features are by a large margin the least important ones
for distinguishing melodic from non-melodic contours, in comparison to the rest of
pitch contour features proposed by Salamon & Gómez (2012). In their experiments,
they obtained that the presence of vibrato contributed to discriminating only around
.03% of the training examples in their experiments on MedleyDB. In the same article,
they mentioned that vibrato features considerably worsen melody extraction results
for the generative model proposed by Salamon et al. (2012a).
4.3.3 Experimental setup
Unless otherwise stated, the results of the proposed methods in this chapter are repor-
ted with the same parameters values as Salamon & Gómez (2012) (τ+= 0.9, τσ = 0.9,
dp= 80 cents), except for the maximum allowed gap in a contour, which we set to
tc = 50 ms (instead of 100 ms). An analysis of the effect of this and other parameters is
presented in Section 4.4.4. Before using the created contours within complete melody
extraction methods, we compute the pitch contour recall as Bittner et al. (2015). To
do so, we measure the amount of reference melody that is covered by the extracted
contours in terms of pitch overlap, by selecting the best possible f0 curve from them.
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HS CB EW
MEL1 .60 (.22) .65 (.20) .64 (.19)
MEL2 .59 (.20) .64 (.18) .63 (.18)
Orchset .45 (.21) .58 (.18) .68 (.19)
Table 4.2: Amount of reference melody covered by contours from HS, CB and EW.
4.3.4 Results
Table 4.2 presents melody coverage results, computed for contours created with three
different salience functions: Harmonic Summation (HS), and the proposed salience
functions (CB and EW). These results represent the highest raw pitch accuracy that
could be obtained by any melody extraction method using these sets of contours. The
pitch contour formation process is thus also a very important step in contour-based
melody extraction methods. The difference between salience functions is more no-
ticeable in Orchset: HS obtains .45 while the proposed methods reach a much higher
coverage, especially EW (.68). The highest coverage of MEL1 and MEL2 (Med-
leyDB) is obtained with CB, but is still relatively small, reaching only a maximum
RPA of .65. On the one hand, the contour formation process sets a maximum limit on
RPA, but on the other hand, it helps reducing voicing false alarms. Note that the res-
ults of each method depend on the parametrisation used in the contour creation stage
(Salamon & Gómez, 2012), since more relaxed thresholds would lead to the creation
of a higher amount of contours, and therefore to a higher melody coverage. In fact,
it would be straightforward to create a method with maximum coverage, by simply
creating contours on all time-frequency bins. However, melody decoding would be
almost impossible, due to the very low precision in the contour creation stage.
4.4 Melody extraction based on pitch contour selection
4.4.1 Method
After studying salience functions results, we focus on complete melody extraction
methods, in order to verify if the combination of source-filter models with pitch
contour-based melody tracking leads to any improvements. In this section, we pro-
pose two methods that exploit the pitch salience functions proposed in Section 4.2 for
pitch contour creation. From the extracted contours, we track the melody by means
of a rule-based selection process (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), which we introduced
in Section 2.5.3 as Pitch Contour Selection (PCS). Our contribution with respect to
Salamon & Gómez (2012) is therefore an improved pitch salience function. We also
consider a simple method which performs a Combination of Pitch and Voicing (CPV)
directly from the output of two algorithms: estimated pitches from DUR (Durrieu
et al., 2010) and voicing estimation from SAL (Salamon & Gómez, 2012), motivated
by their respective accuracies in both tasks (see Section 4.1)
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Salience Tracking Voicing
DUR (Durrieu et al., 2010) H f0 Vit(S) Energy threshold
SAL, ESS (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) HS PCS Salience-based
BIT (Bittner et al., 2015) HS PCC+Vit(C) Probability-based
CBS HS·H f0 PCS Salience-based
EWS EW PCS Salience-based
CPV HS, H f0 PCS, Vit(S) Salience-based
CBC HS·H f0 PCC+Vit(C) Probability-based
Table 4.3: Overview of the melody extraction methods evaluated in this chapter. SIMM:
Smoothed Instantaneous Mixture Model (source-Filter model), HS: Harmonic Summation,
Vit(S): Viterbi decoding on salience function, Vit(C): Viterbi decoding on contours, PCS:
Pitch Contour Selection, PCC: Pitch Contour Classification.
4.4.2 Experimental setup
We denote our methods based on Pitch Contour Selection as EWS and CBS, which
exploit our novel salience functions EW and CB respectively. We now compare these
approaches against the state-of-the-art methods exploited in this thesis: Durrieu et al.
(2010) (DUR), and Salamon & Gómez (2012) method, which corresponds to both
SAL (Vamp plugin implementation) and ESS (Essentia implementation). The latter
acts as our baseline since it uses the same contour creation implementation as our
methods. SAL is evaluated with both the default voicing parameter value (ν = 0.2)
and with a manually tuned value (SAL*), which leads to the best results of this ap-
proach. The chosen value is ν =−1 for MedleyDB (optimised for MEL1) and ν = 1.4
for Orchset. As introduced in Section 2.5.3 parameter ν controls the amount of con-
tours that are filtered out. The higher the value, the more contours will be kept, and
therefore the higher the number of frames estimated as voiced. An overview of all
melody extraction methods evaluated in this section and Section 4.5 is provided in
Table 4.3.
4.4.3 Results
Figure 4.7 shows the obtained results for all metrics, in both Orchset and MedleyDB
with both melody definitions. Table 4.4 , Table 4.5 and 4.6 present numeric results.
We observe that CBS achieves the highest overall accuracy in both datasets. The
difference in OA with EWS is however not significant (dependent t-test, significance
level α = .05) in any of the datasets. We recall that CBS is based on the salience
function CB, which adapts H f0 for contour formation, by combining it with HS. EWS
is based on EW, which uses H f0 and an initial estimate of the energy of the melody.
Both of them use the same pitch creation algorithm and pitch contour selection for
melody decoding.
Pitch related accuracies are similar in MedleyDB for both approaches, but the differ-
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Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
EWS .2 .67 (.14) .28 (.12) .62 (.21) .70 (.16) .60 (.15)
CBS .2 .68 (.15) .29 (.12) .63 (.21) .71 (.16) .61 (.15)
CPV .2 .71 (.15) .31 (.13) .65 (.21) .73 (.16) .57 (.14)
ESS .2 .72 (.13) .33 (.12) .55 (.25) .67 (.19) .55 (.17)
DUR - 1.00 (.01) .95 (.05) .65 (.21) .73 (.16) .36 (.16)
SAL .2 .78 (.13) .38 (.14) .54 (.27) .68 (.19) .54 (.17)
SAL* -1 .57 (.21) .20 (.12) .52 (.26) .68 (.19) .57 (.18)
Table 4.4: Mean results (and standard deviation) on MedleyDB - MEL1. Parameter ν refers
to the voicing threshold used in the methods based on pitch-contour selection. The sign *
refers to the results obtained with the best ν .
Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
EWS .2 .63 (.13) .24 (.09) .61 (.18) .69 (.14) .59 (.14)
CBS .2 .65 (.14) .24 (.09) .62 (.19) .70 (.14) .60 (.15)
CPV .2 .68 (.14) .27 (.11) .64 (.18) .72 (.14) .56 (.13)
ESS .2 .69 (.12) .28 (.10) .53 (.22) .65 (.17) .54 (.17)
DUR - .99 (.01) .95 (.06) .64 (.18) .72 (.14) .42 (.14)
SAL .2 .76 (.12) .33 (.12) .52 (.24) .66 (.17) .53 (.17)
Table 4.5: Mean results (and standard deviation) on MedleyDB - MEL2. Parameter ν refers
to the voicing threshold used in the methods based on pitch-contour selection.
ence in RPA is significant on MEL1 (p = .03). The difference is larger in Orchset,
where EWS obtains higher pitch estimation accuracies (RPA, RCA). This is due to
the fact that EWS uses exclusively H f0 for pitch estimation, while CBS combines this
salience function with HS. As we have seen in Chapter 3, HS does not perform as
well as H f0 in the orchestral dataset, and thus the pitch estimation accuracy obtained
without combining both salience functions (EW) is higher. Voicing related metrics are
relatively similar in both methods for MedleyDB, but CBS presents less false alarms
in Orchset.
In comparison with the rest of approaches, we first observe that both proposed meth-
ods yield a significantly higher OA than ESS (baseline), for both datasets and both
melody definitions. OA is also higher in comparison to the alternative approaches,
for both MEL1 and MEL2 on MedleyDB. In the case of Orchset, only DUR yields
a higher OA than the proposed methods, partially due to a very high recall. Note
that DUR always obtains almost perfect recall on all datasets, but also very high false
alarm rates, since this method outputs most frames as voiced. The influence of this
fact on the overall accuracy depends on the amount of voiced frames of the dataset.
Since Orchset mostly contains voiced frames (93.7%), it is beneficial for DUR, in
contrast with MedleyDB, which contains full songs with large unvoiced portions, and
therefore false alarms considerably reduce OA. CPV obtains lower overall accuracies
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Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
EWS .2 .52 (.09) .37 (.21) .65 (.20) .78 (.13) .41 (.15)
CBS .2 .53 (.10) .29 (.16) .58 (.19) .71 (.14) .41 (.16)
CPV .2 .49 (.21) .43 (.28) .67 (.20) .80 (.12) .34 (.16)
ESS .2 .51 (.09) .33 (.18) .30 (.23) .55 (.19) .21 (.18)
DUR - 1.00 (.00) .99 (.09) .66 (.20) .80 (.12) .62 (.20)
SAL .2 .60 (.09) .40 (.23) .28 (.25) .57 (.21) .23 (.19)
SAL* 1.4 .81 (.07) .57 (.25) .30 (.26) .57 (.21) .29 (.23)
Table 4.6: Mean results (and standard deviation) on Orchset. Parameter ν refers to the voicing
threshold used in the methods based on pitch-contour selection. The sign * refers to the results
obtained with the best v.
than the proposed methods. This is especially evident in Orchset, due to the reduced
voicing estimation recall.
The proposed approaches achieve a slightly but significantly lower RPA in compar-
ison to DUR. This is actually related to the previously observed fact that DUR estim-
ates most frames as voiced. Even though RPA is considered a pitch related metric,
it is also affected by voicing estimation, since it compares estimated pitches with
voiced ground truth pitches. If some of the melody contours are not created, or are
erroneously filtered (e.g. due to a lower salience in comparison to the rest of the con-
tours), this will affect both voicing related metrics and pitch related metrics. This is
the case for our proposed methods EWS and CBS: while many frames are correctly
identified as unvoiced, some contours which correspond to the melody are filtered or
simply not created, which decreases pitch related accuracies. However, reducing the
voicing false alarm rate helps achieving a better overall accuracy.
SAL and ESS obtain significantly lower pitch related accuracies (RPA, RCA) than the
proposed methods, especially in orchestral material. Given that the only difference
between them is the salience function, we can conclude that the accuracy improve-
ment is due to our contributions to the salience function design presented in Section
4.2. This was expected from results in Section 4.2.4, which showed that our novel
salience functions are able to make the melody pitch more salient.
We would like to note that the difference between RCA and RPA is much higher in
SAL than in the proposed methods, especially on Orchset. This shows that the kind of
signal representation underneath our salience functions is very effective at reducing
the amount of octave errors (Durrieu et al., 2011; Goto, 2004).
As expected, pitch related metrics (RPA, RCA) are about the same for CPV and DUR
(they output the same pitches). This simple combination is already able to signific-
antly improve overall accuracy results on MedleyDB in comparison to all evaluated
state-of-the-art approaches except SAL, thanks to the highest pitch estimation accur-
acy obtained by DUR, and a low VFA. However, OA results are not as high as with
DUR on Orchset, due to the lower recall.
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation results for MedleyDB with both MEL1 and MEL2 definitions and
Orchset. “SAL*” denotes the results obtained with SAL with ν = −1 for MedleyDB and
ν = 1.4 for Orchset. Proposed methods correspond to EWS, CBS and CPV.
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The benefits of combining a source-filter model and a pitch contour based tracking
method have become evident by now, and each of the proposed combination ap-
proaches has its advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage of CPV is its
simplicity, and that it obtains as good RPA as DUR, which always obtains high scores
in all datasets. The main disadvantage is that the contour creation process from SAL
does not take advantage of the benefits of the pitch salience from DUR. This is the
reason why it becomes important to integrate the source-filter model into the pitch
contour creation process, as performed in CBS and CBC. One difficulty of the integ-
ration is that the salience function based on a source-filter model from DUR needs to
be adapted to the pitch contour creation framework. However, we have seen in this
section that this improves overall accuracy in both MedleyDB and Orchset.
4.4.4 Parameter tuning
Previous results can be further improved by adapting melody extraction parameters,
initially designed to work with harmonic summation approaches, to the proposed sa-
lience functions, datasets, and melody definitions.
In this section, we first analyse the influence of Gaussian filtering (see Figure 4.3) on
the complete melody extraction method CBS, by suppressing it from the pitch salience
creation process. The effect is quite small on MedleyDB, but it helps improving pitch
estimation on Orchset (4% points). This could be due to the small differences in the
pitch played by the individual instruments contributing to the melody. As previously
observed with the salience function evaluation results, by smoothing H f0 we are able
to make more salient the pitches of the notes played by orchestral sections in unison.
There are other parameters which affect different parts of the method. Figure 4.8
shows the effect of the number of iterations when computing H f0 (Niter), which affects
the salience function creation; maximum allowed gap in the contour (tc∈{50,75,100}
ms), which affects the contour formation process (see Section 2.5.1), and the voicing
tolerance parameter (ν ∈ {−1, .2,1,1.4}), related to the final selection of melody con-
tours (see Section 2.5.3). For the sake of clarity, we only show results from CBS, since
the highest overall accuracy was obtained with this method. Results obtained with the
rest of evaluated state-of-the-art methods are also presented, including the effect of
the number of iterations Niter on Durrieu’s approach (DUR).
The best results in vocal music are obtained with few iterations, but complex data
(such as instrumental, and especially orchestral music) benefits from a higher number
of iterations. In any case, the influence of pitch salience creation parameters is rel-
atively small in comparison to the influence of pitch contour formation parameters.
For instance, OA generally increases when the maximum gap between pitches in a
contour is decreased from 100 ms to 50 ms in MedleyDB. This may be related to the
noise added in unvoiced frames by the SIMM, which can partially be filtered in the
contour creation process. In the case of Orchset, the OA is higher when we allow a
larger gap (100ms instead of 50 ms), since this increases the amount of coverage by
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the created contours, which is especially convenient in this dataset, since it is mainly
voiced.
The effect of the voicing parameter (ν) is evident: a higher value increases the voicing
threshold and less contours are filtered, which is beneficial in Orchset. Setting a lower
threshold is beneficial in MedleyDB with the MEL1 definition, since the amount of
voiced frames is smaller. Default peak filtering parameter values (τσ , τ+) provided
good results in MedleyDB, but OA can be increased up to 60% in Orchset, by increas-
ing τσ from 0.9 to 1.3 with ν = 1.4. This allows a higher difference in salience below
the salience mean during pitch contour creation, which is appropriate to deal with the
larger dynamic range in classical music.
Regarding instrumentation, OA in MedleyDB vocal music is higher than in instru-
mental, but with the proposed method, we increased it in about 10 and 8 percentage
points (pp) over the baseline (ESS) respectively. The improvement is even more evid-
ent in Orchset. According to the results, we can conclude that our salience function
leads to a better accuracy than HS, for both single instruments and instrument sec-
tions.
CBS obtains 25 percentage points (pp) higher OA in MedleyDB (with the MEL1
definition, see Figure 4.8) compared to DUR, and slightly worse in Orchset (around
4 pp with the best parameters mentioned). Additionally, CBS generally needs less
iterations (Niter) compared to DUR to achieve the best results, which is very positive
given the high computational cost of the estimation algorithm. In comparison to the
approach by Salamon et al., we obtain 5 and 30 pp higher accuracy in MedleyDB
(with the MEL1 definition) and Orchset respectively, using the best voicing parameter
for each dataset in both algorithms (CBS and SAL*). This corresponds to about 10%
and 100% relative increase, due to the low accuracy of SAL in Orchset.
The selection of parameters has been performed manually, but it could be done auto-
matically by selecting the best performing configuration in a training set. Another
possibility is to use a pitch contour classification approach (Bittner et al., 2015), by
training a classifier to distinguish between melody and non-melody pitch contours
using the proposed salience function based on a source-filter model, as described in
Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.9: SDR source separation metric, when using Durrieu’s source separation method
with the original melody extraction (DUR), and with our proposed method, with 3 different
values of the voicing parameter (ν)
4.4.5 Evaluation in the context of source separation
In this section, we study the effect of our method based on pitch contour selection
on a framework for the separation of the lead instrument and accompaniment. The
experiments are based on the separation approach by Durrieu et al. (2010), which
requires an initial melody estimation stage.
We give the melody extracted with our CBS method as input to the separation al-
gorithm, and compare the results against using the original melody estimate. We use
the source separation evaluation framework and metrics described in (Vincent et al.,
2006; Emiya et al., 2011): Source to Distortion Ratio (SDR), Source to Interference
Ratio (SIR), and Source to Artifacts Ratio (SAR). SDR measures the overall quality of
the separation, ISR is related to the spatial reconstruction of the sources, SIR is related
to rejection of the interferences, and SAR to the absence of distortions and artifacts.
Such evaluation requires that the mix corresponds to the instantaneous mixture of the
sources.
In our case, we evaluate the separation of the mix into lead and accompaniment, and
thus need to create these tracks, using the stems. We create a subset of the original
MedleyDB dataset, which corresponds to the songs without bleed between stems,
and which have only one melodic source (according to the metadata associated to
each track in MedleyDB). Additionally, the longest file is discarded since during our
experiments the separation has not been possible with Durrieu’s separation method,
due to the excessive use of RAM, which produced memory errors. While it would
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be possible to run the separation on smaller parts, the results would be different,
as the algorithm requires the whole signal to estimate the parameters and compute
the separation. This makes a total of 51 files, both vocal and instrumental, which
were used for the evaluation. The list of files used in this evaluation is presented in
Appendix B.
We evaluate the separation results for three different values of the voicing parameter
in our method, and compare them with the original method by Durrieu (DUR). The
proposed method leads to an improvement of the overall quality of the separation, for
both melody and accompaniment, measured by the SDR metric, as shown in Figure
4.9. Our method obtains a median SDR value for vocals separation of 2.7 with both
(ν = 0.2 and ν = 1), while the median SDR with Durrieu’s approach is 1.4. In the case
of the accompaniment, the highest SDR is 9.3, which is obtained by our method with
ν = 0.2, while DUR reaches 8.8. Results for other metrics are presented in Figure
4.10, which shows that DUR obtains the lowest SIR on the separation of the melody.
This is due to the fact that it tends to estimate most frames as voiced. Similarly,
our method reduces the SIR with lower values of ν , since it reduces the amount of
contours considered as melody. However, in the case of the accompaniment, DUR
will have less interference from the melody, since it is performing the separation in
most frames.
4.5 Melody extraction based on pitch contour classification
4.5.1 Method
We have seen that pitch salience functions based on source-filter models help im-
proving a melody tracking method based on heuristic rules. However, such tracking
method has some disadvantages: rules need to be manually defined, they are not valid
for any kind of musical data, and it is difficult to add new features which may improve
melody extraction accuracy, since additional rules should be created. As introduced
in Section 2.5.4, several approaches have been proposed to avoid heuristic rules for
contour-based melody tracking (Salamon et al., 2012a; Bittner et al., 2015). Bittner
et al. (2015) concluded that the use of random forest outperforms the multivariate
Gaussians proposed by Salamon et al. (2012a), and additionally, it is scalable to a
much larger feature set.
In this section we propose the use of CB together with a melody tracking method
based on pitch contour classification (using a random forest classifier), and study
its advantages over the use of HS as salience function. We also analyse the differ-
ence between pitch contour selection (PCS) and pitch contour classification (PCC)
for melody tracking, comparing four different methods. The first one (CBS) is based
on the creation of pitch contours from CB, and employs pitch contour selection as the
tracking method. The second one (CBC) combines CB with pitch contour creation
from (Salamon & Gómez, 2012) and the contour classification strategy from (Bittner
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Figure 4.10: ISR, SAR and SIR source separation metrics, when using Durrieu’s source sep-
aration method. with the original melody extraction (DUR), and with our proposed method,
with 3 different voicing parameters
et al., 2015). Apart from the proposed methods (CBS, CBC), we also analyse the res-
ults obtained with Salamon & Gómez (2012), and Bittner et al. (2015) (BIT), which is
the same approach as CBC but using HS as pitch salience function. Table 4.3 provides
an overview of their main building blocks. As in Section 4.4, we include results from
original implementation of Salamon & Gómez (2012) in MELODIA (SAL), and the
implementation in the Essentia library (ESS), since our methods build on top of the
latter.
4.5.2 Experimental setup
The evaluation is carried out using MedleyDB and Orchset datasets, following the
standard MIREX evaluation methodology. The proposed combination methods (CBS,
CBC), BIT and ESS use the same same set of pitch contours, since in our experiments
they are all created with the same implementation (using Essentia), and with the same
contour creation parameters and pitch contour characteristics (see Section 4.3). We
recall that the pitch contour characteristics employed are: duration, pitch (mean and
standard deviation), salience (mean and standard deviation), and total salience.
For the evaluation of classification-based methods (CBC, BIT), we follow Bittner
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et al. (2015), and create train/test splits using an “artist-conditional” random partition
on MedleyDB. For Orchset we create a “movement-conditional” random partition,
meaning that all excerpts from the same movement must be used in the same subset:
either for training or for testing. Datasets are randomly split into a training, validation
and test sets with roughly 63%, 12%, and 25% of the songs/excerpts in the dataset,
respectively. This partitioning is chosen so as to have a training set that is as large
as possible while retaining enough data in the validation and test sets for results to
be meaningful. In order to account for the variance of the results, we repeat each
experiment with five different randomized splits in the case of MedleyDB, and 10
splits in the case of Orchset, given the smaller size of the dataset.
Similarly to previous sections, we set the same frequency limit for all algorithms:
fmin = 55 Hz and fmax = 1760 Hz. The number of bins per semitone is 10, and the
hop size was 128 samples, which corresponds to around 2.9 ms, given a sampling rate
of 44100 Hz.
4.5.3 Results
Results for all evaluated algorithms are presented in Figure 4.11. Table 4.7 and Table
4.8 present numeric results for MedleyDB (MEL1 and MEL2 respectively) and Table
4.9 for Orchset.
Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
CBS .2 .68 (.15) .29 (.12) .63 (.21) .71 (.16) .61 (.15)
CBC - .73 (.16) .38 (.17) .58 (.23) .63 (.20) .59 (.15)
ESS .2 .72 (.13) .33 (.12) .55 (.25) .67 (.19) .55 (.17)
BIT - .83 (.10) .51 (.14) .52 (.22) .63 (.19) .49 (.15)
SAL .2 .78 (.13) .38 (.14) .54 (.27) .68 (.19) .54 (.17)
SAL* -1.0 .57 (.21) .20 (.12) .52 (.26) .68 (.19) .57 (.18)
Table 4.7: Comparison of methods based on pitch contour classification and pitch contour
selection. Mean results (and standard deviation) on MedleyDB - MEL1. Parameter ν refers
to the voicing threshold used in methods based on pitch-contour selection.
Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
CBS 0.2 .65 (.14) .24 (.09) .62 (.19) .70 (.14) .60 (.15)
CBC - .76 (.13) .37 (.16) .58 (.19) .65 (.16) .59 (.14)
ESS 0.2 .69 (.12) .28 (.10) .53 (.22) .65 (.17) .54 (.17)
BIT - .80 (.10) .43 (.14) .50 (.20) .61 (.16) .51 (.14)
SAL 0.2 .76 (.12) .33 (.12) .52 (.24) .66 (.17) .53 (.17)
Table 4.8: Comparison of methods based on pitch contour classification (CBC, BIT) and pitch
contour selection (the rest). Mean results (and standard deviation) on MedleyDB - MEL2.
Parameter ν refers to the voicing threshold used in methods based on pitch-contour selection.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between approaches based on pitch contour selection and pitch
contour classification. Results for all metrics, for MedleyDB with both MEL1 and MEL2
definitions and Orchset. “SAL*” denotes the results obtained with SAL with ν = −1 for
MedleyDB and ν = 1.4 for Orchset
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Method ν VR VFA RPA RCA OA
CBS 0.2 .53 (.10) .29 (.16) .58 (.19) .71 (.14) .41 (.16)
CBC - .74 (.12) .42 (.22) .54 (.20) .67 (.14) .54 (.19)
ESS 0.2 .51 (.09) .33 (.18) .30 (.23) .55 (.19) .21 (.18)
BIT - .63 (.16) .37 (.22) .32 (.19) .51 (.16) .35 (.18)
SAL 0.2 .60 (.09) .40 (.23) .28 (.25) .57 (.21) .23 (.19)
SAL* 1.4 .81 (.07) .57 (.25) .30 (.26) .57 (.21) .29 (.23)
Table 4.9: Comparison of methods based on pitch contour classification (CBC, BIT) and pitch
contour selection (the rest). Mean results (and standard deviation) on Orchset. Parameter ν
refers to the voicing threshold used in methods based on pitch-contour selection.
The first remark is that the proposed classification based method (CBC) yields a stat-
istically significantly (t-test, significance level α = .05) higher overall accuracy (OA)
than SAL for both datasets and both melody definitions. The exception is in MEL1,
in the case of SAL* (SAL with a voicing threshold optimised for MEL1): CBC-SAL*
(p = .48). For the MEL2 definition CBS and CBC yield an OA that is significantly
higher than all compared approaches. In the case of Orchset, CBC is also significantly
better than CBS and the rest of approaches in terms of OA.
Salamon’s approach (SAL, ESS) and Bittner’s (BIT) perform relatively similarly on
MedleyDB (the difference in OA is only significant on MEL1), but the usefulness
of Bittner’s classification-based method becomes evident on Orchset: with the same
candidate contours as ESS, the OA increases considerably. This classification-based
method is thus partially able to learn the characteristics of melody contours in orches-
tral music. As we previously introduced, Orchset is characterized by a higher melodic
pitch range compared to most melody extraction datasets which often focus on sung
melodies.
Regarding the use of the CB salience function instead of HS, we obtain similar con-
clusions as in the case of pitch contour selection. CBC provides a higher accuracy in
comparison to BIT, showing that the proposed salience function improves melody ex-
traction results also when combined with a pitch contour classification method. Once
again, this is particularly evident in orchestral music.
By comparing the results of CBS and CBC we can assess the influence of the pitch
tracking strategy, as both methods use the same contours as input, but CBS is based
on a rule-based melody tracking (Pitch Contour Selection), and CBC on a data-driven
approach (Pitch Contour Classification). In MedleyDB, there is no significant differ-
ence between both methods in terms of overall accuracy, but the contour classification
based method (CBC) has a higher voicing recall for both melody definitions, and CBS
presents a lower VFA. This agrees with the findings from Bittner et al. (2015) who also
compared between both pitch tracking strategies using HS as salience function. In the
case of Orchset, the difference in OA is evident between CBS-CBC, since the classi-
fication based approach tends to classify most frames as voiced, which is beneficial
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when evaluating on this dataset, which is mainly voiced. As we saw in Section 4.4.4,
we can increase the voicing tolerance parameter in CBS to improve OA results on
Orchset.
Results show higher RPA and RCA values for CBS in comparison to CBC. However,
this does not necessarily mean that the rule-based method has a better pitch estima-
tion than the classification-based method. The reason of the higher value of RPA is
because CBC does not guess “unvoiced” pitches, while CBS provides pitch estim-
ates with a negative value when the frame is estimated as unvoiced. As introduced
in Section 2.7.2, negative pitch estimations also count in the computation of the pitch
estimation accuracy. We recall that voicing estimation in the contour classification
method (Bittner et al., 2015) is based on filtering pitch contours with a low likeli-
hood of being melodic. It would be straightforward to improve RPA and RCA results
of the classification method, by giving a negative pitch estimate in the frames where
contours have a low likelihood of being melodic. Such frames would be guessed as
unvoiced, but pitch related accuracies would benefit of the unvoiced guess, in compar-
ison to setting the melody estimate in those frames to 0. In any case, RPA is limited by
the contour creation process: as we saw in Section 4.3 created contours are not able
to cover all the annotated melody for any dataset or melody definition, which limits
both the total melody recall and pitch related accuracies.
The most important difference between CBS and CBC is that CBC allows training a
model to fit the characteristics of a dataset, avoiding parameter tuning in rule-based
approaches. For instance, the set of rules from Salamon & Gómez (2012) used in
CBS and SAL are not tuned to orchestral music, which explains why they obtain a
lower OA on Orchset with the default parameters, in comparison to the data-driven
methods (CBC and BIT respectively). Furthermore, if the salience function used
is HS, the rule-based method does not reach the overall accuracy obtained with the
classification based method (BIT) on Orchset, even with the best voicing parameter
choice (SAL*).
4.6 Extended contour characterisation
One of the advantages of data-driven in comparison to heuristics-based approaches
is that it is easier to include additional features, since we do not need to manually
create rules to consider them. In Section 4.5 we used a Random Forest Classifier to
automatically learn rules from a training dataset to discriminate between melodic and
non-melodic contours, based on the following set of pitch contour features: duration,
pitch (mean and standard deviation), salience (mean and standard deviation), and total
salience. We denote this set as the default (DEF) feature combination.
In this section we propose a novel set of pitch contour features (ϕ) related to timbre,
spatial and tonal information. We first introduce each of the features, and then analyse
their distributions for melodic and non-melodic pitch contours. Finally, we present the
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results obtained when including them in a melody extraction method based on pitch
contour classification.
4.6.1 Timbre features
We have so far implicitly exploited timbre information during the estimation of the CB
pitch salience function, by means of a source-filter model. However, we claim that
the filter matrix computed when estimating the pitch salience function (see Figure
4.2) would also be useful to discriminate melodic from non-melodic contours, since
it represents an estimate of the lead instrument’s spectral envelope.
As introduced in Section 2.4.4, the lead instrument is modelled as: Xˆv = XΦ ◦X f0 ,
where X f0 corresponds to the source, XΦ to the filter, and the symbol ◦ denotes the
Hadamard (element-wise) product. The filter matrix XΦ has a size of FxN (where F
corresponds to the number of frequency bins of the spectrogram and N to the number
of frames).
We propose a set of timbre features for the characterisation of pitch contours, based
on the well-known Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) (Davis & Mer-
melstein, 1980; Logan et al., 2000) where instead of using input spectrum as input,
we consider the spectral envelope which is learnt in the filter matrix (XΦ). A 13 coef-
ficient MFCC vector (vMFCC) is computed for each frame i (each column of the filter
matrix), as:
vMFCC[i] = MFCC(XΦ[k, i]) (4.7)
where k = 0, ..,F and i ∈ [is, ie], where is and ie correspond to the start and end frames
of the target pitch contour. The timbre features for each contour correspond to the
mean and standard deviation over the length of the contour ([is, ie]) of each of the
MFCCs (vcMFCC), where c ∈ [1,13]. We obtain a total of 26 timbre features:
ϕtimbre = [µ(v1MFCC),σ(v
1
MFCC), ...,µ(v
13
MFCC),σ(v
13
MFCC)] (4.8)
Note that since we have a single filter shape per frame, two contours with the same
start and end frame have the same timbre features. Therefore, such features are not
useful to differentiate between parallel contours, but our hypothesis is that they help
differentiating between voiced and unvoiced frames, therefore reducing voicing false-
alarms.
4.6.2 Spatial features
One of the tasks of music producers is to combine multiple recorded sounds into
one or more channels, which is known as mixing. When producers create stereo
or other type of multichannel music signals, it is common that they add artificial
attenuations and delays during the mixing process, in order to provide listeners with
a sense of source localization (Marxer, 2013). In contrast to other type of signals,
sources are commonly static within a music signal. Furthermore, it is also common to
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find the spatial position of certain sound sources preserved in a large set of music. For
instance, it is very common to find lead vocals positioned in the centre of the stereo
field in popular western music, or to find music instruments positioned in a similar
distribution as they would be found in a live orchestra performance.
For this reason, spatial information has been used in a variety of MIR tasks, e.g to
decompose a music signal into different source contributions (Vinyes et al., 2006;
Burred, 2009; Durrieu et al., 2010; Marxer, 2013; Ceron, 2014; Miron et al., 2016),
to estimate multiple pitches (Zhang et al., 2012), or to improve musical instrument
recognition (Bosch et al., 2012a).
In order to investigate if the localisation on the stereo field is useful to discriminate
between melodic and non-melodic pitch contours, we propose two spatial features
related with the position of the sources. To do so, we estimate the spatial location of
the elements (time-frequency pairs) that form a pitch contour, and then compute the
median value for all elements, as well as the standard deviation. The median value
is chosen instead of the mean to lower the effect of outliers. The initial step is to
compute the difference between the pitch salience functions of left (HSL) and right
(HSR) channels.
∆HS = log((HSR))− log((HSL)) (4.9)
In this case, we use HS instead of CB, since during the computation of the latter, the
salience function based on a source-filter model is normalised by frame before the
combination with HS, and therefore HS is equally useful to compute the difference in
pitch salience between channels, with a lower computational load. We then compute
the median difference in salience (∆˜HSC ) between both channels, in the time-frequency
bins of each pitch contour C , as well as the standard deviation (σ(∆HSC )).
∆˜HSC = ∆˜HS(k, i),where{k, i} ∈C (4.10)
σ(∆HSC ) = σ(∆
HS(k, i)),where{k, i} ∈C (4.11)
where k and i correspond to the frequency bin and frame number respectively. We then
map these values into the azimuth domain with the following transform function:
az(x) = 360 · atan(e
x)
pi
−90 (4.12)
and finally normalize the azimuth:
aˆz(x) = az(x)/90, aˆz ∈ [−1,1] (4.13)
Each contour C is thus characterised with two spatial features, which correspond to
the normalised azimuth value of ∆˜HSC and σ(∆
HS
C ).
ϕspatial = [aˆz(∆˜HSC ), aˆz(σ(∆
HS
C ))] (4.14)
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4.6.3 Tonal feature
We finally propose a feature related to the degree of fit of a contour in the tonality of
the excerpt. Our main motivation is that this feature may help classifying contours
which correspond to leading tones, or other passing notes which commonly belong
to the melody but are not common in the musical key of the excerpt. To compute
it, we first estimate the Harmonic Pitch Class Profile (HPCP) (Gómez, 2006) of the
excerpt with hopsize of 1024 frames, and then compute a vector with the mean value
of each pitch class across all frames vP. The computed vector gives an indication of
the tonality of the piece, and the amount of presence of all pitch classes. We then
create a vector corresponding to the pitch class histogram of the pitches present in a
given contour (vH). Finally, we compute the Pearson correlation (r) between vP and
vH , which indicates the degree of presence of the notes in a given contour in the whole
excerpt.
ϕtonal = r(vP,vH) (4.15)
4.6.4 Feature distributions
In order to inspect the potential usefulness of the proposed features for discriminating
between melodic and non-melodic contours, we analyse their distributions in the set
of contours created for all songs in our datasets (MedleyDB and Orchset). Since
we only have melody pitch annotations, and no annotations for each contour, we
consider a contour to be melodic if more than 50% of its elements overlap with the
annotated melody, or non-melodic otherwise. Figure 4.12 presents the distributions
for the vocal excerpts in MedleyDB with the MEL1 definition. Figure 4.13 presents
the disributions for MedleyDB with the MEL2 definition, and finally Figure 4.14
shows the distributions for Orchset. The visualised features include the default and
novel ones: spatial, tonal and timbre features. We only plot the mean values of the
proposed spatial and timbre features, not the standard deviations.
As expected, some of the features proposed in the literature already present differ-
ent distributions for melodic and non-melodic contours. For instance, the mean pitch
value is useful to discriminate between both classes when we restrict to vocal contours
(Figure 4.12), since melodic contours pitch values will be limited to the vocal range.
This feature could also be helpful to classify contours with a very low frequency as
non-melodic, in both symphonic music (Figure 4.14), or in MedleyDB with the MEL2
definition (Figure 4.13). Salience features (both mean and standard deviation values)
also seem useful, especially in MedleyDB. In the case of Orchset, they seem to be less
useful, possibly because of the larger dynamic range in this kind of music: as seen
in Figure 4.14, the distributions of melodic and non-melodic contours for salience re-
lated features are less differentiated that in MedleyDB (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13).
We should note that the duration and total salience features are normalised per track to
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of contour features for melody (green, solid line) and non-melody
(blue, dashed line) contours, in MedleyDB with the MEL1 definition for just vocal melodies.
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of contour features for melody (green, solid line) and non-melody
(blue, dashed line) contours, in MedleyDB with the MEL2 definition.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of contour features for melody (green, solid line) and non-melody
(blue, dashed line) contours, in Orchset.
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Figure 4.15: Bivariate distribution of the mean contour’s pitch and spatial position in Med-
leyDB with the MEL1 definition for just vocal melodies. Non-melodic: shaded (blue) curves,
melodic: unshaded (red) curves.
remove variance caused by track-level differences (Bittner et al., 2015) as introduced
in Section 2.5.4.
With regard to our novel features, we first analyse the distributions of the spatial fea-
ture. Figure 4.15 shows the bivariate distributions of the mean pitch and mean spatial
location features, for both melodic and non-melodic contours, for vocal excerpts in
MedleyDB with the MEL1 definition. We observe that melodic contours tend to have
a mean spatial location (“spatial0” feature) which could effectively be exploited for
classification: (vocal) melodic contours tend to be more centred than non-melodic
contours. This agrees with the knowledge of common music production procedures,
as introduced in Section 4.6.2.
Figure 4.16 presents the same distribution for Orchset. In this case, melody contours
have a wider range of spatial location values in comparison to vocal contours, but they
are centred around a positive value, which corresponds to a location on the left side
of the stereo. In this dataset, the melody is commonly played by the first violins (see
Section 3.2.1), whose spatial location in the stereo panorama is commonly on the left
side, since such recordings tend to be faithful to their position in the orchestral layout
(from a listener or conductor perspective). Since non-melodic contours tend to be
even more distributed in the stereo, it is also likely that this feature helps the discrim-
ination in Orchset. Melodic contours tend to be more concentrated around the centre
than non-melodic contours in MedleyDB with the MEL2 (Figure 4.13) definition, but
the distribution is wider that in the case of vocal experts with MEL1 (Figure 4.12).
This could be expected, since lead vocals tend to be centered in the stereo panorama
while other melodic instruments may be set in other panning positions.
With regard to the tonal feature, we observe some subtle differences between melodic
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Figure 4.16: Bivariate distribution of the mean contour’s pitch and spatial position, in Orch-
set. Non-melodic: shaded (blue) curves, melodic: unshaded (red) curves.
and non-melodic contour distributions. Melodic contours tend to have a slightly lower
value, which indicates that melodic contours “fit” less in the key of the excerpt, since
the correlation between chroma profiles is lower. This could be due to the presence
of glissandi or passing tones, amongst the melody contours.
Finally, timbre features also seem to have potential for discriminating between melodic
and non-melodic contours. As expected, the difference between the distributions is
generally higher in the case of MEL1 with only vocal excerpts (Figure 4.12). In this
case, timbre features for melodic contours only correspond to the characteristics of
vocals. If we do not restrict to vocal melodies, and additionally allow multiple in-
struments to play the melody in a single excerpt (MEL2), the features for melody
contours correspond to the characteristics of multiple instruments. Therefore, the dif-
ference between melodic and non-melodic contours (which could correspond to any
instrument) is smaller (see Figure 4.12 and 4.13).
4.6.5 Experimental setup
We conduct an evaluation focused on the use of the novel features on both MedleyDB
and Orchset. In order to understand their effect on melody extraction, we follow the
same data-driven melody tracking approach as in Section 4.5, and compare the results
with different feature combinations. Note that these features would also be useful in
a heuristics-based approach, but the advantage of using a machine learning classifier
is that we do not need to manually create the rules to exploit them.
In order to evaluate the effect of the proposed features, we use the same set of pitch
contours as in previous sections (see Section 4.3), and only extend the original set of
characteristics. Note that spatial features are computed using both audio channels,
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Type (number) Description
Default (6) Pitch (µ,σ ), duration and salience (µ,σ , total)
Tonal (1) Degree of “fit” in the tonality
Spatial (2) Panning position of the contour’s pitches (median,σ )
Timbre (26) 13 MFCC computed from the filter matrix in contour frames (µ,σ )
Table 4.10: Summary of features computed for each contour
while the contour formation and characterisation with the rest of features takes place
with a mono version (see Section 4.2.3).
We evaluate different feature configurations, starting from the same features as in
Section 4.5 (DEF), and additionally including tonal (TON), spatial (SPT) and timbre
(TIM) features, as well as all possible combinations between them. The use of all
(default and proposed) features is denoted as “ALL”. We perform experiments on
Orchset, and three different variations on MedleyDB: MEL1 on excerpts with a vo-
cal melody (v-MEL1), MEL1 on all excerpts (all-MEL1), and finally MEL2 on all
excerpts (all-MEL2).
We also consider the use of HS as salience function, in order to investigate if the
proposed features would also be useful without using a source-filter model. In this
case, we do not consider timbre features, since they are computed from the spectral
envelope of the filter.
4.6.6 Results
Figure 4.17 shows the Overall Accuracy (OA) results for the different feature config-
urations and experiments. We observe that the use of the proposed features always
increases the OA when dealing with vocal data and MEL1 definition. If we evaluate
on all songs and MEL1 definition, we always improve the results when combining
any feature with timbre features, or with timbre features alone. In the case of MEL2,
the additional features also help increasing the median OA.
The most important increase in overall accuracy is due to the timbre features, which
by themselves account for a 5 percentage points increase in the median results on all-
MEL2 and all-MEL1. According to a t-test, α = 0.05, the increase in OA is significant
with timbre features, for all-MEL1 and v-MEL1, but the rest of proposed features do
not produce a significantly different mean OA. Median results are however increased
in a small amount using tonal or spatial features additionally to the default features.
Using two of the additional features always improves the results in comparison to
using only the default features in all-MEL2 and all-MEL1, and the best combinations
are those in which timbre features are used. Combining all features leads to the best
results in v-MEL1, reaching .78 median OA. The highest median overall accuracy on
all-MEL1 is obtained by the combination of default features with tonal and timbre
features, achieving 0.66. As observed in figure 4.17, due to the low OA values for a
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Figure 4.17: Overall Accuracy results in MedleyDB with contours created from CB, for
different feature combinations and experiments: MEL1 with only vocal melodies (v-MEL1),
MEL1 with all songs (all-MEL1), and MEL2 with all songs (all-MEL2)
few songs, mean values tend to be lower than median values.
Figure 4.19 shows the results for the rest of metrics, which help further understanding
the effect of the proposed features on overall accuracy. We observe that the use of
timbre features increases voicing recall while significantly (p= 0.3) reducing voicing
false alarms in MEL1, both contributing to the increase in OA. Similar conclusions
are obtained with spatial features in the subset of vocal songs, but they have a non-
significant effect when considering all excerpts in both MEL1 and MEL2 definitions.
The effect of tonal features on voicing detection metrics varies on the experiment,
but when they are combined with other features, they always lead to a reduction on
false alarms. In the case of MEL2, the largest decrease in VFA is produced by the
combination of TON+SPT, but it also leads to the highest decrease in VR. The highest
median OA in with the MEL2 definition is obtained by using all features, mainly due
to the reduction of VFA and only a small reduction of VR. All combinations of more
than two of the proposed features generally contribute to a decrease in voicing recall
in MEL2, but they also contribute to a more drastic decrease of VFA, which leads to a
higher OA.
Note that there is a very high correlation between the effect of using the proposed
features on VR, and the effect of using them on RPA (or RCA). As introduced in
Section 2.7.2, RPA computes the proportion of melody frames in the ground truth
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Figure 4.18: Overall Accuracy results in Orchset for contours created with both CB and HS,
and different feature combinations
for which the estimation is considered correct. Since the employed melody decoding
method (Bittner et al., 2015) does not provide pitch estimates in unvoiced frames,
RPA and RCA are also affected by VR. If voicing recall is decreased, less frames will
contribute to the computation of raw pitch accuracy, thus leading to lower values. As
also mentioned in Section 4.5, a simple way to increase RPA and RCA would be to
provide negative pitch estimates in the frames where contours are currently filtered
(due to a low likelihood of being melodic, as detailed in Section 2.5.4). Note that this
would have no effect on voicing related metrics, and would not lead to a decrease in
RPA or RCA, even if all pitch estimates in unvoiced frames are wrong.
Figure 4.20 shows the feature importances given by the classifier, when we use all the
features (ALL configuration) in MedleyDB. Figure 4.21 shows the same information
but summing the importance of all feature groups. In this case, we have separated
the default features into duration, pitch and salience features. Results on the vocal
subset with MEL1 show that the most important features are pitch standard deviation
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of RPA, RCA, VR and VFA results with different feature config-
urations on MedleyDB and melody definitions: MEL1 with only vocal melodies (v-MEL1),
MEL1 with all songs (all-MEL1), and MEL2 with all songs (all-MEL2)
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Feature importances in MedleyDB for 5 different folds
Figure 4.20: Importance of each individual feature for melody contour discrimination in
MedleyDB. The boxplots show the results from 5 different folds.
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Sum of feature importances in MedleyDB for 5 different folds with CB
Figure 4.21: Accumulated feature importances in MedleyDB, using CB. Boxplots show res-
ults from 5 different folds.
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followed by pitch mean. The pitch standard deviation is possibly helping to identify
glissandos and vibratos which are commonly found in singing voice. Since melody
contours correspond in this case to vocal contours, the mean pitch feature helps distin-
guishing them from those of other instruments playing notes higher or lower than the
singing voice range. Salience mean and spatial0 (which corresponds to spatial mean)
are the features with higher relevance after mean pitch. If we consider the aggregated
importance in features groups, we see that the whole set of timbre features are actu-
ally the second most relevant ones, after pitch features. In the case of all songs and
MEL1 definition, salience features gain usefulness over pitch features. Since the clas-
sifier can not rely on the voice specific pitch contour features for the discrimination,
more importance is given to salience. Spatial features still have some relevance, and
timbre features increase their importance as a group, due to the decrease of the use-
fulness of pitch related features. Finally, in MEL2 we observe that salience features
gain more relevance. This definition allows several instruments to play the melody
sequentially, and therefore there is a higher variety of pitch related feature values in
melodic contours. Isolated timbre features have little relevance on their own, but if we
sum the importances of the whole set, the group has the higher total importance. This
is probably simply due to the fact that this is by far the largest group (26 features).
In the case of Orchset, Figure 4.18 shows that our novel features do not bring improve-
ments in OA, compared to the default features when using CB as salience function.
There are several explanations for this. In the first place, melodic contour features
in the training set of some random splits may not properly represent melodic con-
tour features in the test set, due to the relatively small size of the dataset (at least, in
comparison to MedleyDB). Secondly, some of the feature combinations produce a de-
crease in recall, which is especially harmful in this dataset since it is mainly voiced.
Finally, the additional features do not present large differences in the distributions
for melodic and non-melodic contours. Some of the default features are more dis-
criminative on this dataset, when we use CB as salience function: the most relevant
is pitch mean, reaching 21% median importance over 10 folds. The next ones are
pitch contour duration (6%), some timbre features (maximum 6%), and spatial fea-
tures (4%). Salience features obtain even lower importance: since they are correlated
with the amount of energy of the melody, and orchestral music presents a large dy-
namic range, melodic contours also have a wide range of salience values. As already
seen in figure 4.14, salience related features in Orchset present a very high overlap
between the distributions of melodic and non-melodic contours. The best performing
configurations in terms of median OA are TON and TON+TIM, which also increase
the median VR in comparison to DEF. Using all available features leads to a decrease
of voicing recall, but also to a reduction of the number of voicing false alarms.
As introduced in 4.6.1, our timbre features rely on the estimation of the lead instru-
ment spectral envelope, which is computed together with the H f0 pitch salience func-
tion in the source-filter decomposition (Durrieu et al., 2011). As we have seen, the
use of this salience function and our timbre features generally improves melody ex-
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traction results. One of the drawbacks is the complexity, as the estimation algorithm
requires many computationally heavy iterative steps. For this reason, we also invest-
igate the usefulness of the proposed spatial and tonal features when we use a salience
function based on harmonic summation instead of CB (based on H f0). Figure 4.22
presents the results on MedleyDB, where the DEF results correspond to those by BIT
in Section 4.5 (we recall that BIT is based on HS instead of CB, and uses the default
features). We observe that the tonal feature improves OA in all configurations. Spa-
tial features also increase the median OA values in all configurations, but the mean
value is not increased in v-MEL1. The combination of tonal, spatial and default fea-
tures (TON+SPT) also increases median OA results in comparison using the default
features alone. In the case of Orchset, Figure 4.18 shows that, similarly as in the
case of using CB as salience function, none of the feature combinations using the
proposed features bring improvements in overall accuracy. In this dataset, the largest
increase in melody extraction accuracy in comparison to previous approaches based
on pitch contours (BIT or SAL), is due to the use of the proposed salience function
(CB) instead of HS.
We also analyse feature importances when using a salience function based on har-
monic summation, instead of the proposed CB salience function, on the SPT+TON
configuration. Results in MEL2 show that the classifier gives more importance to sali-
ence features when we use CB to create the contours, and relies more on pitch features
when using HS. This again shows the benefits of using the proposed salience func-
tion, since apart of leading to the creation of a set of contours with a higher melody
coverage (see Section 4.3), it also leads to more discriminative salience features.
4.7 Multiple melodic lines estimation
As introduced in Section 2.3, many efforts in MIR have been devoted to melody ex-
traction and multiple fundamental frequency estimation. However, very little research
has focused on the estimation of multiple melodic lines, even though it is relevant for
applications in which we do not need to estimate all present pitches, but focus on
multiple sources playing melodic content simultaneously. Some music examples can
be found in symphonies, fugues, certain types of jazz and even popular music.
In this section we propose a method for estimating multiple melodic lines from a
music signal based on pitch contour characterisation, using unsupervised methods for
pitch salience estimation and a supervised method for melody decoding. The first step
is the computation of the combined pitch salience function proposed in Section 4.2
(CB). We then form and characterise pitch contours with the proposed timbre, spatial
and tonal features, as well as default features (see Section 4.6). We then propose
a supervised method for melody tracking based on pitch contour classification (see
Section 2.5.4), together with a novel method for joint decoding of multiple lines (see
Figure 4.23). This method additionally exploits knowledge obtained from analysing
transitions between contours in a training set.
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Figure 4.22: Overall Accuracy results in MedleyDB for contours created with HS, for dif-
ferent feature combinations and experiments: MEL1 with only vocal melodies (v-MEL1),
MEL1 with all songs (all-MEL1), and MEL2 with all songs (all-MEL2)
In comparison to previous approaches (Bittner et al., 2015; Durrieu et al., 2010), we
do not just consider pitch and salience when performing decoding, but also the rest
of features. Another important difference is that we do not just assume and encour-
age continuity in time-feature space (e.g time-pitch space), but actually learn if there
is such continuity, and model it from training data. Furthermore, we do not only
model transitions between melody contours, but also model transitions involving non-
melodic contours. This allows our decoding method to encourage transitions which
are more likely to be produced among melodic contours. We perform the evaluation
on the MedleyDB dataset, which also includes annotations for multiple melodic lines
(MEL3 definition).
4.7.1 Contour labelling
Our method for multiple melodic line estimation is based on pitch contour classifica-
tion, using a Random-Forest Classifier, similarly to the proposed CBC method from
Section 4.5, and Bittner et al. (2015). To train it, we first need to label contours in the
training set as being melodic or non-melodic, based on the amount of their overlap
with the ground truth annotation. Bittner’s approach and the proposed method CBC
compute the overlap as the Overall Accuracy measure when using the contour pitches
as estimation and the annotated pitches as ground truth (see Section 2.5.4). In our
case, since the ground truth contains multiple annotated pitches per frame, we need a
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Figure 4.23: Decoding multiple melodic lines based on pitch contour characterisation
different measure. To compute the overlap, we first measure the amount of frames in
which the contour’s pitch is within a quarter tone from any of the annotated pitches.
The overlap for a given contour (OMEL3) is computed by dividing the previous value
by the length (in frames) of the contour. A given contour is considered to be melodic if
more than half of its frames overlap with the annotated melody (OMEL3 > α th = 0.5).
4.7.2 Contour transition modelling
A common assumption made by most melody extraction algorithms when perform-
ing melody decoding is the smoothness of the melody in the time-pitch space (Bittner
et al., 2015; Salamon & Gómez, 2012; Durrieu et al., 2010). However, similar smooth-
ness could be found in other features as well, which could be exploited for decoding
melodic lines. In Section 4.6, we analysed the distribution of several features for both
melodic and non-melodic contours. In this section we now analyse the transitions
between contours within a melodic line, in terms of the difference between the initial
contour features and final contour features.
Since we want to characterise transitions between contours within a single melodic
line but our annotations contain multiple lines, we select one from the ground truth as
follows. For a given song, we start from the extracted set of contours, and compute
the amount of overlap with each of the annotated melodic lines. In this case, the
overlap is computed using the Overall Accuracy measure, as the ground truth is a
single melody line (for further details see Section 2.5.4). The selected line is the one
with the maximum overlap with our set of contours.
After selecting the melodic line, we label contours as melodic if the overlap with the
selected melody line is higher than 0.5, or non-melodic otherwise. Note that in this
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subsection the definition of a melodic contour is thus different from Section 4.7.1 or
following sections, since we here use a single melodic line as reference. We then
identify pairs of pitch contours which are melodic and partially overlapping in time.
The differences between the features for each pair of contours are stored, and we
compute them for the whole set of songs in the training set. We also create pairs of
overlapping contours in which at least one of them is not melodic, and then compute
and store the differences between feature values.
Transitions between melody contours present different distributions in comparison to
the rest of transitions, especially in the case of the mean pitch feature: the difference
in pitch mean is smaller, which corresponds to the common assumption of smoothness
in time-pitch space. There is also a noticeable difference between the two types of
transitions in spatial features: transitions between melody contours tend to have a
smaller difference in the estimated spatial position. This correlates with the fact that
the instrument that plays a melody line tends to keep the same spatial position.
In order to use this data-derived knowledge within a melody extraction framework, we
propose to model transitions from training data and use them to encourage transitions
between melodic contours, as described in Section 4.7.3. We propose using a normal
distribution (N (µϕmel,(σϕmel)2)) to model the differences for each feature (ϕ) when
transitioning between melodic contours, where µϕmel and σ
ϕ
mel represent the mean and
standard deviation of the feature differences. We also model the rest of transitions
with normal distributions: N (µϕrest ,(σϕrest)2), where µϕrest and σϕrest represent the mean
and standard deviation of feature differences in the rest of transitions. Another pos-
sibility to be explored as future work is to train a classifier to discriminate the type
of transitions, similarly to what we do for discriminating melodic from non-melodic
contours.
From the training dataset we also compute the probability of changing of contour
in subsequent frames, within a melody line. This is computed as the ratio of the
amount of transitions between melody contours, to the total number of melody con-
tour frames.
4.7.3 Contour classification and multiple pitch decoding
After assigning a class to each of the contours from the training set (following Sec-
tion 4.7.1), we train the Random Forest Classifier, following the same procedure as
in Bittner et al. (2015) and our classification based melody extraction method (CBC)
(see Section 2.5.4). After training the classifier, for each song in the validation and
test set we compute the probability of each contour being melodic, similarly to Bittner
et al. (2015). Before melody decoding, we also filter out the contours whose melodic
likelihood is below a certain value (see Figure 4.23). As introduced in Section 2.5.4,
this value corresponds to the threshold which maximises the class weighted F1 meas-
ure on the validation set. The remaining contours will then be decoded into (NL)
melodic lines.
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Figure 4.24: Creation of nodes from contour elements, and transition weights Wi, j between
two nodes in consecutive frames.
First, pitch contours which do not overlap in time with other contours are assigned to
the first melody line. Pitch contours with some overlap are then stacked into groups.
In each group of contours, we perform a decoding to obtain the most likely sequences
of pitches corresponding to the melodic lines. In order to decode multiple lines (NL),
we propose a joint multiple-line decoding within each group, unlike the approach
by Bittner et al. (2015), which decodes a single melody line. To do so, we create
“nodes”, which represent an ordered combination of (NL) contour elements, and then
Viterbi decoding is performed in the node-time space. The number of nodes in a given
frame depends on the maximum amount of overlapping contours in that frame (Nc),
and the maximum number of lines we want to track. The nodes in a frame represent
all possible ordered combinations of Nc pitch candidates in groups of NL. The total
number of nodes in a frame (NZ) corresponds to the permutations P(Nc,NL) = NZ =
Nc!/(Nc−NL)!. E.g. for a frame with 4 concurrent contours (Nc = 4), if we decode
2 lines, the number of nodes is: NZ = 4!/(4−2)! = 12.
In order to perform the decoding, we need to compute the likelihoods of the nodes,
the prior probabilities, and the transition matrices between nodes. The likelihood
of each node is computed as the product of the likelihoods associated to each of
the elements forming the node, which are equal to the estimated probability of their
containing contour being melodic. The prior probability is also the product of the
prior probabilities associated to each of the pitches, which is set uniformly.
To create the node transition matrix in a given frame we compute transition weights
(Wi, j) between each of the nodes to the nodes of the previous frame. The size of this
matrix thus changes depending on the amount of nodes in each frame. Figure 4.24
shows the nodes when decoding NL = 2, and there are three overlapping contours.
To compute the transition weight between a node zkn−1 and node z
l
n from frames
n− 1 and n respectively, we compute the product of the transition weights of the
elements from the nodes. Transition weights between individual node elements cor-
respond to the product of two different weights. The first weight is associated to the
(log)difference between both elements pitches. The second weight is associated to the
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transition weights between the contours that contain the elements, and these are re-
lated to (all) contour features. Both weights are computed using the transition models
introduced in Section 4.7.2.
We compute a transition matrix for each feature, with a weight for the transition from
contour i to contour j computed as:
Wϕi, j =
N (∆ϕi, j|µϕmel,(σϕmel)2)
N (∆ϕi, j|µϕrest ,(σϕrest)2)
(4.16)
where ∆ϕi, j corresponds to the difference in the feature ϕ , and where W
ϕ
i, j corresponds
to the transition weight for a given feature, both between contours i and j. Note that
such weight is equal to one if the both distributions are the same (µϕmel = µ
ϕ
rest ,σ
ϕ
mel =
σϕrest). The weight is higher than one if the feature value difference ∆
ϕ
i, j is more likely
to correspond to a transition between melodic contours, or lower than one if it is more
likely to correspond to other transitions.
The weights of the global transition matrix are computed as the product of the weights
due to all features:
Wi, j = ∏
ϕ∈Ψ
Wϕi, j (4.17)
where Ψ corresponds to the set of all features. In short, the transition matrix favours
transitions which are more likely to occur between melodic contours, using informa-
tion about multiple features obtained from training data. Additionally, we also con-
sider a weight equal to the probability of changing between contours, which is learnt
from the training data.
After computing all likelihoods and normalising the transition matrices between nodes,
we compute the cumulated likelihood. Backtracking finds the most likely path in the
node-frame space, which is then transformed into a total of NL melodic lines ( f0
sequences) ordered by total cumulated likelihood. Note that in practice the compu-
tations take place in the log scale, in order to avoid rounding errors due to the very
small values in linear scale.
4.7.4 Experimental setup
We evaluate the proposed method using MedleyDB with the MEL3 definition, since
it contains annotations of multiple melodic lines. We consider two different config-
urations of the proposed method: the first (CBM) with the same contour creation
parameters as in Section 4.3, which was also used in the following sections (τσ = 0.9,
τ+ = 0.9). Additionally, we evaluate another configuration (+CBM), with more leni-
ent peak filtering (prior to contour formation), using the following parameter values:
τσ = 1.6, τ+ = 0.5). We recall that the decrease in τ+ allows filtering out less peaks
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in each frame, and the increase in τσ allows a higher difference in salience below the
salience mean. Therefore, both of them contribute to the creation of a larger amount
of contours. This is useful to increase the recall, which is especially convenient with
the MEL3 definition, since it allows the presence of multiple melody pitches at the
same instant.
We compare the performance of the proposed method with other three methods. The
first method (HSM) is a variation of CBM, which uses harmonic summation instead
of the proposed combined salience function. For CBM and HSM, we evaluate the
results obtained with several values of NL (maximum number of lines to be decoded).
We denote each variation with the number of lines at the end of the name abbreviation,
e.g. CBMN3 denotes the use of CBM with NL = 3. The second method with which
we compare is the multipitch approach by Duan et al. (2010) (MP-DUA) and the
third is Benetos & Weyde (2014) MIREX 2014 submission (MP-BEN14), but slightly
modified by its original author to output values on a 20 cent grid, instead of semitone-
quantized pitch values. Note that MP-BEN14 is based on the use of instrument-
specific spectral templates, which have not been adapted to the instruments present in
MedleyDB (for instance there are no templates for singing voice).
The evaluation is conducted on five train/test splits using an “artist-conditional” ran-
dom partition on the 108 songs that include melody annotations on MedleyDB. We
use the same distribution of songs among training, validation and testing as in Section
4.5, with roughly 63%, 12%, and 25% each.
4.7.5 Results
Figure 4.25 shows the precision (Prec), recall (Rec), and accuracy (Acc) of the eval-
uated methods, computed from the joint results on the testing set in five different
random splits.
The proposed method (CBM) obtains the highest accuracy amongst the evaluated
methods. HSM ranks second, and then MP-BEN and MP-DUA achieve the lowest
accuracy results. Note that MP-BEN and MP-DUA are multipitch estimation meth-
ods, and therefore they aim at estimating all present pitches in a musical audio signal.
It was therefore expected that they would not obtain high accuracies in our dataset,
since MEL3 only contains annotations of the pitches produced by melodic instru-
ments, and the precision of multipitch methods would be low. However, we would
expect these methods to obtain a higher recall than any other methods. Results show
that CBM obtains a lower recall than MP-DUA, and very similar recall in compar-
ison to MP-BEN. However, the configuration +CBM (which creates a higher amount
of contours) achieves a higher recall than both MP-BEN and MP-DUA. More im-
portantly, this configuration also obtains a much higher precision in comparison to
MP-BEN and MP-DUA.
As expected, CBM obtains a higher precision than +CBM, particularly when NL = 1.
As also expected, increasing the amount of decoded lines decreases the precision and
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Figure 4.25: Precision, Recall and Accuracy results for MEL3 definition
increases the recall in CBM, +CBM and HSM methods. Note that the increase of
recall when we increase the number of decoded lines (from NL = 1 to NL = 3) is
smaller in CBM than in the case of +CBM. The number of created contours which
overlap in time is smaller in CBM, and therefore increasing the amount of decoded
lines has less effect in the recall, since we actually reach the maximum amount of
concurrent pitches. All evaluated variants of CBM obtain similar accuracy, with a
mean value around 0.4, and a slightly lower median value.
We further study the kind of errors produced by the algorithms, by analysing Figure
4.26. First, the lowest total error (Etot) is obtained by CBM, followed by +CBM
and HSM. Much higher error values are obtained by MP-BEN, and MP-DUA. Esubs
measures the substitution errors: the number of ground-truth f0 values for each frame
that were not estimated, but other incorrect f0 values were returned instead. As also
expected, the highest values are obtained in this case by MP-BEN and then MP-
DUA. The lowest Esubs is obtained by CBM, specifically CBMN3. Emiss measures the
number of missed errors: ground-truth f0 values that were missed by the algorithm,
but no other f0 estimates were returned. Lowest values for this kind of error are
obtained by MP-DUA, MP-BEN, and then +CBM. The reason why MP-DUA and
MP-BEN obtain such low values is because if they do not output an annotated f0 value
at a given frame, they usually give some other f0 estimate as output, which counts as
a substitution error. Finally E f a measures the false alarms: the extra f0 estimates
that are not substitutes. As also expected, MP-DUA and MP-BEN obtain the highest
number of errors, since they are multipitch algorithms and therefore estimate more
pitches than the melodic. Also as expected, +CBM obtains the highest errors amongst
the proposed methods, especially when decoding a maximum of 3 lines.
Finally, Figure 4.27 shows the chroma accuracy of the methods (ignoring octave er-
rors). Note that the difference between the normal and the chroma measures are due
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Figure 4.26: Error Results in MedleyDB for the MEL3 definition (multiple line estimation)
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Figure 4.27: Results in MedleyDB for chroma related metrics, with the MEL3 definition
to octave errors. The best chroma accuracy is still obtained by +CBMN1, which in-
creases around 2 percentage points in comparison to the accuracy measure, meaning
there are few octave errors. We observe that MP-DUA and MP-BEN present a higher
number of octave errors than our proposed methods, since the difference between Ch-
Rec and Rec is much larger (19 and 4 percentage points in the case of MP-DUA and
+CBMN3 respectively). Total error rankings when we ignore octave errors (Ch−Etot)
are similar to Etot , and the lowest error is also obtained by CBM.
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4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have analysed the benefits of exploiting knowledge derived from
data for melody extraction. We have presented and evaluated a set of melody ex-
traction methods which integrate a source-filter model within a pitch contour based
melody extraction framework, increasingly exploiting available data for melody de-
coding. The evaluation is conducted on both vocal and instrumental music, coming
from two different datasets: MedleyDB and Orchset. These datasets cover a wide
range of genres: pop, rock, jazz, opera, and symphonic music, as well as different
melody definitions.
At the beginning of this chapter, we hypothesised that the combination of source-
filter models and pitch-contour-based melody tracking would lead to improvements
in melody extraction accuracy. To investigate this, we first adapted a pitch salience
function based on a source-filter model for the formation of pitch contours. Pitch
contour formation is based on finding peaks from the pitch salience function, and
grouping the most salient ones, using time and pitch continuity principles. The under-
lying assumption is that salience peaks corresponding to the melody are more salient
than non-melody peaks, and that there is a relatively small deviation between their
saliences. However, the pitch salience function obtained with a source-filter model
presents a large range of values. To adapt this salience function for pitch contour
formation, we first propose its combination (CB) with a salience function based on
harmonic summation (HS). Our second proposal is based on weighting the salience
function with an estimate of the energy of the melody source. The evaluation showed
that the proposed methods are able to increase the predominance of the melody over
the rest of pitches, in comparison to other pitch salience functions. One of the contri-
butions of this chapter was the proposal of novel metrics for pitch salience evaluation,
which consider not just pitch estimation in voiced frames, but also the behaviour in
unvoiced frames.
The proposed salience functions were then used within melody extraction methods
based on pitch contour selection (using heuristic rules). Results showed that the com-
bined salience functions lead to improvements in both overall accuracy and pitch es-
timation accuracy, and it also reduces octave errors in comparison to using harmonic
summation.
We also studied the effect of several parameters for pitch salience estimation using a
source-filter model, as well as parameters for pitch contour creation and pitch contour
selection. Pitch contour creation parameters were found to influence melody extrac-
tion results more than those used for pitch salience estimation. The voicing threshold
used for the final pitch contour selection also had a very important role in overall
melody extraction accuracy: the higher the voicing parameter, the higher amount of
voiced estimations. This is adequate for the Orchset dataset which is mainly voiced,
but harmful for MedleyDB especially with the MEL1 definition, due to the large
amount of unvoiced portions. We also evaluated this melody extraction method in the
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context of source separation, using a subset of songs from MedleyDB, which only
have one melodic source. To achieve this, we gave as input to Durrieu’s separation
algorithm (Durrieu et al., 2010) the output of the proposed melody extraction method,
and compared it against using its own melody estimate. Results showed an increase
of separation quality, measured by the Source to Distortion Ratio.
We then proposed the use of CB for melody extraction using pitch contour classifica-
tion. Evaluation results also showed that CB outperforms harmonic summation in this
case. The main benefits of using pitch contour classification was found when evaluat-
ing the results on the symphonic music dataset: it is able to adapt to the characteristics
of this dataset, which is mainly voiced. Also, the rules used in the heuristics-based
method are tailored to other kinds of music, and may not be applicable to the sym-
phonic music context, as detailed in Chapter 3. Another advantage of classification
based methods is that it is much more straightforward to include additional features,
since we do not need to manually create rules to consider them. We thus selected a
melody decoding framework based on pitch contour classification to analyse the ef-
fect of using an additional set of features. We proposed the characterisation of pitch
contours using timbre, spatial and tonal features, additionally to the previously used
features (related to contour length, pitch and salience). Results showed that combin-
ing the proposed features with the previously used features (related to contour pitch,
salience and duration) generally reduced voicing false alarms in both datasets, and
improved overall accuracy in MedleyDB with all melody definitions. The highest
increase in overall accuracy was due to timbre features, thanks to a better voicing
detection. However, spatial features were also helpful when identifying vocal melod-
ies, and in combination with timbre and tonal features (especially with the MEL1
definition in MedleyDB).
Finally, we proposed a joint multiple-line decoding method also based on pitch con-
tours as an intermediate pitch representation. This method exploits the proposed
features for contour classification, and uses transition models to favour transitions
between melodic contours. After filtering out contours with a low melody likelihood,
the sequence of melody pitches is decoded from the remaining contours. Multiple
pitches are tracked using Viterbi decoding on a time-node space, where a node rep-
resents an ordered combinations of pitch candidates. The evaluation was conducted
on MedleyDB with the MEL3 definition, which allows multiple simultaneous melodic
lines. Results showed a much higher accuracy and precision than two state-of-the-art
multipitch estimation methods, while achieving similar recall. Better results were also
obtained in this case when using CB as pitch salience function instead of HS.
We have thus seen that supervised and unsupervised learning methods, as well as the
proposed features, allow improving the state-of-the-art in melody extraction, which
validates our second and third main hypotheses (presented in Section 1.3). An in-
teresting future research direction is to substitute the unsupervised pitch salience es-
timation by a supervised method such as Deep Neural Networks (DNN). A recently
proposed approach by Rigaud & Radenen (2016) in which the pitch salience is es-
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timated by a DNN shows promising results, even though it is only evaluated on vocal
music. We foresee the use of Neural Networks for pitch salience estimation on a
wider range of music data, and propose its integration within a melody extraction
framework based on pitch contour characterisation. One of the challenges is to deal
with the relatively small size of the datasets in comparison to other disciplines, and
the cost of creating annotated data. It would also be interesting to automatically learn
contour creation parameters from data, since they have an important effect on the
amount and shape of the created contours, and thus on melody extraction accuracy.

Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Introduction
In the introduction of this dissertation we presented our main research question: “can
melody extraction algorithms benefit from modelling the context of the data to be
analysed?”. From this research question we derived three hypotheses, which we have
investigated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
One hypothesis was that melody extraction algorithms are generally focused on simple
vocal data and may not generalise well to other, more complex musical contexts. To
validate it, in Chapter 3 we evaluated state-of-the-art pitch estimation methods on
a novel symphonic music dataset (Orchset) which presented different characteristics
than those of standard melody extraction datasets. First of all, the definition of melody
used in this dataset is less restrictive than in previously ones. Second, the melody is
not played by a single instrument but by multiple instruments or orchestra sections
in unison. In addition, instrumental sections can alternate in playing the melody.
Third, the dataset is musically and acoustically complex, including a higher spectral
density and more frequent overlap between sources. Evaluation results of a selec-
tion of state-of-the-art pitch estimation algorithms revealed that symphonic music is
a very challenging material for melody extraction, and most methods present lower
accuracies in this material than in vocal music, which has traditionally been the focus.
We also presented an analysis of agreement when estimating the melody, and studied
the correlation of both pitch estimation accuracy and mutual agreement, with musical
characteristics from the annotated melodies. From this evaluation, we first concluded
that the most common approach for pitch salience estimation is not appropriate for
this kind of data. In addition, some approaches perform a suboptimal melody pitch
tracking, which further affects melody extraction accuracy on symphonic music sig-
nals. These results validate our hypothesis, and as a consequence of this evaluation,
we found out that the most accurate melody extraction method in this dataset employs
a source-filter model for pitch salience computation. This method models the char-
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acteristics of the music signals under analysis in an unsupervised fashion, implicitly
learning the spectral shape of the lead instrument.
Another hypothesis was that supervised and unsupervised learning from data would
allow advancing the state-of-the-art in melody extraction. To validate this hypothesis,
in Chapter 4 we proposed a set of data-driven methods which build upon previous
state-of-the-art approaches (Durrieu et al., 2010; Salamon & Gómez, 2012; Bittner
et al., 2015). Their evaluation showed improvements on melody extraction overall
accuracy, for a wide range of music material. Our first contribution was to incor-
porate a source-filter model into a melody extraction framework based on pitch con-
tour selection by means of heuristic rules. Our method benefits from unsupervised
learning at salience function creation, and provides substantial improvements in com-
parison to the original method, based on harmonic summation (Salamon & Gómez,
2012) on both MedleyDB and Orchset. However, a drawback of this approach is that
it is not able to learn the characteristics of melodic contours from a set of training
data, and that it is complex to add new features since we should manually create the
rules for melody tracking. Our second contribution consists in the combination of
the proposed salience function and a melody tracking method based on pitch contour
classification, by means of a Random Forest Classifier. This method achieves sub-
stantial improvements over an alternative approach based on harmonic summation
(Bittner et al., 2015). In comparison to our first contribution, this method was better
able to adapt to the characteristics of any given dataset, since it did not employ any
fixed heuristic rule for melody tracking. This was especially beneficial on symphonic
music, which is substantially different from the data for which the heuristic rules are
tailored. Another positive aspect of a classification-based approach is that it is much
more straightforward to include additional features, since we do not need to manually
create rules to consider them.
The remaining hypothesis was that features related to timbre, tonality, and spatial in-
formation would be useful for improving melody extraction algorithms. In Chapter 4
we proposed the use of such information to create novel features for the character-
isation of pitch contours, in order to complement the (duration, pitch and salience-
related) features previously proposed by Salamon & Gómez (2012). Our features led
to the decrease of voicing false alarms, and generally improved overall melody ex-
traction accuracy (especially on MedleyDB) when used within a classification-based
melody tracking approach. Finally, we extended melody extraction methods to estim-
ate several melodic lines by means of joint multiple-line decoding. This approach was
based on the combined salience function, the proposed set of features, and pitch con-
tour classification. Melodic lines were decoded using the Viterbi algorithm on a time-
node space, where a node represents an ordered combination of candidate pitches.
Data-driven pitch contour transition models were used to favour transitions which are
more likely to involve melodic contours, and discourage transitions which were likely
to involve non-melody contours. This approach obtains higher accuracies than state-
of-the-art multiple pitch estimation methods when evaluated on MedleyDB MEL3
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Figure 5.1: Screenshots of the reduced piano roll representation (left) and orchestral layout
visualisation (right)
definition, which contains the annotation of all melodic instruments.
In the following sections we present a set of prototype applications where the work
from this thesis has been integrated (Section 5.2), and we review the most relevant
contributions of this dissertation (Section 5.3), including the symphonic music dataset
and source code of the proposed methods48. Finally, we provide a description of
future work directions (Section 5.4).
5.2 Prototype applications
In the context of the PHENICX project (Gómez et al., 2013), we have provided listen-
ers with visualisations of musical information, in order to create novel orchestral clas-
sical concert experiences. One of the main motivations is that symphonic music em-
braces a wealth of musical information, which may not be easily perceived or under-
stood by general audiences. In symphonic music, it is common that musical scores are
available in a digital form, but they are too complex to understand for people without
formal musical training. In this project, we have used piano roll representations in
order to simplify musical notation, only considering pitch (y-axis), time (x-axis) and
instrument related information. It is however still complicated to understand piano
rolls with complete symphonic music scores, due to the large number of instruments
and the considerable overlap between voices, since this results in overloaded images.
For this reason we proposed a simplified version of the complete piano roll, showing
only the main melodic line (Martorell et al., 2015), as shown in Figure 5.1 (left). We
also used an orchestral layout visualisation, with different colours per instrumental
section, and different intensity depending on the individual dynamics. Additionally
to the instrumentation, physical layout and dynamics information, it also depicts sim-
plified pitch information for each instrumental section, as shown in Figure 5.1 right.
48http://www.mtg.upf.edu/node/3737
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This dissertation has contributed with the automatic creation of a “simplified musical
score”, which is similar to the previously mentioned reduced piano roll, displaying
the melody, as well as information about the instrument(s) playing it. The difference
with a piano roll is that we represent f0 estimations, and therefore fine-grained pitch
information such as vibratos or glissandi can be visualised.
Assuming that music scores can be aligned to the audio either manually or automat-
ically (Dixon & Widmer, 2005; Niedermayer & Widmer, 2010; Miron et al., 2015;
Carabias-Orti et al., 2015; Miron et al., 2016), it is possible to use this additional in-
formation to identify the melody and the instrument(s) (sections) playing it with more
accuracy. Two prototypes have been developed, which propose the visualisation of
melodic information in the context of symphonic music, using the melody extraction
method presented in Section 4.4. They additionally take advantage of an aligned mu-
sic score to refine the estimation, and in the case of meloVizz (Section 5.2.2) also to
compute the probability of each of the instruments to be playing the melody. The
melody is extracted without using the score, but a mask is applied to the estimation,
deleting any melody estimates which are not present in the time-frequency positions
of the notes present in the score.
5.2.1 PHENICX prototype
As a main outcome of the PHENICX project49,50, we developed a prototype which
integrates different technology for extending and enriching classical music concerts51.
In particular, the prototype integrates functionalities to be used before, during and
after the concert event. Before the event, users can for instance get program notes in
advance or prepare with an earlier recording. During the event, the user can access
to curated text guides, follow the score, tag or share their preferred moments. After
the concert, the user can access all concert recordings and material, providing audio
and video orchestra focus (incorporating audio sound source separation technologies),
personal tags and comments, instant video sharing, comparison of different recordings
or structure insights.
One of the features of the prototype was the display of a synchronized music score, as
well as a “simplified version” using the automatically detected predominant melody
of a piece. The application allows the visualisation of the main melody of line while
watching and listening to the recorded concert, as shown in Figure 5.2.
49Academic website: http://phenicx.upf.edu/
50Product website: http://phenicx.com/
51Prototype: http://phenicx.prototype.videodock.com/
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Figure 5.2: Screenshots of the PHENICX prototype, showing time aligned information from
the first movement of Beethoven Symphony 3 (Eroica). On the left side, score from the
woodwind section (bars 21 to 31). On the right side, estimated melody (bars 28 to 38) over a
video recording of the orchestra.
5.2.2 Melody visualisation (meloVizz)
In the context of the PHENICX project, we also developed MeloVizz52, a web-based
prototype for the visualization of melodic information as well as an estimation of the
instrument/s playing the melody.
The probability (Pin) that an instruments i is playing the melody in a frame n is estim-
ated with a very basic method, to be improved as future work. First, we perform a
frame-wise comparison of the estimated melody pitches against the instrument pitches
derived from the score. If they lie within a quarter-tone range, we set the value of Ain
to one, otherwise to 0. The estimation of the probability Pin is computed by Gaussian
filtering Ain along the time axis for smoothing.
The tool allows playing the analysed musical piece, and following the estimated
melody in a piano-roll canvas (see Figure 5.3). A scrolling curve shows pitch values
(y-axis), while time is represented horizontally (x-axis). A different colour is used for
each instrument (or section), allowing the user to easily visualise which instrument is
predominant at each time. Additionally, the intensity of each colour is variable, and
is mapped to the estimated probability of the instrument (Pin). A vertical line refers to
the current playing time, and pitches estimated in a short time window around it are
displayed, both in the past and future. Variable size text labels are additionally dis-
played at the top, showing the instrument/s that contribute to the melody. The name
of the instrument considered predominant is displayed in its corresponding colour.
Figure 5.3 (left) shows estimated melody pitches in the first movement of Beethoven’s
Eroica. In this example, we observe the vibrato from the flute at current playing time,
which is the only instrument contributing to the melody. Figure 5.3 (right) shows that
both clarinet and violin contribute to the estimated melody, but the violin is considered
predominant.
52http://repovizz.upf.edu/phenicx/melovizz
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Figure 5.3: Screenshots of meloVizz. The images correspond to estimations from the first
(left) and second (right) movements of Beethoven’s 3rd Symphony (Eroica), recorded by the
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra.
The prototype is implemented in HTML 5 to be run in any modern browser. It gathers
data through AJAX calls from the online repovizz repository (Mayor et al., 2013)
using its RESTful API. In order to visualise a given piece, data files with estimated
melody pitches and instrument probabilities need to be previously computed, and
uploaded into a repovizz datapack.
5.3 Summary of contributions
5.3.1 Extending the scope of melody extraction
Until very recently, most research in the field had focused on a restrictive melody
definition, allowing only a single source to be playing the melody in the whole piece.
Furthermore, most research had in practice focused on vocal melody extraction. This
thesis is an effort to consider a more varied, complex and realistic set of data in melody
extraction research. On the one hand, we have created a dataset which focuses on
symphonic music, which had never been considered in the literature. On the other
hand, we have used MedleyDB as a source of realistic musical data, since it comprises
many complete songs on a varied genre set, including both vocal and instrumental
melodies. Furthermore, we consider several definitions of melody, which could be
useful for different kinds of applications.
5.3.2 Annotation process and analysis of agreement
In Section 3.2 we proposed a methodology for dataset creation and annotation, in the
context of symphonic music. Given the difficulty of annotating the melody within
such a musical context, we proposed a methodology based on asking subjects to sing
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or hum along the music. After a manual agreement analysis, we annotated the notes
that the participants considered as melody, considering both their singing recordings,
the musical content of the audio excerpts, as well as the degree of confidence with
their singing.
In Section 3.3 we also conducted an automated analysis of agreement, which included
the study of correlations between musical and signal-related factors with the agree-
ment of both humans and algorithms. Musical factors were derived from the annotated
melody (e.g. melodic range, melodic density, etc.), and the factor derived from the
audio signal was the degree of predominance of the melody over the accompaniment.
Results showed that the most accurate algorithms on this dataset were those whose
pitch estimation accuracy was less correlated with the degree of predominance of the
melody.
5.3.3 Datasets
As previously introduced, we have published several datasets during the course of this
thesis. The first and most relevant dataset for this work is Orchset53, which is intended
to be used for the evaluation of melody extraction algorithms. As described in Sec-
tion 3.2, this collection contains 64 audio excerpts focused on symphonic music, with
their corresponding annotation of the melody. This dataset has been employed in the
audio melody extraction task in MIREX evaluation exchange, and it has now become
publicly available (Bosch et al., 2016b). Melody is defined here as “the single (mono-
phonic) pitch sequence that a listener might reproduce if asked to whistle or hum a
piece of polyphonic music” (Poliner et al., 2007). The dataset creation comprised
several tasks: excerpts selection, recording sessions of people singing along with the
excerpts, analysis of the recordings and melody annotation. The public release of
this dataset contributed to the win of the “Maria de Maeztu Research reproducibility
award” for PhD activities, which aims to promote the discussion and implementation
of mechanisms that foster the reproducibility of research.
We also collaborated in the creation of the PHENICX-Anechoic dataset54, which was
published and employed for the evaluation of score-informed source separation in
(Miron et al., 2016), and consists of four passages of symphonic music from the
Classical and Romantic periods. The original audio recordings (Pätynen et al., 2008)
contained a higher number of instruments, but in order to have a consistent evaluation
between pieces, we selected the following instruments: violin, viola, cello, double
bass, oboe, flute, clarinet, horn, trumpet and bassoon. We then created a ground
truth score, by manually annotating the notes played by each of the instruments. This
dataset is thus also useful for tasks such as score following, multipitch estimation,
transcription or instrument detection.
53http://mtg.upf.edu/download/datasets/orchset
54http://mtg.upf.edu/download/datasets/phenicx-anechoic
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An additional dataset published during the course of this thesis is IRMAS55: A Dataset
for Instrument Recognition in Musical Audio Signals, which was based on a dataset
created during the PhD thesis of Ferdinand Fuhrmann (Fuhrmann, 2012), and mod-
ified and adapted for the evaluation of the article (Bosch et al., 2012a). IRMAS is
intended to be used for training and testing automatic instrument recognition meth-
ods, in a varied set of professionally produced music recordings. The dataset includes
a total of 6705 excerpts for training, and 2874 excerpts for testing. The instruments
considered are: cello, clarinet, flute, acoustic guitar, electric guitar, organ, piano, sax-
ophone, trumpet, violin, and human singing voice. This dataset is not exploited in
this dissertation.
5.3.4 Evaluation metrics
We have proposed a set of metrics for the evaluation of pitch salience functions
and melody extraction methods. Pitch salience function evaluation in the context
of melody extraction had only focused on the estimation of the melody pitch. In Sec-
tion 4.2.3 we proposed metrics related to measuring the salience of melody pitches
in comparison to the salience in unvoiced frames, which is an important indicator of
the goodness of a pitch salience function, especially when used for the creation of
pitch contours. In Section 3.4.4 we also proposed several metrics especially relev-
ant in the context of symphonic music, which allow gaining further knowledge from
melody extraction methods, in terms of the smoothness of the extracted melody. This
could be relevant for real applications such as visualisation, source separation and
transcription.
5.3.5 State of the art evaluation
In Chapter 3 we analysed the performance of state-of-the-art pitch estimation methods
in the context of melody extraction on symphonic music. The evaluation studied mul-
tipitch estimation methods, pitch salience functions and melody extraction methods,
in order to understand where the limitations arise when dealing with such complex
data. We have also analysed the correlation between melody extraction accuracy and
musical characteristics. Specifically, we focused on characteristics of the melody to
be analysed, as well as properties of the signal such as the energetic predominance of
the melody over the accompaniment. We also proposed a novel set of metrics to gain
more knowledge from melody extraction algorithms, related to the smoothness of the
melody contour.
In Chapter 4 we also evaluated melody extraction methods in a more varied set of data,
including genres such as pop, rock, jazz, country, and symphonic music. Additionally,
we considered multiple melody definitions, and studied the benefits of data-driven
approaches in comparison to rule-based ones for adapting to different kinds of data.
55http://mtg.upf.edu/download/datasets/irmas/
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5.3.6 Novel methods
We have also proposed the use of unsupervised and supervised methods for melody
pitch detection, as well as the combination of several pitch salience functions with
melody tracking based on pitch contour characterisation. The main contributions are:
Factorisation of pitch estimation methods based on pitch contours. In Chapter 4
we have presented several melody extraction methods based on the use of differ-
ent salience functions, with different melody decoding algorithms, all based on pitch
contours as a mid-level representation. The factorisation of the different steps in the
proposed framework allows the experimentation with different combinations of meth-
ods. The proposed methods have been implemented in open source software56, built
upon other libraries57,58,59, which will hopefully contribute to further improvements
and better research in the topic. The public release of our code contributed to the win
of the “Maria de Maeztu Research reproducibility award” for PhD activities.
We also contributed (Bittner et al., 2017) to the conception of an open source library
called motif 60, which is built around the factorization paradigm used in this thesis.
This library contains implementations of several contour extraction and contour clas-
sification methods that can be applied to any pitch estimation task. The library is built
to make it easy to add new methods and to experiment with different combinations of
methods.
Improving melody-oriented pitch salience functions with source-filter models. In
Section 4.2, we proposed the adaptation of pitch salience functions based on source-
filter models for pitch contour creation. We first proposed the combination (CB) with
a salience function based on harmonic summation. Our second proposal was based on
weighting the salience function with an estimate of the energy of the melody source.
Both methods also employed Gaussian filtering for smoothing. Results showed that
the proposed salience functions are able to increase the salience of the melody pitch
over the rest of pitches, in comparison to those obtained with SIMM or harmonic sum-
mation. We also showed that the proposed methods assign lower salience to unvoiced
frames, which is a desirable property for a salience function used for pitch contour
creation.
Combining source-filter models and pitch contour selection. In Section 4.4 we
proposed a method which combines a source-filter model with pitch contour selection.
This method obtained a remarkably higher overall accuracy in a symphonic music
56https://github.com/juanjobosch/SourceFilterContoursMelody
57https://github.com/MTG/essentia
58https://github.com/rabitt/contour_classification
59https://github.com/wslihgt/separateLeadStereo
60http://www.github.com/rabitt/motif
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dataset, in comparison to other approaches in MIREX 2015 and 2016. This is also
the case in comparison to the algorithm MELODIA which represents the state of
the art in the field. Additionally, the proposed melody extraction method obtained
best or second best overall accuracy in MIREX 2015 evaluation campaign in datasets
containing jazz, pop, rock, R&B and Indian classical music. More importantly, in
larger and more realistic datasets such as MedleyDB, it has also proved to perform
better than the state of the art.
Combining source-filter models and pitch contour classification. In Section 4.5
we proposed a method which combines a source-filter model with a melody decoding
method based on pitch contour classification. The main difference with the method
based on heuristics is that it learns the characteristics of the data to be analysed using
a Random Forest Classifier. Decoding takes place using the Viterbi algorithm, where
the likelihoods are the estimated probabilities of each contour as being melodic. The
main advantage of this method in comparison to pitch contour selection is that the
heuristic rules used are here substituted by a classification algorithm, which is able to
learn from the data to be modelled, and we do not need to manually tune the paramet-
ers to improve the melody extraction, e.g. the voicing detection threshold. A further
advantage of this method is that it allows an easier integration of new pitch contour
features.
Use of timbre, spatial and tonal features for pitch contour classification and
melody decoding. In Section 4.6 we proposed a novel approach for the character-
isation of pitch contours with features related to timbre, tonality and spatial position
in the stereo panorama. Such characteristics were first used to model melodic con-
tours in the dataset to be analysed, and then exploited for the classification of pitch
contours as being melodic or not. Using the proposed additional features for melody
extraction with the same classification method leads to less false alarms, and higher
overall accuracy in a wide range of music data.
Multiple line decoding. In Section 4.7 we proposed a method for decoding multiple
melodic lines, based on the previously introduced set of features, and a pitch contour
classification framework. Instead of iteratively decoding the melodic lines, we per-
formed a joint multiple-line decoding. To do so, we created “nodes”, which represent
an ordered combination of candidate pitches. Decoding was performed in the node-
time space, using Viterbi decoding, using data-driven models to favour transitions
between melodic contours. This approach was trained and evaluated on MedleyDB
with MEL3 definition, which contains the annotation multiple melodic lines. The
proposed approach achieved similar or higher recall, and a much higher precision and
accuracy in comparison to state-of-the-art multipitch estimation approaches.
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Informed methods for melody pitch estimation. In Section 3.6 we conducted some
investigations on the use of timbre-informed methods for melody pitch estimation,
based on the use of instrument specific spectral templates in a Probabilistic Latent
Component Analysis (PLCA) framework. We also studied the expansion of the set
of spectral templates, in an unsupervised fashion, by analysing the music signal un-
der analysis. We have also started to explore the use of score information as prior
knowledge in a prototype application, using a very simple method for score-informed
melody extraction and melody instrument identification.
5.3.7 Applications
Even though it has not been the main focus of this thesis, we have also explored the
use of the proposed methods in practical applications, where the developed algorithms
have been integrated and exploited. In Section 4.4.5 we explored the use of a melody
extraction approach within a source separation method, aiming to separate melody
from accompaniment. The use of the proposed approach led to improvements in the
separation quality in comparison to using the original melody extraction method.
In Section 5.2 we presented a web-based melody visualization prototype, in the con-
text of symphonic classical music. The estimated melody is presented in a piano-roll,
as well as the estimation of the instruments which play it. This application integrates
musical scores in order to improve the melody extraction and perform instrument
detection.
5.4 Future perspectives
In this section, we introduce some future perspectives related to our research. In
addition, we also mention some current directions and ongoing work related to this
dissertation.
5.4.1 Towards multiple pitch streaming
We have ongoing work related to the streaming of multiple pitches into different
melodic lines. This is based on the multipitch decoding method presented in Section
4.7, and on transition models to maximize transition likelihoods between neighbour-
ing contours without temporal overlap.
After Viterbi decoding on each group of contours, we re-evaluate the assignment of
the pitch sequences to melody lines, favouring transitions which are more likely to
occur within a melody line. We are exploring the use of transition models (see Section
4.7.2) for the assignment of additional weights which would, for instance, increase
pitch continuity within all decoded melody lines. As we introduced in Section 4.6,
spatial features are potentially helpful for the assignment of pitches to melody lines,
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since musical instruments commonly stay in a constant stereo panning position in the
whole recording.
5.4.2 Automatic estimation of instrument activations
Relatively few methods in the literature attempt to perform multipitch streaming, and
they commonly rely on features related to the sources that produce each of the pitches
or musical notes (Duan et al., 2014; Kirchhoff et al., 2013). In Section 4.6 we pro-
posed the characterisation of pitch contours with timbre-related features, computed
from the lead instrument spectral envelope which is learnt in the source-filter decom-
position. Results showed that such features are helpful to discriminate melodic from
non-melodic contours, which improved voicing detection and thus overall accuracy.
However, one drawback of such feature is that the values are the same for all pitches
active at a given instant, and thus it is not useful to discriminate between pitch con-
tours with a complete overlap in time. It would be thus interesting to use other features
to characterise each contour with timbre information related to the instrument which
produced that sequence of pitches. For instance, it is possible to automatically es-
timate the probability that a given musical instrument is playing a given note, using
supervised methods such as PLCA (Benetos, 2012).
We conducted a preliminary test on Orchset, to investigate if it would be possible
to automatically guess the instrument which plays the melody in a given symphonic
music excerpt. To do so, we complemented the set of contour characteristics, with
additional “instrument activation” features, related to the probability of each con-
tour being generated by each of the orchestral instruments considered in Section 3.6.
This probability was computed from the instrument specific activation matrix ob-
tained with PLCA. We then measured the overlap of each contour with the ground
truth annotations, filtered all contours with an overlap lower than 50%, and annotated
the remaining contours as melodic. We then used Orchset annotations with the in-
strument family (or families) which play the melody in each excerpt to perform three
tests, selecting the excerpts in which the melody was played by only 1) strings, 2)
brass or 3) woodwind sections. In each of the tests, we computed the mean values of
the instrument activation features on the melodic contours, and saw if the results were
coherent with the annotated instrument family. In the case of strings, highest activa-
tions were those by violin and viola, which is correct. In the case of brass, it was oboe
and trumpet, which is partially correct. Finally, in the case of woodwinds, the highest
mean activations were obtained by clarinet, flute and oboe, which is also correct.
Even though these results are encouraging, we recall that the amount of excerpts per
instrument family playing the melody is not homogeneous, so further investigations
are needed with a larger dataset, especially with more brass and woodwind examples
(see Section 3.2.1).
Further work deals with the integration of such timbre features in our melody extrac-
tion framework in order to improve timbre-based multi pitch streaming and to allow
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the assignment of pitches to different melody lines, according to the instrument that
plays them. Such approach could be also used for the visualisation prototype intro-
duced in Section 5.2.2, instead of relying on an aligned score. While music scores are
commonly available for most of the symphonic repertoire, they may correspond to dif-
ferent instrument arrangements or interpretations. Even with a score which matches
the given audio recording, the automatic alignment at a note level is a very com-
plicated task (Miron et al., 2015). This is particularly true in symphonic music due
to the presence of slow and soft passages, and possible structural differences due to
repetitions (Grachten et al., 2013).
5.4.3 Learning more from data
We have seen that both unsupervised and supervised learning methods are useful for
melody extraction. In the proposed framework, the method employed for pitch sali-
ence estimation models the data under analysis to produce a melody-oriented pitch
representation, but it is unsupervised. An interesting future research direction is to
explore a supervised method for pitch salience estimation, such as Deep Neural Net-
works (DNN). An advantage of using a supervised method is that it would be possible
to train it with different melody definitions. As we have seen, one of the benefits of
the proposed pitch salience is that it tends to be very sparse, and the melody pitch is
much more salient than the rest of pitches. The drawback is that it is task-specific, and
it would be beneficial to use a different pitch salience function for multipitch estima-
tion. The use of a supervised method for pitch salience estimation would even allow
to learn a model to estimate all present pitches, when appropriately trained. One of
the main challenges is to deal with the relatively small size of the datasets in com-
parison to other disciplines, and the cost of creating annotated data. We expect data
augmentation and meaningful data synthesis to become key factors for improving
data-driven melody extraction (and MIR in general), specially in combination with
multi-track datasets, since they provide much more flexibility in the transformations
and combinations.
Pitch contours have proven to be a useful mid-level representation, and therefore we
foresee their use in combination of deep neural networks as a supervised method for
the computation of pitch salience. However, the formation of pitch contours from the
peaks of the pitch salience function is not a data-driven process. As we have seen, the
parameters used during contour creation have a very important effect on the amount
and shape of the created contours, and thus on the melody extraction voicing recall.
It would thus be interesting to also learn the ideal contour creation parameters from
training data. A good example is the creation of pitch contours in orchestral classical
music, which features a higher dynamic range than in other genres. In that case, we
have seen that it is better to allow more variance in the salience peaks, thus creating a
higher amount of contours.
Further work also deals with learning the best configuration within a PLCA frame-
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work for melody pitch estimation, such as the parameters for pre- and post-filtering
as described in Section 3.6.
5.4.4 Multimodal melody extraction
We foresee that the use of additional modalities could help the automatic extraction
of the melody. A first example would be the use of a symbolic representation of the
piece, which could be exploited for score-informed audio melody extraction, given
that the score is available in a digital format and is properly aligned to the piece under
analysis (either manually or automatically). Other modalities such as video could be
explored, which would give information about the instruments being played, or help
estimating the notes, onsets and offsets.
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Experiment details
MedleyDB files used for source separation experiment (Section 4.4.5)
AimeeNorwich_Child.wav
AlexanderRoss_VelvetCurtain.wav
Auctioneer_OurFutureFaces.wav
AvaLuna_Waterduct.wav
BrandonWebster_DontHearAThing.wav
BrandonWebster_YesSirICanFly.wav
ClaraBerryAndWooldog_AirTraffic.wav
ClaraBerryAndWooldog_Boys.wav
ClaraBerryAndWooldog_Stella.wav
ClaraBerryAndWooldog_WaltzForMyVictims.wav
Creepoid_OldTree.wav
DreamersOfTheGhetto_HeavyLove.wav
EthanHein_1930sSynthAndUprightBass.wav
EthanHein_BluesForNofi.wav
EthanHein_GirlOnABridge.wav
HeladoNegro_MitadDelMundo.wav
HezekiahJones_BorrowedHeart.wav
HopAlong_SisterCities.wav
KarimDouaidy_Hopscotch.wav
LizNelson_Coldwar.wav
LizNelson_Rainfall.wav
Meaxic_TakeAStep.wav
Meaxic_YouListen.wav
MusicDelta_80sRock.wav
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MusicDelta_Country1.wav
MusicDelta_Country2.wav
MusicDelta_Disco.wav
MusicDelta_FreeJazz.wav
MusicDelta_Gospel.wav
MusicDelta_Grunge.wav
MusicDelta_Hendrix.wav
MusicDelta_InTheHalloftheMountainKing.wav
MusicDelta_Pachelbel.wav
MusicDelta_Punk.wav
MusicDelta_Reggae.wav
MusicDelta_Rock.wav
MusicDelta_Rockabilly.wav
MusicDelta_Shadows.wav
MusicDelta_SpeedMetal.wav
MusicDelta_Vivaldi.wav
MusicDelta_Zeppelin.wav
NightPanther_Fire.wav
PortStWillow_StayEven.wav
SecretMountains_HighHorse.wav
Snowmine_Curfews.wav
StevenClark_Bounty.wav
StrandOfOaks_Spacestation.wav
SweetLights_YouLetMeDown.wav
TheDistricts_Vermont.wav
TheScarletBrand_LesFleursDuMal.wav
TheSoSoGlos_Emergency.wav
Appendix C
Glossary
C.1 Acronyms
CC Chroma Continuity
MMA Mean Mutual Agreement
OA Overall Accuracy
OJ Octave Jumps ratio
PDD Probability Density function Discontiguity
RCA Raw Chroma Accuracy
RPA Raw Pitch Accuracy
RVS Relative Voiced Salience
VFA Voicing False Alarm rate
VR Voicing Recall
WRCA Weighted Raw Chroma Accuracy
WRPA Weighted Raw Pitch Accuracy
ACF Autocorrelation function
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript And XML
AME Audio Melody Extraction
API Application Programming Interface
ASA Auditory Scene Analysis
BEN Multipitch estimation method, based on SI-PLCA (Benetos &
Dixon, 2011)
BEN14 Multipitch estimation method, based on SI-PLCA used in MIREX
2014 (Benetos & Weyde, 2014)
BIT Melody extraction method based on PCC (Bittner et al., 2015)
CAN Pitch salience function (FChT) (Cancela et al., 2010)
CB Pitch salience function based on the combination of a source-filter
model and harmonic summation
CBC Melody extraction method based on the salience function CB and
pitch contour classification
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CBM Method based on CB for the estimation of multiple melodic lines
CBS Melody extraction method based on the salience function CB and
pitch contour selection
COMB Multipitch estimation method based on the combination of salience
functions peaks
CPV Combination of Pitch and Voicing
CQT Constant-Q Transform
DEF Default pitch contour features: pitch (mean and deviation), salience
(mean, standard deviation and sum), duration
DNN Deep Neural Network
DRE Melody and multipitch estimation method, Spectral peaks compar-
ison and streaming rules (Dressler, 2012b,a)
DTW Dynamic Time Warping
DUA Multipitch estimation method based on Maximum Likelihood prin-
ciples (Duan et al., 2010)
DUR Melody extraction method based on a source-filter model (Durrieu
et al., 2010)
ELF Equal-Loudness Filters
EM Expectation Maximisation
ERB Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth
ES Matrix used for energy weighting
ESS Melody extraction method by Salamon & Gómez (2012) as imple-
mented in Essentia
EW Pitch salience function based on a source-filter model, weighted by
its frame-by-frame energy (combined with ES)
EWS Melody extraction method based on the salience function EW and
pitch contour selection
FChT Fan Chirp Transform
FUE Melody extraction method based on PLCA on the CQT (Fuentes
et al., 2012)
GT Generalisability Theory
HMM Hidden Markov Model
HPCP harmonic pitch-class profiles
HPSS Harmonic/Percussive Source Separation
HS Salience function based on Harmonic Summation
HSM Method based on HS for the estimation of multiple melodic lines
HTML HyperText Markup Language
IF Instantaneous Frequency
MAR Pitch salience function (Tikhonov regularisation) (Marxer, 2013)
MEL1 Melody 1 definition in MedleyDB
MEL2 Melody 2 definition in MedleyDB
MEL3 Melody 3 definition in MedleyDB
MFCC Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
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MIR Music Information Research
MRFFT Multi-Resolution Fast Fourier Transform
NMF Non-negative Matrix Factorisation
PCC Pitch Contour Classification
PCS Pitch Contour Selection
PHENICX Performances as Highly Enriched and Interactive Concert eXperi-
ences
PLCA Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis
RCOMB Multipitch estimation method based on the combination of salience
functions peaks, with neighbourhood refinement
RESTful representational state transfer
S/F Source-Filter model
SAL Melody extraction method based on PCS with salience function
based on Harmonic Summation (Salamon & Gómez, 2012)
SIMM Smooth Instantaneous Mixture Model
SIPLCA Shift-Invariant Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis
SMS Spectral Modeling Synthesis
SPT Combination of default + spatial-related pitch contour features
STFT Short Time Fourier Transform
SVD Singing Voice Detection
SVM Support Vector Machines
TIM Combination of default + timbre-related pitch contour features
TON Combination of default + tonal-related pitch contour features
TR Tikhonov Regularisation
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